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best reading on the can.
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the face in the sky was shaped like a gigantic apple and it
looked like this:  the web is accumulative in ways that
material media weren’t dismissing dismal redundancies
….////… What a horrible, selfish person. California is
cursed with Dianne Feinstein, another person living in a
bubble. So, if it is necessary to lie about Corbyn 89 percent
of the time, well, that’s what the media will do. “ You have
an implant, I get it.” remonstrating a defensive posture
yeah, even in my private life, I dress up every day I live in
NYC where the street is a performance space I take no
credit for my success. Later, the promotions I received
were always contingent on the data I provided. bingo!
space age bubble busters At the very end of Maya
civilization, the system was further simplified by recourse
to a single glyph.….///The Underground Databases spoke
of mysterious geoengineers, holed up in secret, devising
powerful devices to save the planet from apocalypse.
/////..// A young woman, signature crystal pendant
swaying back and forth between her cleavage enlivened
the display like a moonlit sky. The Maya used two systems
for calculating the days of the year. One involved a cycle of
260 days, the so-called sacred or divinatory calendar.
Treehoppers are common insects occurring on all types of
vegetation. They vary in shape, owing to variations in
shape of the pronotum; most of them appear humpbacked
and some are shaped like thorns. A child could do what I
do, but wouldn’t dare to for fear of being called stupid.
advantage: the pig-nosed prevaricator.//globe-trotting
troglodytes sally forth, you mute, bug-eyed bandits over
the infrastructure of oppression! Corbyn came down on
the wrong side of Brexit, it doesn’t matter the reasoning,
and this lost him a lot of populist potential. I find doing a
self-diagnostic on my vast information highway an
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arduous task, one which can only be initiated if there is a
pressing need for DATA which will somehow illuminate
cloud historical events, or verify facts as indisputable facts.
I grant thee a wish to do vibrant n verbose lollygagging.
No, scratch that! Keep me under the thumb of a benevolent
dictator. SLAVISH R US. hum ho hum ho The problem is
that the people who might put a lot of energy into a leftwing populist campaign are nevertheless passionately
anti-Brexit (rightly or wrongly), and the sense that Corbyn
is sitting between two stools, as it were, robs him
[redacted] of his populist potential. Caddisflies are
relatively insignificant mothlike insects that would not be
terribly noteworthy were it not for their unusual aquatic
larvae. In a split-second…and there he was, in one piece.
The morning breeze, smelling of wild flowers, confirmed
he had. I do love getting comments about how I look, I
adore it. It’s special. It makes me feel special. It makes me
feel noticed.
.
. Sanders has infiltrated the
Democratic Party. He is encouraging progressives to run.
He contradicts the platitudes of Perez and the other dems.
He criticizes the dems in his speeches. Perez violently
pukes all over the stage and then Bernie mops it up and
then starts restating his idea of a Democratic platform as
the dems get pissed about his popularity and his big
mouth. ordinary, pull yer pud He was too awed by IT to
make much of a fuss. The icon of the Movement serves as a
quasi-religious figure… hire a competent artist to render in
marble a perfect likeness of the master. vile encumbrances
sudsy moues oily orifices produce sexy sex-meisters It’s an
identity, a persona, and I’ve built my poetic persona on
these types of outfits. Babble on, fellow babblers! The
spruce pine, or walter pine, is a beautiful large tree found
in the damp coastal intermixed hardwood forests on
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calcareous bottomlands of the southeastern states. White is
actually one of my favorite colors. I have a white car. I love
white. In New York I do not leave the house without
thinking about what I’m wearing, never, ever. I think
about what I wear to my shrink. At all costs, a great leader
must protect and defend the interests of his followers, as
well as hawk his beliefs in the marketplace of ideas, in
order to re-orientate an ignorant population. Yet the Maya
were not deterred by complex calculations, as can be seen
from their astronomical codices, all dating from the PostClassic period. meekly, the ripe island surrendered Oh,
wait there’s this: the drowsy elephant advancing clumpclump-clumPING! Along like a lumbering cavalcade of
interstate buses. Insects that pass through four distinct
phases of development—egg, larva, pupa and adult or
imago—are said to undergo complete metamorphosis. If I
don't feel confident about my body, I'm not going to sit at
home and feel sorry for myself and not do something
about it. It's all about taking action and not being lazy. For
many years I would shop the thrift store racks for women’s
sweaters
and
things because they
were
much
more interesting than men’s, which were brown and grey
and boring. rustic platitudes ungrateful form-fitting
girdles
When I put a skirt on, I actually feel much closer to punk
rock. remedy the infallible
…//
… … // …bulwark
against faith Relegate the monstrosity of other
monstrosities
to the jackals of history ho hum ho hum Many more
spiders protect their eggs than do insects. Most webbuilding spiders will lay one or more egg sacs in their
webs and defend them until the spiderlings hatch and
disperse. The first time I was pregnant, Kanye and I were
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dating, and I was just being introduced to the world of
fashion. I wanted to work with a bunch of different
stylists, and when you work with a new stylist, everyone
wants to possess your look. What happened to me was, I
was a visual artist and I was making money. I was pretty
successful at selling things. Then in the early Nineties I
decided I wanted to be a poet which cut off all sorts of
income so I had to go and get a day job. The Maya not only
excelled in the art of the bas-relief, but exhibited a keen
sense of aesthetic values in their sculpture in the round.
Who knew Democratic Party are the real accelerationists
the pungent ape-sound of the pungent
I get so much flak from what I do and wear, mostly
because people don’t like the way I write.…she lost to the
candidate that the DNC wanted and rigged it so she would
go up against. the abominable feeling of that weirdo
recalcitrance in the inner innards & other extremities Flarf,
by using disingenuous subjectivity, never really believes in
what it’s saying, but it’s saying it anyway, acutely scraping
the bottom of the barrel…Derrida begins with the notion
that the subject can have no self-presence except by
hearing him or herself speak. Maya languages are divided
into two group, of which the principal ones are: Quichean
(Eastern)
Mamean (Eastern) Yucatecan (Western) and Cholan
(Western). It’s become a truism to say that society no
longer expresses a consensus (whether reactionary or
liberatory),
but that a false consensus is expressed for society; let’s call
this false consensus “the Totality.” CNN pretending to be
progressive is cute. They aren't one of us no matter how
hard they act. Misogyny, Comey, the media and the
Russians will be blamed. Don't forget ... RUSSIA and The
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Vlad. I’ve decided against T-shirts also, I find them
embarrassing as well and I don’t wear jeans because
they’re too common. dare to be a blazing star a blaze-face
slouching toward an oomph oomph! all this cat mewing I
decided to wear it because Obama is a black preppy guy
and I figured that he would understand the language of
the suit. open-ended vacuity in the main—& howling
hollowed out mass-man looping & looping… The red
spruce is a very important source of wood for paper pulp.
Its wood is light and soft, and most ideal for this purpose.
The male poet has always been a peacock, but then
something changed and now they’re a glum and authentic
bunch. Proselytizing vessels. Small-fry kitsch foisted on
passersby in the heat of a pestiferous sidewalk hustle.
Teams of bible-bangers graft to sorry souls because of the
near universal fear of the Void.
Automation and technology don’t cure behavioral ruts:
they just create new instances of them. The pronotum is a
single sclerite, but may contain various grooves or ridges.
The dominant counter-voices are prevailing, needless to
say, and delivering their Cartesian promises. Macron, who
ran Hollande’s disastrous economic policy, will be a
Trudeau style leader, very shiny and so on, good on
talking about social issues, but his policies are neoliberal
norm: take away worker rights, grind them down, in the
name of labor market flexibility. roadside measures pliant
catastrophes armored hearts heaving heavy heartaches
Therein lies the rub of rapturous undercover phantom life
I got full-length fox fur coats at the flea market, and I’d
wear them with cowboy boots and crazy Seventies glasses.
I’m not an English dandy and I’m not a beautiful black
guy. Part of the purpose of any incipient rebel movement
is to use the enemy’s most valued and accepted cultural
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demarcations against him—and preferably, with more skill
and panache.
Many years had passed since his cosmic phobias were
forged and made more conspicuous by his failure to
sublimate them through his art. Maya civilization was
‘theocratic’ and needed little encouragement to organize
grandiose ceremonies of every description—sowing and
harvest festivals, offerings to tutelary gods, celebrations of
astronomical phenomena (such as solstices and equinoxes)
or of events like birth and death in the noble families,
investitures of rulers, dedications of monuments,
propitiatory rites before a campaign, and so on. But I stay
away from things that are too short: I wear long priest-like
skirts, billowing and bell-shaped. Bent the broken arrow of
a facile world on fire image of us all of us conflicting
modes of behavior I get so much flak from what I do and
wear, mostly because people don’t like the way I write. I
think that there's the Kim Kardashian brand and the
Kardashian brand. I think they blend together, but I have
different qualities or interests that my sisters might not be
so
into.
Quills have been used for hundreds of years. Most
calligraphers frequently use metal pens, but quills are still
the preferred choice for writing on vellum because of their
sensitivity and flexibility. Power is now immanent in life
as it is technologically organized and commodified. It has
the neutral appearance of facilities or of Google’s blank
page. This eternal present comes at the death of memory
while the
future hangs in the balance. While there is still a
tremendous amount of human intervention, the future of
literature will be increasingly mechanical. You fall into all
sorts of odd relational situations with even basic clothes.
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Lovebugs are able to fly about in flagrante delicto, with the
pair connected at the abdomen, and it is in this position
that they remain for days on end. upright righteousness in
a panoply of skins Or unbent the hardy resources of the
mind
can & will debate itself into wanton revelries ho hum ho
hum ho hum Despite the important part played at precise
moments by “mass psychosis,” we feel compelled to call
our comrades’ attention to a phenomenon of much greater
importance. The supervisory organs of traditional
democracy are no longer valid. My wife and I often go out
together and she will be wearing something outrageous
and I will be wearing something outrageous, but she will
get no comments on her outfit and I’ll get thousands on
mine. Knots in the stomach & other ephemera/effluvia
radical pulsations the grip of plenty Wild turkey prefers
swamp forests and upland and montane forests with oaks
in the East, and arid mesquite scrub, oak woodlands,
chaparral, and pinyon-juniper woodlands in the West.
Northern populations of Red-spotted Admiral have a
broad white stripe across the wings as do Lorquin’s and
Weidemeyer’s Admirals. I had this insane deconstructed
green plaid suit on, that’s, like, falling apart and held
together by buckles. I had a white shirt with stars on, a
deconstructed tie and my Panama hat, and people just
freaked out. Shh… the new radicalism is paper. Right? It
remains a pity that we have to grind this out, in great
misery, rather than simply leaping to candidates like
Corbyn, Melenchon, or (to a lesser extent) Sanders, but the
electorate is still not willing to actually embrace positive
change. Even when they want change, they want it done
by assholes (Cameron/May/Trump) or by people whose
track records indicate servile subservience to
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neoliberal norms (Trudeau, Obama, Macron). After sober
reflection, I pause. The author, propelled into an
inexorable battle with the forces of technological darkness,
can dredge up no other option but to rue the passing of
vaunted “individualists,” and prepare for the totalitarian
abyss of the digital highway. The history of modernity is,
on one level, a series of innovations in ever-increasing time
compression. This mounting technological movement is
foundational to the fact that Progress is totalitarian. I
personally see all mental health problems as potentially at
least accurately measurable and diagnosable, if not
curable, by medical science, of the present or of the future.
I wanted to wear suits that weren’t regular business suits
because that would mean I would be buying into the
businessman myth. I began seeking out really brightly
coloured things. Elites simply can’t pivot. They don’t
know how to do anything but keep doubling down on
neoliberal austerity. It is their entire playbook, and this
default strategy may wind up costing them everything.
Human discovery has always been contingent upon the
acceptance of change. With the acceptance of change
comes the acknowledgment of a shift in cultural
circumstances. A personality disorder may not have a
physiological or organic cause, but it is pervasive and as
much a part of who that person is as their right hand.
While I do believe that their actions are willful and
calculated, their ability to choose a different course of
action is limited. This is why they cannot be treated. They
can only be held accountable for their behavior. I’m the
guy in the sky flying high flashing eyes no surprise I told
lies I’m the punk in the gutter. In the far-fetched lands of
‘Merica the froghoppers jitterbug ‘round the outside
‘round the outside Apollo 11, this is Houston. The booster
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is safe. I only just started wearing underwear a month ago,
and I never wore underwear until then. Roger. I wear
completely boring shoes: everyday soft suede loafers.
Apollo 11, this is Houston. The booster has been
configured for orbital coast. Both spacecraft are looking
good. Over. My jacket's gonna be cut slim and checked
Maybe a touch of seersucker with an open neck I ride a
G.S. scooter with my hair cut neat I wear my wartime coat
in the wind and sleet grit and grist c’mon over here ho
hum ho hum Apollo 11, this is Houston. Vanguard LOS at
15 35; AOS Canaries at 16 30. Over. The bald-cypress is
also known as the swamp-cypress, southern-cypress, and
tidewater red-cypress. It is the most characteristic and
picturesque tree of the southern swamps and alluvial
bottomlands. I am the face she has to know me I'm dressed
up better than anyone within a mile Corporatist Dems
calling themselves "The Resistance" is comically ironic
considering their intended meaning, since they are a small
percentage of the group, whose only resistance, is resisting
the will of the majority (across all party affiliations), that
wants single payer healthcare. Bear in mind of course that
ease of movement, as a rule, is never in the hands of the
freedom-seeker. minutiae involved in manufacturing a
new hi-tech amenity I tap tap tap on the keyboard like a
dotty potty daffy dill Houston, be advised the visual is GO
today.
To me fashion is all play, all fantasy, but a part of me longs
for being able to wear it for real. Stretchmarks are my
biggest fear of life. 11, this is Houston. You are GO for
staging. Over. I hate it when women wear the wrong
foundation color. It might be the worst thing on the planet
when they wear their makeup too light. Apollo 11, this is
Houston. Level sense arm at 8 plus 17; outboard cut-off at
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9 plus 11. Far be it from me to idealise the condition of
clandestinity as a winning formula for insurrection, but I
cannot help pointing out its positive aspects. Apollo 11's
GO at 7 minutes. Suddenly the avant-garde and the
populist have met, it’s very strange . . .Roger. Inboard cutoff. Roger. We confirmed. Dispirited assembly in the
gaping orifice of nothing it all means poppycock & stuff so
as we continue along the same path of artificial growth, the
mentality and conduct of the Technoindustrial Society will
be gradually manipulated further. 11, Houston. You are
GO at 5 minutes.
I just feel like I can't function in the real world with long
nails. Roger. It'll - Apollo 11. Go. The system is so naive to
think that it will eliminate and subjugate every trace of
Wild Nature that remains, without thinking that it is not
just this planet that represents the Wild Nature it wants to
dominate.
There are paparazzi everywhere, that's a fact. If I go out in
bright sunlight all my cellulite will be lit up and visible. If
it's overcast, you can't see it. I thought that it would be
really fun to start getting overdressed for work. I became
the only guy in the office in a suit. Apollo 11, this is
Houston. The booster has been configured for orbital coast.
Both spacecraft are looking good. Over. Let me flow into
the ocean Let me get back to the sea Let me be stormy and
let me be calm Let the tide in, and set me free It’s all just
crazy making & other random stuff implicating you & me
in this
go away into the la di da & frizzle-frazzle & let’s translate
the potential consequence of the physical half-life of a
radionuclide on people’s health. Considerable research
effort has been put into the creation of synthetic THC and
cannabinoids. I always pee all over my Spanx. It's a
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disaster. They aren't crotchless enough! Roger, 11. We're
reading you the same. Both the booster and the spacecraft
are looking good to us. Over. Then I looked at the women
there and they were wearing things that were much more
outrageous than I was. Then I looked at all the men and
they were wearing properly French things: understated
Oxford shirts, chinos, and I felt like a freak in
France. Houston, Apollo 11. Would you like to copy the
alignment results? I had this insane deconstructed green
plaid suit on, that’s, like, falling apart and held together by
buckles. Isn’t it funny how like, elephants like, have a
saggy butt? Okay. NOUN 71: we used 30 and 37, four balls
1; NOUN 93: plus 00016, plus 00033, plus 00152; GET 00 48
15; check star 34. Over. The Olmecs also produced statues
in the round. Large sculptures, normally representing
seated figures, have been found at the main Olmec sites.
Starting from Chicago, clandestine cells of four or more
Weathermen spread across the country, from New York to
San Francisco. Roger. We concur. the daily rough and
tumble; nameless for now, subterranean—garbled up
breeze of confusion ho hum ho hum ho hum zany zany
zany the nanomotors are now one of the newer
developments, with these it is intended to give
nanocyborgs life at low levels of energy consumption.
With this, robotics and nanotechnology together have put
on the table the creation of artificial intelligence (which
many thought would be just science fiction), machines will
be producing machines, self-repairing and self-replicating
without a hitch. The useless days will add up to
something. The shitty waitressing jobs. The hours writing
in your journal. The long meandering walks. The hours
reading poetry and story collections and novels and dead
people’s diaries and wondering about sex and God and
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whether you should shave under your arms or not. These
things are your becoming. There’s a lot of baggage that
comes with us. But it’s like Louis Vuitton baggage — you
always want it. Apollo 11, this is Houston. A little over 1
minute to LOS at Honeysuckle. You'll be AOS at
Goldstone at 1 29 02; LOS at Goldstone 1 33 55. Over. I
remember really liking the way Michael Caine was dressed
in Austin Powers, in this really brash British dandy style,
thick wide ties and thick lapels. Tainted wits are
manufactured to retard foul truths. anxiousness is the
norm of modernity, so no telling how much more my
remedy will be a pivot of life wanting to break out of your
lassitude, disowning the apocalypse I’m doin’ it with class,
‘cause I got a big ass. I used to have this long beard which
prohibited me from wearing little hats and long
black cloaks because everybody thought me to be Hasidic.
A staple of horror movies is that radiation exposure will
cause an irreversible genetic change in the human species.
Hello, Columbia. Houston. Do you read? Over. Hello,
Houston, this is Eagle. How do you read? Over. Eagle, this
is Houston. Are you calling? Over. On May 28, 1969, at
3:00 P.M., Nixon took a seat beside Hoover in the
ceremonial East Room of the White House. Well a bear can
juggle and stand on a ball and he’s talented. But he’s not
famous, you know what I mean? What is the significance,
in a civilization only emerging from the Neolithic Age, of
this process of mass specialization and prefabrication?
Nanotechnology focuses on and situates itself in strategic
areas for the continuation of Domination, which is why
universities create and design nanomaterials and
investigate nanosystems (nanobiotechnology). Roger.
Stand by. We're standing by. Over. imaginative elements
into ditches or winsome cul-de-sacs honey, would you put
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a bumper sticker on a Bentley? after pressed and prodded
and sanctioned told they hold no sway here now, or in the
future because that’s the essence of the world: in flux,
fathoming some other catchall scheme, to start it all anew,
the riddle of life, too. Houston, this is Tranquility Base. We
are beginning our EVA PREP. Tranquility Base, this is
Houston, Roger. Copy. You're beginning EVA PREP.
Break. Break. Columbia, Columbia, this is Houston.
Reading you loud and clear. Over. You're loud and clear.
The waste water dump is down to 10 percent. I have a
question on the P22. Do you want me to do another P22, or
is all that information just for my own use in tracking the
LM for photographic purposes? The revolution has never
existed, nor have revolutionaries; those who view
themselves as “potential revolutionaries” and seek a
“radical anti-technology shift” are truly being idealistic
and irrational because none of that exists, in this dying
world only Individual Autonomy exists and it is for this
that we fight. And although all this is useless and futile,
we prefer to be defeated in a war against total domination
than to remain inert, waiting, passive, or a part of all this.
glorious-sounding coup which after all wasn’t a flip
exercise parsing through vague vague ideas, unformed
marginalia but something of a habitual practice day-inday-out but more, so it has not jaded likes of seen-it-all
critics favoring tidy reveries Strontium in its natural state
is a soft, shiny, slivery-gray metal that quickly turns
yellowish after exposure to air. The Techno-industrial
System has always led one to believe that they invent this
kind of cure for mankind to live better by being effective
and fast in the health field, but what many do not realize is
that the system does this so that people are much more
dependent on it, for everyone to be healthy [20]and continue
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greasing the screws of the Megamachine, to continue
working, producing and consuming, in short, for the
System of Domination to continue to stand. Okay,
Columbia. We've completed the uplink; the computer is
yours. You can go BLOCK; however, we'd like you to hold
off on the P52 option 1 align until after you've passed
landing site 2; and we're requesting that you perform
another P22 and attempt to find the LM this pass. I've got
some numbers for you when you're ready to copy.
Over. Roger. Stand by. Ready to copy. their moments in
the sun, sharing equally in full-bore accolades—you roll
on, pursuing some sultry formations, enflaming types of
pure-thinking that are almost half unholy I began wearing
hakamas when I was just out doing everyday things: I
loved the way it flowed when I moved.
Eagle, Houston. You're looking good at 2. PGNS, AGS, and
MSFN all agree. And that's a thousand, 170 up, beautiful.
14 000. And a foot per second again, AGS to PGNS. S band
looks like it's holding good, Houston. Roger. We concur.
It's great. Writing is hard....Coal mining is harder. Do you
think miners stand around all day talking about how hard
it is to mine for coal? They do not. They simply dig. He
loves that my ass is bigger. And he loves when my boobs
get bigger. When I was breast feeding, they were bigger
than my babies' heads. After the Toltecs had given Maya
civilization
a powerful new artistic impetus by the building the ‘superTula’ at Chichen Itza, whose architecture was such a
successful combination of traits from both cultures, the
Maya world suffered a steady decline. So, of course, Brits
are going to elect May, a truly horrid woman who is
complicit in taking wheelchairs away from the poor, and a
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thousand other things you can read about if you have the
curiosity of a turnip and access to a search engine. Into the
ether or the netherworlds of confusion pray this is more
than the sum of its parts blah blah blah the typical nuclear
power reactor will generate 24 tons of waste in a year And,
Houston. The computer is yours, you can go to BLOCK
anytime. Roger. BLOCK, going P52, option 3. Roger. And
we'll see you coming around the other side. About 1
minute to go, and all your systems are looking good.
Thanks, Ron. I went to Serbia some time ago and saw the
Orthodox priests there and they are gorgeous. Really very
right wing politically and probably awful but their look is
phenomenal. I’ll cry at the end of the day. Not with fresh
makeup. By putting names on the war against civilization
like those of “revolution,” “revolutionaries,” “pseudorevolutionaries,” we are falling in the same thing that the
Marxists
preach
when
they
brand
some
as
counterrevolutionaries, furthermore we would be falling
into a religious dogmatism like the leftists’ schemas.
Roger. Loud and clear. And how is the resting standing up
there. Did you get a chance to curl up on the engine can?
Roger. Neil has rigged himself a really good hammock
with a waste tether, and he's been lying lake fly lake gull
lake herring lake lawyer lake duck lake buffalo lake bass
lake bug lake chub lake perch lake pickerel lake salmon It
wasn't realistic for me to purchase. It only had a one-car
garage. In America many women are so big these days that
I fit into women’s clothes. You're so outraged and
surprised this shitty thing happened to you that there's a
piece of you that isn't yet convinced it did. I went back to
the doctor to get another shrink. Roger. Fair enough. That's
some more of that computer load business. Roger. I think I
have that. fiddle-faddle we go into the darkened corners
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nobody can be redeemed with hothouse fantasies of
brighter days … unlike iodine-127, iodine-131 is unstable
and undergoes spontaneous decay… the Olmecs exerted a
civilizing influence on more primitive peoples, and
provided these with knowledge and new beliefs …
Houston, Apollo 11. Are you ready to copy ejector
temperatures? I'll read them in volts. That's affirmative. Go
ahead, Mike. Okay. 2 4 is reading 4.7 volts, 2 5 is reading
4.8 volts, 1 2 is reading 4.8
volts, 1 4 is reading 4.8, 1 6
4.5, and 2 1 4.8. Over. 11, Houston. Roger. Blowpipe
blowfish blowfly blow gum blowgun blow gage blow horn
blow frog Those - I got them all. the first steps help to
imprison a mind, or many minds, refracting light into
chambers of hardened stuff. I just went out and bought
flats for the first time this week and I can’t wear them.
Nobody can be redeemed with hothouse fantasies of
brighter days. Anyone who means to undertake anything
whatsoever against the existing world must start from
there: the real power structure is the material,
technological, physical organization of this world. The bed
bug is an oval, flattened, brown insect that grows about
1\3 inch in length. At the time, I had a big beard and I was
wearing a Paul Smith broken pinstripe jacket, a Comme
des Garçons beautiful bell skirt, black leggings and Dr
Martens boots. 11, Houston. Checking your temperatures,
it does look like the spacecraft may have cooled down
perhaps 2 or 3 degrees in the last 24 hours, and that sounds
to be consistent with your report on the comfort level
there. Over.
I don't understand why everyone is always going on about
my butt. I'm Armenian. It's normal. Radon-222. And
odorless, colorless gas, is a decay product of radium-226
and a link in the uranium-238 and thorium-232 decay
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chain that ends in lead-206, which is not radioactive. The
sugar-berry is also known as the southern hackberry or
Mississippi hackberry. It is a medium-sized tree with a
broad crown of spreading or pendulous branches,
attaining a height of 60 to 80 feet with a trunk diameter of
2 to 3 feet. Roger. Reading you loud and clear on the high
gain, Columbia. hoo ha hoo ha hoo ha bumble n stumble awayyys thru the morass of hmmmmmmmmmmmm!!!
moreso, by definition, mi amigos So what is the
Democratic Party now? What does it stand for and
against? I honestly don’t know. Houston, Columbia. Over.
Columbia, this is Houston. Go ahead. I'll have surgery at
some point. I'll never do my butt -- I mean how would you
sit down? But I'll do my boobs for sure. I think at some
point after I have kids they'll need a lift and I'll get them
done. The waxy-fruit hawthorn, a typical member of the
Pruinosae group, occurs in woods and thickets chiefly on
rocky ground. Northern Flicker is a large terrestrial
woodpecker found throughout
North America, provided there are trees near patches of
open ground for foraging for ants, its main food item.
Hoover first began to focus on Bayard Rustin, the principal
strategist of civil disobedience and nonviolent resistance—
boycotts, sit-ins, and protest marches—at the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. You have a better, like,
looking vagina than I thought. The scale of their religious
buildings shows that the Olmecs acquired a degree of
affluence. Their opulent offerings would be inconceivable,
had agriculture not been sufficient for workers to leave the
fields and cope with the vast sacred projects. or this the
rampaging stuff of the wild & free blast it all indefinitely
oh, the rigid rules don’t go into that unaccompanied
buffalo pea buffalo pecker buffalo perch buffalo pine
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buffalo plum I like playing into the idea of a cowboy
sometimes, an all-American cowboy. Combining biological
elimination of a radionuclide with physical decay results
in faster loss than would occur in either process alone.
Cannabis was also revered by Buddhists. According to
Mahayana Buddhist legend, Prince Siddhartha, who
became Buddha, is supposed to have existed for six years
on an exclusive diet of hemp seed, whilst seeking
enlightenment. buffalo pond buffalo sod buffalo stamp
buffalo tree buffalo wallow buffalo weed buffalo wolf
buffalo wood um
um
um
that’s
it,
the
ummmmm! of it all nonsense games Columbia, Houston.
Don't try to chase it, just hold what you've got. Charlie, did
it hold cabin pressure this time? Say again, Buzz. Over.
Okay. I thrusted back - I thrusted back toward it a little bit,
Charlie, and I'm now reading NOUN 83, plus four balls 4,
minus four balls 8, and you want me to kill average D.
Right? Stand by. That's affirmative. You can exit P47. The
Techno-industrial System has always led one to believe
that they invent this kind of cure for mankind to live better
by being effective and fast in the health field, but what
many do not realize is that the system does this so that
people are much more dependent on it, for everyone to be
healthy, and continue greasing the screws of the
Megamachine, to continue working, producing and
consuming, in short, for the System of Domination to
continue to stand. It is practically a tenet of the American
civil religion that there is no need to justify blaming
Russians; they are presumed guilty until proven
otherwise, a process that normally takes years. EWW. I'm
at lunch, the woman at the table next to me is breast
feeding her baby with no cover-up. reserve the fairytale
clobbering for the other recipients’ gobbledygook
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variances the finality of finality make sense outta the end
o’ end I don't like big balls on a dog I tried to swing a
British dandy thing for a while and, again, being a Jew
doing the British dandy is completely wrong. Roger. Neil
has the highest heartbeat ever seen on a manned space
flight, and we just went low bit rate. The surgeon is about
to die. I measured it up here. It came out to be 247. Boy,
that's super Forty years of triumphant counterrevolution
in the West have inflicted two matching weaknesses on us:
pacifism and radicalism. Every method to process food—
including storing it at room temperature for a few hours
after it is harvested—can lead
to a loss of some vitamins. Many brands of bottled water
we drink are sterilized by UV radiation. Hoover convinced
the Kennedys that Martin Luther King, Jr., was part of
Moscow’s grand design to subvert the United States of
America. Many plant-feeding beetles are serious pests, and
different species attack nearly all parts of plants. Revenue
directly attributable to nanotechnology has been growing
at levels of 42% between 2006 and 2011, and by the end of
2011 is estimated to generate revenues of more than US
$19 billion. forward thinking bland baddie, you are
pleasant proposals um hum um hum UM UM UM UM
UM UM UM evergreen cherry evergreen corn evergreen
grass evergreen magnolia evergreen millet evergreen oak
evergreen onion evergreen white oak To say cannabis is
versatile is to understate it resourcefulness and
adaptability. It can grow at altitudes of up to 8000 feet, has
a life cycle of only three to five months and germinates
within six days: in a fortnight, it is well established as a
seedling
and can grow at a rate of 15 centimeters a day,
although between 2 and 5
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centimeters is the norm. There are trees or shrubs with
milky sap and with alternate, simple deciduous often
lobed leaves with three leaves emanating from the base.
The plants are monoecious or dioecious. Coppers are small
but sensational gems of the butterfly world. First,
recognize them as gossamer-wings by their very small size
and distinctive wing shape (other very small butterflies,
such as skippers, have different wing shapes). Decades of
pacification and massification of fears have made pacifism
the spontaneous political consciousness of the citizen.
Buzz, this is Houston. You're cutting out on the end of
your transmissions. Can you speak a little more closely
into your microphone? Over. Roger. I'll try that.
Beautiful. mangled the most of it bottom of the well
feelings the American cockroach often amazes observers
due to its large size as well as its ability to fly. Though its
flight is feeble, it can gain entry into homes by flying in,
through the sewer system and plumbing. The American
elm is also known as the white elm, the gray elm, the water
elm, or the swamp elm. funny bone funny cake funny eye
funny-minded funny sacks funny spot limber as a dishrag
limber belly limber board limber ice limber jack limber jim
Roger. LM ascent lift off time: 124 22 0000. Your CSI TIG,
say again CSI TIG: 125 19 3470. Your TIG of TPI: 126 57
0000. 81 for CSI 53.2 DELTA VX. Over. And the LM's
NOUN 81 values for CSI: 0532 - that's 53.2 for DELTA VX,
DELTA VY all zeros. Columbia, Houston. Over. Roger. I
readback lift off TIG 124 22 even, CSI 125 19 3470, TPI 126
57 even, the LM's NOUN for CSI 53.2 DELTA VX. Over.
mix it up this farce of language bromides for the people! or
something close to a foregone conclusion In life, a serious
effort is certainly natural and highly necessary to be able to
feel good about oneself and not fall into the traps of the
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System of Domination. Meeting physical and biological
needs, such as the search and acquisition of food, the
construction of shelter, the care between members of a
community of affinities and the learning of survival are all
foundational in Savage Human Nature, it is only in cities
that such real activities are seen as unnecessary or are just
not even considered. Houston, Tranquility. It turns out
that detent 4 isn't usable anyway with the yaw that we
have, because the Earth appears in both detent 2 and
detent 3. Tranquility Base, Houston. Roger. It should be
added that the nightmare of this epoch is not in its being
the “age of technics” but in its being the age of technology.
In Japan, as in China, a well brought-up girl is skilled at
both reading and writing. Japanese women are elegant in
their bearing and supremely well-mannered.
But neoliberalism was a shit ideology, it had as its project
impoverishing millions to make as many billionaires as
possible. Ignore the bullshit about the 3rd world, during
the post-war era the 3rd world was improving faster than
during the neo-liberal era, but without cramming down
first world middle and working classes. CSI Apollo PAD
follows. TIG 125 19 3470; TIG of TPI 126 57 0000; NOUN
81, 0532, plus all zeroes, 373 03196 275 04170; NOUN 86
plus 0532, plus 0000, plus 0012. Go. Tranquility Base,
Houston. Your readback is correct. And, Tranquility, no
need for any GYRO compensation. It's GO. oh
nooooooooooooooooo! Take it to the next level…radical
resourcefulness moxie boys are here to mix up oh mix it up
At that time, my greatest fashion inspiration was the
former
basketball
player
Walt
Frazier. He
wears outrageous Superfly suits, which he can do because
he’s a beautiful black man. The basis of Polish national
costume is an over-garment with slashed sleeves called a
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kontousch. black lark black laurel black locust black moss
black maple black mullet black rock
black porgy cat fever cat feathers cat-face spider I mean,
politics is like sausage being made. It is unsavory, and it
always has been that way, but we usually end up where
we need to be. Roger. I have the T1 and T2 times and also
the longitude of the 130 prime. We're working on the grid
squares and we'll get them shortly. JK Rowling is the
biggest slug around. Prime Minister Corbyn should ban
Harry Potter books upon election. Okay. Ready to copy.
glib malfeasance putrid leader-putrescence You go to
Washington. Right. But, you know, part of the problem
with the political situation, too, is that there is such a bias
against people who have led successful and/or
complicated lives. You know, the divestment of assets,
the stripping of all kinds of positions, the sale of stocks. It
just becomes very onerous and unnecessary. cow load cow
lot cow mullein cow nettle cow oak cow onion cow pap
The old anarchists oppose all authority, and some were
really consistent with their ideals until death (there is no
doubt of this), but the problem here is in those who
wanted to build a “new society,” wanted Civilization to
remain, production to be self-managed, Technology to be
used for something “good,” goals that we completely
reject, since Civilization deserves only destruction and/or
rejection–trying to exchange society for a “new” one is not
viable now, perhaps it would be viable for anarchists to
live in a small community but at the general social level it
would even be impossible. button daisy button flower
button pepper button scale button squash rotten anger
bliss machine blah blah blah So @jk_rowling spent years
trashing Corbyn to her 10 million followers and hasn't
once said his name since the election. Sounds about right.
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Now, it's important to recognize the vital role that the
financial markets play in our economy and that so many of
you are contributing to. To function effectively those
markets and the men and women who shape them have to
command trust and confidence, because we all rely on the
market's transparency and integrity. Undoubtedly,
Civilization (a human invention) has taken over all aspects
of non-life, has created this and more to the point that
computerized biochemical weapons with intelligencedevices are already tested in the Middle East conflict, with
an excellent pretext to seize the black gold (oil) from Arab
nations. I can't wait till Harry Potter and the Half-Baked
Attempt to Paint Corbyn as the Source of the Abuse JK
Rowling Gets on Twitter So we're kind of in the wild west,
and, you know, it would be very difficult to run for
president without raising a huge amount of money and
without having other people supporting you because your
opponent will have their supporters. So I think as hard as
it was when I ran, I think it's even harder now. or not so
rotten anger who knows the truth of the matter??? Now,
it's important to recognize the vital role that the financial
markets play in our economy and that so many of you are
contributing to. To function effectively those markets and
the men and women who shape them have to command
trust and confidence, because we all rely on the market's
transparency and integrity. So even if it may not be 100
percent true, if the perception is that somehow the game is
rigged, that should be a problem for all of us, and we have
to be willing to make that absolutely clear. And if there are
issues, if there's wrongdoing, people have to be held
accountable and we have to try to deter future bad
behavior, because the public trust is at the core of both a
free market economy and a democracy. Technologists,
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leftists and the Techno-industrial Society in general do not
deserve flowers nor good treatment, they deserve hard
critique; which will be uncomfortable for some (and in
truth, we do not consider our language exaggerated, we
have never written with high-sounding or highly vulgar
words since by our criteria if we utilize them then we
discredit our ideas). I decided to wear it because Obama is
a black preppy guy and I figured that he would
understand the language of the suit. I had to have a
photograph taken with the President and he looked at me
and said, ‘You know, I’d love to wear a suit like that but
my people would never allow it.’ I looked at him and said,
‘Well Mr President, that’s one way being an artist is better
than being a President of the United States.’ brush ape
brush arbor brush-arbor whisk brush broom brush buster
brush colt brush cut brush deer cake doughnut cake
jesmus
cake money cake social cake turner cakewalk cake-waltz
And I think there has to be a recognition that, you know,
there's so much at stake now, I mean, the business has
changed so much and decisions are made so quickly, in
nano seconds basically. We spend trillions of dollars to
travel around the world, but it's in everybody's interest
that we have a better framework, and not just for the
United States but for the entire world, in which to operate
and trade. Tranquility Base, little less than 10 minutes here.
Everything looks good and we assume the steerable's in
track mode AUTO. Roger. It is in track mode AUTO.
Roger.
half-mast half-moon half-near half past kissing time halfrigged saddle half-rubber half-runner half-smoke. They're
trying to find out about what a lot of companies do and
they were going after the personal emails of people who
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worked in the State Department. So it's not like the only
government in the world that is doing anything is the
United States. But, the United States compared to a
number of our competitors is the only government in the
world with any kind of safeguards, any kind of checks and
balances. Hillary, My best wishes for a very happy
birthday! And may I just say I Loved your remarks
yesterday and in Marie Claire. CAP will be doing a great
deal more work on women, women's leadership and
work/family policy in the coming year. Thanks for all you
do to lead in so many ways, Neera. I had dinner with
[Obama] once, and he just seemed very firm about the
change, and that’s, like, his motto. dusky dark dusky duck
dusky flycatcher liver pudding liver sausage liverwish I
don't note any abnormalities in the LM. The pods seem to
be in good shape. The primary and secondary struts are in
good shape. Antennas are all in place. There's no evidence
of problem underneath the LM due to engine exhaust or
drainage of any kind. Roger. Out. So I have a hard time
thinking that somebody who is a champion of privacy and
liberty has taken refuge in Russia under Putin's authority.
And then he calls into a Putin talk show and says,
President Putin, do you spy on people? And President
Putin says, well, from one intelligence professional to
another, of course not. Oh, thank you so much. I mean,
really, I don't know. I have a hard time following it. To: H
Subject: Meeting I am so glad to see you in the swing of
things and busy as ever. I am reminded that it has been a
long time since we've spoken. I would love to meet to
catch up. I know how you are juggling the world so it
doesn't need to happen soon - I'd be happy to go to New
York in a few months. Let me know and I'm glad you're so
well, Neera It kills me that JK Rowling hasn't made a
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single tweet about Labour/Corbyn since they started
doing well She spent months dragging his name through
the mud and isn't even big enough to admit she was
wrong Makes you wonder how much of her criticism was
actually based on her not wanting to be taxed more on her
billions It's because her vast ego can't accept that she was
wrong, so she's just blanking the subject. She nothing
but a vacuous narcissist. betwattled by off chance
mercurial hatreds & loves do the boogaloo like a
rampaging narcotic And I am not taking a position on any
policy, but I do think there is a growing sense of anxiety
and even anger in the country over the feeling that the
game is rigged. And I never had that feeling when I was
growing up. Never. I mean, were there really rich people,
of course there were. My father loved to complain about
big business and big government, but we had a solid
middle class upbringing. We had good public schools. We
had accessible health care. We had our little, you know,
one-family house that, you know, he saved up his money,
didn't believe in mortgages. So I lived that. And now,
obviously, I'm kind of far removed because the life I've
lived and the economic, you know, fortunes that my
husband and I now enjoy, but I haven't forgotten it.
Replying to @jk_rowlingNo one in America cares what
you think just like you don't care what we think of
Corbyn If we turn to look at history, we would realize that
the same thing has happened before and after the arrest of
the Unabomber in 1996, we remember the pathetic
campaign that was initiated in those years called
“Unabomber for president”, and the emergence of the
Earth Liberation Front in the United States and while the
individuals coming together in that group were for years
the strongest domestic terrorism threat in that country,
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nevertheless the majority of their discourses were carried
on the path of sentimentalism, irrationalism and
biocentrism. Booby booby hatch booby hut booby owl
booby trap booby wagon…It is surprising to discover that
Chicago’s anarchists held family picnicsand went to
dances because their image as unwashed, wild-eyed
bomb-throwers lacks the capacity to explain the paradox.
Now, it's important to recognize the vital role that the
financial markets play in our economy and that so many of
you are contributing to. To function effectively those
markets and the men and women who shape them have to
command trust and confidence, because we all rely on the
market's transparency and integrity. So even if it may not
be 100 percent true, if the perception is that somehow the
game is rigged, that should be a problem for all of us, and
we have to be willing to make that absolutely clear. And if
there are issues, if there's wrongdoing, people have to be
held accountable and we have to try to deter future bad
behavior, because the public trust is at the core of both a
free market economy and a democracy. From: Neera
Tanden [mailto:ntanden Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011
02:48 PM To: H Subject: Re: Congratulations! Hillary, The
Washington Post is writing a profile of me. I hate to ask
this given your time commitments, but can I trouble you
for a quote? It would mean the world. Yours indebted,
Neera Mike, over here on page 9 7 of your checklist where
we're setting up PTC, there's been a note penciled in after,
"Wait 20 minutes for rate to damp. Do not monitor VERB
16, NOUN 20." It turns out that the significance of that is
that, if you are monitoring 16 NOUN 20, then when you
get down here in step 7, the second time you do a VERB
24, you've got to reload the NOUN 01 to make it VERB 24,
NOUN 01, ENTER, before you load the three registers.
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Over. Roger, that. I was just questioning the rate at which
the maneuver would begin if that were not done. She
[Britney Spears] said she loves me and she loves my butt
and how she wants to be my lesbian lover. I mean, what
do you say to that other than 'No thanks'? Actually, maybe
I would do it for a million bucks. These days one must be
sensitive about issues of cultural appropriation. I have to
tell you, three years ago I was on a plane to Israel. I was
wearing all white and I had this giant beard. At the back of
the plane all the Jews were in morning prayer. I was
coming out of the bathroom and one of the guys stopped
me and said, ‘Brother, would you like to pray with us?’ I
said, ‘No, I’m not Hasidim, I’m hipster.’ I suppose I could
have stayed home and baked cookies and had teas, but
what I decided to do was to fulfill my profession which I
entered before my husband was in public life. Roger. Just a
reminder here, we want to make sure you leave the
rendezvous radar circuit breakers pulled. However, we
want the rendezvous radar mode switch in LGC, Just as it
is on Surface 59. bald crown
bald cypress bald eagle bald face bald-headed baldpate
bald widgeon Hello, Tranquility Base. Houston. The SPAN
guys think that's conceivable. Stand by. I think we want
another VERB 74. Okay. Standing by. We employed direct
attacks to damage both physically and psychologically,
NOT ONLY experts in nanotechnology, but also scholars
in
biotechnology,
physics,
neuroscience,
genetic
engineering, communication science, computing, robotics,
etc.. because we reject technology and civilization, we
reject the reality that they are imposing with ALL their
advanced science. We deny a life imposed on us by the
system that dictates that we must walk mindlessly,
obligatorily obeying orders from large organizations
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(industrial giants that tell you what to eat, what not to do,
to say, to wear, where to go, etc..) and people outside our
inner circle. We negate the artificiality and we cling to our
past as Warriors of the Earth who cling to our darkest
instincts of survival, and although we know we are
civilized humans, we are awake and we claim ourselves as
fierce individualists in TOTAL WAR against all that
threatens our nature and Wild Nature that is left. You
know what they want? They want obedient workers.
Obedient workers, people who are just smart enough to
run the machines and do the paperwork. And just dumb
enough to passively accept all these increasingly shitty jobs
with the lower pay, the longer hours, the reduced benefits,
the end of overtime and vanishing pension that disappears
the minute you go to collect it, and now they’re coming for
your Social Security money. They want your retirement
money. They want it back so they can give it to their
criminal friends on Wall Street, and you know something?
They’ll get it. They’ll get it all from you sooner or later
cause they own this fucking place! It's a big club, and you
ain’t in it! You, and I, are not in the big club. uncomforting
verities sludge-formed redundant facts oh, c’mon! this all
makes appreciable sense It is difficult to arrive at a
worldwide figure for incidence of food poisoning, but the
World Health Organization estimates that more than 2
billion cases occur each year, and an estimated 2 million
people die from infections of the gastro-intestinal tract
such as typhoid fever and cholera, many of
which can be traced to bacteria in food and water. Midges
are very common insects, found almost everywhere and
often in considerable numbers. Larvae of most species are
aquatic, and many live in tubes constructed of debris;
some larvae are red. Adults are generally soft-bodied, with
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long legs and antennae and a short proboscis; they do not
bite. Midges frequently occur in large swarms, particularly
near ponds and lakes. Male giant water bugs in the genera
Abedus and Belostoma are anomalies in the insect world
in that it is the male that cares for the eggs. The females
cement the eggs to the back of the male giant water bug,
and he carries them with him until they hatch. Behind the
futuristic promise of a world of fully linked people and
objects, when cars, fridges, watches, vacuums, and dildos
are directly connected to each other and to the Internet,
there is what is already here: the fact that the most
polyvalent of sensors is already in operation: myself.
Tranquility Base, Houston. Reset the event timer to zero
and on my Mark at 103 39 41. We'll give you a hack, and
it'll be 1 hour. Over. Roger. black sheep black snake black
snap black snapper more of this rankles the rank
production of proper memes It’s nothing new. Long before
the rise of dismal, dollar-drenched neoliberal era Dems
and Robert Rubin associates like Bill Clinton and
Barack Hamilton Project Obama, the Democrats stood in
the lead of the profits regime. UNCLASSIFIED U.S.
Department of State Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No.
C05764711 Date: 01/29/2016 RELEASE IN PART B5,B6 B6
From: Neera Tanden Sent: Tuesday, September 8, 2009
12:56 PM To: Subject: Re: roller coaster Under Baucus'
proposal (which has never been put down in legislative
language), the co-ops, as defined, are to be not-for-profit.
Here are his criteria: 1. It must be organized as a nonprofit,
member corporation under State law. 2. It must not be an
existing organization that provides insurance as of July 16,
2009, and must not be an affiliate or successor of any such
organization. 3. Its governing documents must incorporate
ethics and conflict of interest standards protecting against
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insurance industry involvement and interference. 4. It
must not be sponsored by a state, county, or local
government, or any government instrumentality. 5.
Substantially all of its activities must consist of the
issuance of qualified health benefit plans in the individual
and small group markets in each state in which it is
licensed to issue such plans. 6. Governance of the
organization must be subject to a majority vote of its
members (i.e., beneficiaries). 7. As provided in regulations
promulgated by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS), it must operate with a strong consumer
focus, including timeliness, responsiveness, and
accountability to members. 8. Any profit must be used to
lower premiums, improve benefits, or for other programs
intended to improve the quality of health care delivered to
members. From: H <HDR22@clintonemail.com To:
"ntanden Sent: Tuesday, September 8, 2009 12:46:10 PM
Subject: Re: roller coaster But the "system" let the Blues go
public. What's to prevent the co-ops from incorporating
down the road? The return of non-profits would have to
require no changes. Original Message From: Neera Tanden
To: H Sent: Tue Sep 08 12:40:19 2009 Subject: Re: roller
coaster The problem is that Baucus circulated his plan
Saturday morning, and his plan has included coops
literally for months. He started circulating paper that got
to us Sunday. It's hard to move Baucus on anything new at
this point, especailly now that we're back to the hands off
approach. And really, people are worried about non-profit
insurance companies being strong enough. After all, the
old Blues became the current Blues - that has been a
concern about coops too; that is why the left has argued for
a stronger government role. UNCLASSIFIED U.S.
Department of State Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No.
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C05764711 Date: 01/29/2016 But look our strategy just went
180 degrees in the course of 12 hours, so it could switch up
again.rom:danielrajaiah@gmail.comTo:JohnPodesta@gmail
.com Date: 2015-03-18 22:31 Subject: Hillary John: My
name is Daniel, and I serve as the Director of External
Affairs for Cincinnati Mayor John Cranley. I know this is a
long shot -- but I am a huge fan of Secretary Clinton's, and
would love to help in any way I can. Attached is my
resume. As you can see from my resume and references, I
have lots of political experience and deliver results. Again,
I am at your service whenever you need me. See you in
Iowa. Regards, Daniel Roger. At 123 plus 00, RCS total
minus 7 percent, Alfa minus 12 percent, Bravo plus 4.5,
Charlie minus 7, Delta minus 6.5. Your hydrogen total
minus 1.4 pounds, oxygen - oxygen plus 1.7. Over.
Whoever figured those hydrogens and oxygens out a
couple of days ago must have known what he was doing.
weird timing how corbyn calls for trans protections and
then jk rowling is suddenly claiming the left is secretly
misogynistic Never understood JK Rowling's relentless
attacks on Corbyn, on paper he is her dream prime
minister. Bizarre .Intelligent readers will ask themselves,
How is it that a scientist has realized what he is producing
with his knowledge within the Technological-Industrial
System to such a degree? What was it that drove him to
thoroughly analyze these types of questions, the cofounder of Sun Microsystems and co-creator of Java and
the JINI protocol?From:info@hillaryclinton.com To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2015-06-10 16:43 Subject:
FW: If you’re with me Friend -- Hillary is asking
supporters like you to step up and become official Launch
Donors -- are you withher? Contribute $1 right now:
http://links.hillaryclinton.com/ctt?kn=7&ms=MjI4MTUwM
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DUS1&r=MTExODA4Mjg2NjExS0&b=2&j=NTgwOTU5Mj
UzS0&mt=1&rt=0 Thanks, Robby ---------- Forwarded
message ---------- From: Hillary Clinton Date: Tue, Jun 9,
2015 at 2:51 PM Subject: If you're with me Hillary for
America Friend -- I’m asking you to step up today, give
just $1, and become a Launch Donor -- one of the tough,
essential supporters who stood with me from the very
beginning. It's not about the money. It's about knowing
that when I step on the stage on Saturday, you’re with me.
You have my back -- just like I’ll have yours. Are you in?
http://links.hillaryclinton.com/ctt?kn=3&ms=MjI4MTUwM
DUS1&r=MTExODA4Mjg2NjExS0&b=2&j=NTgwOTU5Mj
UzS0&mt=1&rt=0Thanks,HillaryFrom:john.podesta@gmail
.com
To:
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com
CC:
slatham@hillaryclinton.com
Date: 2015-12-10 16:16
Subject: Re: TWEETS 12/10 Ok On Dec 10, 2015 10:12 AM,
"Milia Fisher" <mfisher@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > Yes,
that's where Koch industries has their headquarters. > > On
Thu, Dec 10, 2015 at 1:12 PM, John Podesta
<john.podesta@gmail.com> > wrote: > >> Are they based in
Wichita? >> On Dec 10, 2015 10:08 AM, "Milia Fisher"
<mfisher@hillaryclinton.com> >> wrote: >> >>> New one.
Really great Funny or Die video out mocking the Koch
brothers >>> climate change denial: >>> >>> Hope the Koch
brothers are enjoying this in Wichita, where it's 22° >>>
above
the
avg
December
temperature.
@funnyordie>>>http://FunnyOrDie.com/m/a4lb?_ccid=6ck
k0z.ny4lg2&_cc=__dbbt >>> >>> On Thu, Dec 10, 2015 at
10:45 AM, Milia Fisher < >>> mfisher@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: >>> >>>> Sounds good. Will be back with more later
in the day. >>>> >>>> Milia Fisher >>>> (858) 395-1741 >>>>
>>>> > On Dec 10, 2015, at 10:43 AM, John Podesta
<john.podesta@gmail.com> >>>> wrote: >>>> > >>>> > This
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message cannot be displayed because of the way it is
formatted. >>>> Ask the sender to send it again using a
different format or email program. >>>> message/rfc822
>>>> >>> >>> >>> >>> -- >>> Milia Fisher >>> Special
Assistant to the Chair >>> Hillary for America >>>
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com >>> c: 858.395.1741 >>> >> > > >
-- > Milia Fisher > Special Assistant to the Chair > Hillary
for America > mfisher@hillaryclinton.com > c: 858.395.1741
>And, Houston, Tranquility Base is going to give you a
few comments with regard to the geology question of last
night. We are landed in a relatively smooth crater field of
elongate secondary - circular secondary craters, most of
which have rims irrespective of their - raised rims
irrespective of their size. That's 'not universally true. There
are - There are a few of the smaller craters around which
do not have a discernable rim. The ground mass
throughout the area is a very fine sand to a silt. I'd say the
thing that would be most like it on Earth is powdered
graphite. Immersed in this ground mass are a wide variety
of rock shapes, sizes, textures, rounded and angular, many
with varying consistencies. As I said, I've seen plain - what
looked to be plain basalt and vesicular basalt. Others with
no crystals, some with small white phenocrysts, maybe
one to less than 5 percent. And the bould - we are in a
boulder field where the boulders range generally up to 2
feet with a few larger than that. Now, some of the boulders
are lying on top of the surface, some are partially exposed,
and some are just barely exposed. And in our traverse
around on the surface and particularly working with the
scoop, we've run into boulders below the surface -it was
probably buried under several inches of the ground
mass. From:ntanden@gmail.comTo:arenteria@hillaryclinto
n.com
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CC:john.podesta@gmail.com,Re47@hillaryclinton.com
Date: 2015-11-03 00:52 Subject: Re: Is this Neera? May be
better to do something w them if our primary ends earlier
than the GOP one (and let's hope that's a safe bet) before
the general fully engages. If it's of interest even then. I
have no dog in this fight. On Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 9:49 PM
Amanda Renteria <arenteria@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >
Thanks Neera. Talked with them today. They ran through
all of this. It's > a comms call, but it felt to me like the
questions weren't going to be all > that great for us. We left
it at we would look at her schedule again, but > it's
unlikely. > > On Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 9:18 PM, Neera
Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: > >> Anna called me
last week about this. I imagine you are all over this. I >>
know we did it in 08. I don't remember whether they
endorsed in 08, and it >> may well be that they would just
go w/ Bernie, but seems like energizing >> them for the
general (knock on wood) may have some utility. >> >> >> --------- Forwarded message ---------- >> From: Anna Galland
<anna@moveon.org> >> Date: Thu, Oct 29, 2015 at 9:09 PM
>> Subject: Re: Is this Neera? >> To: Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> >> >> >> Thanks again for chatting
today. >> >> Here's some more background on what we'll
be conveying to the campaign -- >> and I'd be grateful if
you could share your thoughts on this invitation to >> the
campaign. We're expecting to connect with Amanda in the
next few days. >> >> - We're eager to find a time that works
for Sec. Clinton to directly >> engage with and energize 8
million progressives -- alongside Sen. Sanders, >> Gov.
O'Malley and Prof Lessig, all three of whom have
confirmed they'll >> participate. >> >> >> - We're
committed to doing this in an evenhanded way. The goal
isn't >> to use it to boost any candidate. It's to give all
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MoveOn members a chance >> to hear directly from
candidates on the issues that matter to them. >> >> >> We're looking for 1 hour of time at Sec. Clinton's location
of >> choice--around the week of 11/8. We'll fly a camera
crew in, ask her 10 >> MoveOn member submitted
questions (some on video, some we'll read out), and >>
record her responses. Her team (and all campaigns) will
have topics, but >> not questions, ahead of time. We'll
show responses in full for all the >> candidates -- not just
snippets -- and for any questions we don't use, >> we'll
post them in full online. >> >> - We're happy to talk
through any questions the campaign has about >> the
process/format and look at times/locations that work with
Sec. >> Clinton's schedule. >> >> >> - This is an important
step for MoveOn members to feel like the >> Democratic
nominee is their champion, if they have that direct
experience >> of speaking directly to them. >> >> >> - In the
2008 general election, MoveOn members pulled out all the
>> stops to elect Barack Obama over John McCain. >> - We
turned out over 250K volunteers directly through to the >>
presidential campaign through our "MoveOn for Obama"
campaign -- directly >> filling shifts for field offices all over
the country. >> - Our members reported donating over
$88MM, and volunteering (not >> through us but directly
with the campaign) over 20K hours. >> - All told, based on
our internal surveys, over 900K MoveOn >> members
volunteered at least once in the 2008 General Election
campaign. >> >> >> - All of which is to say -- our 8mm
members are always active and a >> key constituency in
the Democratic base, but especially so during a >>
presidential election. We're very eager to make sure they
have an >> opportunity to connect with Sec. Clinton
through the primary process. >> >> More than happy to
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chat more if I can answer any questions. >> >> On Thu, Oct
29, 2015 at 7:41 PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com>
wrote: >> >>> yes this is the right email >>> thanks! >>> >>>
On Thu, Oct 29, 2015 at 3:35 PM, Anna Galland
<anna@moveon.org> wrote: >>> >>>> Hi Neera -- wanted
to make sure I have the right Gmail address -- is >>>> this
you? Will send follow-up on our conversation if so. A.
>>>> >>>> -- >>>> Anna Galland >>>> Executive Director
>>>> MoveOn.org Civic Action >>>> e: anna@moveon.org
>>>> >>>> >>>>>>> >> >> >> -- >> Anna Galland >>
Executive Director >> MoveOn.org Civic Action>> e:
anna@moveon.org >> >> >> >> > > > -- > Amanda Renteria >
National Political Director > Hillary for America
#Hillary2016
>
650-868-1188
(c)
>
Facebook
<https://www.facebook.com/renteriaforcongress>
or
Twitter > <https://twitter.com/AmandaRenteria> > I thank
you for your question, but I’ve have to say that we’re
capitalist and that’s just the way it is. However, we do
think that capitalism is not necessarily meeting the needs
with the income inequality that we have in our country,
and let me just tell you this… About forty years ago, a little
bit more now, no less a person in terms of capitalism than
the chairman of the Standard Oil of New Jersey said – he
talked about stakeholder capitalism, capitalism that said
when we make decisions as managements and CEOs of the
country, we take into consideration our shareholders, our
management, our workers, our customers, and the
community at large. At that time, the disparity between
the CEO and the worker was about 40 times, 40 times more
for the CEO than the worker. As productivity rose, the pay
of the worker rose and the pay of the CEO rose.
Everything rose together. Around 20 years ago, it started
to turn into — maybe 15, 20 years ago, it started to turn
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into shareholder capitalism, where we’re strictly talking
about the quarterly report. So a CEO would make much
more money by keeping pay low, even though
productivity is rising, the worker is not getting any more
pay, and the CEO is getting a big pay because he’s kept
costs lows by depriving workers of their share of the
productivity that they created…the disparity between the
CEO and the worker in the shareholder capitalism is [now]
more like 350 to 400 to 1. That income inequality is an
immorality. And it is not even smart from an economic
standpoint, because it doesn’t grow the economy. The
more money you put in the pocket of the worker for the
productivity he or she has produced, the more money they
will spend, consume with confidence, inject into the
economy and grow the economy… A job and being able to
have a home and send your children to school and have a
dignified
retirement…what
we
want
for
all
Americans…capitalism
should
serve
that
purpose. The capitalist system has been well-served by the
so-called safety net. It’s not just a safety net for individual
workers. It’s a safety net for capitalism, because they can
go through their cycles, and when they don’t need as
many employees, they — we have unemployment
insurance or all kinds of benefits as a safety net that enable
them to go through cycles…So we have to change the
thinking of people. I don’t think we have to change from
capitalism. We’re a capitalist system. The free market is a
place that can do good things.” rom:ntanden@gmail.com
To: john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-03-18 22:57
Subject: Re: From POLITICO - Clintonites: How we beat
Bernie on trade Sign what? On Sat, Mar 19, 2016 at 1:57
AM John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> wrote: >
They wanted me to sign that and I refused > > On Friday,
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March 18, 2016, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com>
wrote: > >> >> Is Joel off reservation? Does he not get that
this story makes Hillary >> seem politically craven at best
or a liar at worse? Or if this is >> campaign position, can I
object? >> >> Hard to say she believes what she says when
Joel is spinning that she >> doesn't mean what she is out
there saying. Her language was pretty tough >> last week.
>> >> Sanders or trump can move on this. >> ---------Forwarded message ---------- >> From: *Gene Sperling*
<gbsperling@gmail.com> >> Date: Saturday, March 19,
2016 >> Subject: From POLITICO - Clintonites: How we
beat Bernie on trade >> To: Jake Sullivan
<jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>,
>>
mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com,
Mike
Schmidt
<mschmidt@hillaryclinton.com>,
>>
Michael
Pyle
<pyle_michael@yahoo.com>,
Neera
Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> >> >> >> Do not get our spin here.
Why we not hyping claw back, ROO, out front on >> steel,
tough enforcement on China?! Was this just her not talking
to any of >> us and off on her own take?(But Joel is in there
) please clarify. >> >> Someone using POLITICO for iPhone
wants to share this article with you: >> >> [image:
POLITICO] <http://politico.com> >> Clintonites: How we
beat Bernie on trade <http://politi.co/1TV8w0U> [image: >>
image] <http://politi.co/1TV8w0U> >> >> By Annie Karni |
03/18/2016 06:54 PM EDT >> >> For months after she
launched her campaign last April, Hillary Clinton >> faced
internal pressure from her Brooklyn headquarters to
oppose the >> Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal she
helped craft as secretary of >> State. Both of her
Democratic opponents at the… >> >> READ ON
POLITICO.COM
<http://politi.co/1TV8w0U>
>>
>>
Download the POLITICO app for your iPhone, iPad, or
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Android device >> <http://www.politico.com/mobileproducts/> >> >> Follow POLITICO on Twitter:
@POLITICO
<https://twitter.com/#!/politico>
>>
>>
Disclaimer: Please note that POLITICO is not responsible
for the content >> within this email. POLITICO cannot
verify the sender of this email. >> >> >> Sent from my
iPhone
From:john.podesta@gmail.com
To:
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com Date: 2016-01-20 16:01 Subject:
Re: PPact/HRC Tweet Rif I think we do something less like
Fighting for health, reproductive and LGBT rights is the
establishment? Proud to stand with @PPact & @HRC On
Wednesday,
January
20,
2016,
Milia
Fisher
<mfisher@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > Women taking
control of their bodies, health & LGBT people fighting for >
equality, recognition hardly work of the "establishment"
(1/3) > > Sanders campaign trying to take a tired critique of
Hillary & fit the > square peg into a round hole. (2/3)* > >
Devalues decades of work by @PPact & @HRC on behalf of
marginalized > peoples in the process. cc: @HillaryClinton
(3/3) > > -- > Milia Fisher > Special Assistant to the Chair >
Hillary
for
America
>
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com');> > c: 858.395.1741 > he
exponential and large-scale growth of Technology within
cultural, political, economic, psychological, social factors,
around and within human behavior is reducing the sphere
of Freedom to a minimum, which is why the majority of
members of techno-industrial society feel frustrated and
show various symptoms resulting from the frustration
caused by the absence of Autonomy and the overvaluation
of alienation in their everyday non-lives. These symptoms
are: Depression, boredom, excessive pleasure-seeking
(hedonism), sexual deviations, eating and sleeping
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disorders, anger, defeatism, and feelings of inferiority,
among others. All these symptoms are also caused by the
lack of activities that require serious effort (since
Technology has made life in most of its aspects more
comfortable and easy); that effort to achieve real goals is
called the power process. [34]The essence of the power
process has four parts: setting out of the goal, effort,
attainment of the goal, and Autonomy, although most only
complete the first three points and only very few reach the
fourth. We take an example to better explain the term. A
man who can have everything simply by demanding it
will always be highly hedonistic and develop serious
psychological problems since he does not have to apply
himself for anything, as a result demoralization and
boredom arise, so when this man tries to make some effort
and does not attain it because it is obviously useless, this
brings depressive frustration, defeatism, feelings of
inferiority, etc. Here we are not only speaking of a man
with a well-off economic stability but of any pusillanimous
person who feeds the alienation of the system with their
absurd existence. Faced with this frustration they invent a
huge quantity of the aforementioned (in the last
communique) surrogate activities that aim at tasks that are
artificial and not real in order to cover the emptiness that is
generated by non-life within Civilization. In life, a serious
effort is certainly natural and highly necessary to be able to
feel good about oneself and not fall into the traps of the
System of Domination. Meeting physical and biological
needs, such as the search and acquisition of food, the
construction of shelter, the care between members of a
community of affinities and the learning of survival are all
foundational in Savage Human Nature, it is only in cities
that such real activities are seen as unnecessary or are just
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not even considered. In order to live within Civilization
one only needs a small effort to cover the necessities that
are demanded to obtain in one’s head that false idea of
stability (in any of its aspects), the sole requirement that
one must fulfill for the system is total obedience, which is
the only thing that is needed to guard the established
order that rules today. Many are the automatons who say
that with their surrogate activities such as science, physical
activity, etc, they feel pleasure and they find in these
autonomy and freedom while they develop; if they say
these kinds of things it is because they have completely
lost sense of what is good and what is bad; they are
completely alienated and their thoughts are already
produced
by
artificialization
and
over[35]
socialization. Thus, ITS do not find it strange that the
reaction of the submissive Mexican industrial society was,
like that of the authorities, so condemnatory when we
carried out the attack against those two despicable
technophiles of Monterrey Tec. Why? Because we knew
that many of these people with visible psychological
disorders would read our communique and that we would
earn a whole list of words that were not taken into account
upon seeing that they lacked a critical, analytic and
rational validation. But this will we discuss later on.
Continuing with the theme: The deduction of all this
shows us that within Civilization we are exposed to these
kinds of symptoms if we are not strong enough to discard
them and overcome them, removing ourselves from
Technology, rejecting Domination as much as possible and
drawing near to the natural and wild environment to
which we belong as part of a whole, as one more wild
species. As one Germany philosopher said: <em>“We
suffer the sickness of modernism, of that insane peace, of
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that cowardly transaction of all that virtuous garbage of
the modern yes and no.” [36] I suspect this boulder field
may have some of its origin with this large sharp edged
rocky rim crater that we passed over at final descent. Now
yesterday I said that was about the size of a football field,
and I have to admit it was a little - little hard to measure
coming in. But I thought that it might just fit in the
Astrodome as we came by it. And the rocks in the vicinity
of the - of this rocky rim crater are much larger than these
in this area. Some are 10 feet or so and perhaps bigger, and
they are very thickly populated out to about one crater
diameter beyond the crater rim. Beyond that, there is some
diminishing, and even out in this area the blocks seem to
run out in rows with irregular patterns, and then there are
paths between them where there are considerably less
surface evidence of hard rocks. Over. I wish I was
surprised by Simpson getting parole, but this is the same
country that elected an admitted sexual assailant to the
presidency. I support single payer, government
guaranteed full employment, and a robust social safety
net, but I’m a feminist, thus a “centrist”. Oh, I bet that
makes you an extra-special super-neoliberal, because
you
believe
African-Americans
face
structural
inequalities.Anyway, enough attention paid to morons.
It's time to return to my schedule of block-and-moveon.From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:greenberg@gqrr.com
Date: 2016-01-27 14:45 Subject: Re: Evolving the core
message Thanks. Helpful. On Wednesday, January 27,
2016, Stan Greenberg <sgreenberg@gqrr.com> wrote: >
John, > > > > Let me follow-up your suggestion that I read
the transcript of what > Hillary is actually saying. Here,
I’m focusing on the Iowa town hall > transcript, and happy
to respond to the one you are sending. For now, I am >
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convinced you are badly positioned, though I now believe
you can readily > transition to an evolved core message. >
> > > I told you I thought she did great, but that was
stylistically, > presidentially and on foreign threats. She
had energy, sounded like > somebody you could trust as
president and looked good. She was the one who > talked
about the new diversity of the country and our new
values. It may be > enough to win Iowa. > > > > But I think
the overall message is tone death on what is happening in
the > country and even more, in the Democratic primary
electorate. As a result, > she has left the change voters to
Sanders. She addresses change as > biography: so you are
making the vote choice about her, rather than what is >
happening in the country. At least in this town hall,
Sanders was the only > one talking about change, the
country and the future. > > > > There is a pretty easy way
to transition your message, and it could drive > votes to
you pretty quickly. I believe it is plausible. > > > > What is
your core message? So, consider me a focus group of one
and my > take away from the town hall. Knowing your
core message is the starting > point to evolving it. > > > > >
> *First, you are running on continuity with Obama.*
Hillary said, we need > to “build on the progress that
we’ve made.” President Obama achieved great > things
and the great risk is “the Republicans rip away the
progress and > turn us backwards.” “We need to build on
it, and go further.” > > > > Obama abandoned this message
in his own re-elections, but you are on it. > > > > This is
tone death, at best. You begin with a contested idea, even
among > Democrats and people who rate Obama highly.
And it sears in the idea that > you are incremental change,
while conceding change to Sanders and the > Republicans.
That will make your race much harder. > > > > Which
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voters could you possibly be talking to? Fully 55 percent of
the > Rising American Electorate and three quarters of
white working class women > says we are on the wrong
track in both WVWV and Roosevelt surveys. This is > a
mad starting point. > > > > In focus groups we just
conducted for Roosevelt last week with African >
American millennials, participants could not have been
more despairing: > “It’s disappointing. I just think our
country could do a lot better … It’s > going to take a real
long time to fix the mess. For real.” They describe > their
experience with the economy: “sad and crappy”; “I’m very
disgusted”; > “I’m gong to say uneasy. And just
disappointed.” > > > > > > > > *Second, you are running on
being ready for the job in very insecure > times.* The
primaries and caucuses are a way to vet the candidates,
and > you can see Hillary is ready. That is what Hillary
said in the town hall > and what the president focused on.
> > > > I can’t tell you how many leaders I supported who
want to run on > experience and building on the progress,
including David Miliband, and > watched them defeated
by the change candidate who get all the energy. > Voters in
both the primary and general election will be figuring out
how to > vote for change – and you have given Sanders a
big opening. > > > > > > *Third, governing is messy and not
very pretty.* And Hillary knows the > idealism and
promises of other candidates won’t happen. Hillary knows
how > to make progress. “I just keep going forward … and
I’m still standing.” > You sound like a grown-up lecturing
these young people on don’t expect too > much from all
this idealism. > > > > > > *And fourth, Hillary has spent a
lifetime fighting for change and “going > after
inequality.”* That is who she is. “I’ve taken on the status
quo > time and time again.” You can trust me to bring
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change because she battled > for it, starting with kids and
health care. She’s fought “racial > inequality, sexist
inequality, homophobic inequality.” Also, economic >
inequality, but mainly to remind people that Bill Clinton is
the only > president to produce greater equality. > > > > *I
found that answer attractive but it does not change your
core > framework, though critically, it provides a ready
platform to evolve it.* > > > > But for now, your core
message is about the past. It is about Clinton’s > character
and qualities as a leader. The message is not economic, and
it > is not about the country. > > > > * * * * * > > > > But as we
discussed, Hillary can be the candidate who can bring the
> change, and your discussion of biography in town halls
allows you to make > the transition. But you have to start
by saying, “Look, all of us > Democratic candidates share
this critique and anger with what is happening > in the
country. The difference is I have a powerful personal
history of > fighting inequality and bringing change. And
here is are the bold changes I > will work to bring.” > > > >
That transition takes you to what is happening in the
country, it makes > her bio relevant, and enables her to talk
about the bold changes she wants > to bring. [This is
explicitly, not just finishing what Obama did or >
defending his progress.” > > > > My starting point is the
remarkable and intense level of support for the > level the
playing the field message. In our most recent test for
Roosevelt, > we showed that bringing in trade issues in
particular strengthens the > message further. > > > > > > > >
The reason Sanders is getting so much traction and energy
is that he is > articulating this message. Yes, his personal
conviction is important, but > what makes it work is what
he is saying about the country and the ability > to bring
change. He is talking unapologetically about the excess at
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the > top and the need to grow the middle class and
America. > > > > I also now believe that Sanders is being
helped by his use of the trade > issue. > > > > Your running
on “building on the progress” allows him a contrast that >
hurts you in the primary and general. > > > > But from the
beginning, Hillary and her campaign, you affirmed in our
> meetings, really accepted this core economic message,
even if Hillary took > the edge off in delivery. Progressive
Democrats were pretty united. That > is key to my
recommendation here. > > > > Hillary should say how
united are Democrats on this core critique of the > country
and what needs to happen to change the rules so the
country grows > the middle class again. The core
difference is that Hillary has a history > of fighting
inequality and bringing change. Sanders does not. That is
why > she is excited to talk about this bold agenda that
will bring change. > > > Hope this makes sense and helps. >
> > Happy to talk further. > > > Stan
>From:re47@hillaryclinton.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2015-05-26 12:04 Subject:
Fwd: Sanders criticism This isn't in keeping w the
agreement. Since we clearly have some leverage, would be
good to flag this for him. I could send a signal via Welch-or did you establish a direct line w him? Begin forwarded
message:
*From:*
Christina
Reynolds
<creynolds@hillaryclinton.com> *Date:* May 26, 2015 at
9:22:07
AM
EDT
*To:*
Robby
Mook
<re47@hillaryclinton.com>,
Kristina
Schake
<
kschake@hillaryclinton.com>,Jennifer
Palmieri
<
jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>,
Tony
Carrk
<tcarrk@hillaryclinton.com>,
John
Podesta
<john.podesta@gmail.com>,
Oren
Shur
<oshur@hillaryclinton.com>,
Brian
Fallon
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<bfallon@hillaryclinton.com> *Subject:* *FW: Sanders
criticism* Following up on our call on Friday, just wanted
to give some updates and flag that Bernie went after HRC
and WJC on wealth (including using the word “hustle.) I
followed up with Brad. The only thing they’ve pushed is
from the attached docs—trying to get reporters to write
that HRC and Bernie are actually in the same place. They
are happy for any suggestions, but were not planning on
making any big attacks around the announcement. We’re
working on talking points for surrogates now and will get
those around. Unless others disagree, I don’t think we
comment
on
the
question
below.
*From:*
hrcrr@hillaryclinton.com [mailto:hrcrr@hillaryclinton.com]
*On Behalf Of *Josh Schwerin *Sent:* Tuesday, May 26,
2015 8:58 AM *To:* HRCRR *Subject:* Fwd: Sanders
criticism Are we just declining comment on all these? Sent
from my iPhone Begin forwarded message: *From:* Colin
Campbell <colincampbell87@gmail.com> *Date:* May 26,
2015 at 8:54:10 AM EDT *To:* Josh Schwerin
<jschwerin@hillaryclinton.com>
*Subject:*
*Sanders
criticism* Morning Josh! Fresh off of a pantsuit post
<http://www.businessinsider.com/hillary-clinton-isselling-everyday-pantsuit-shirts-2015-5>
(and
maybe
something on the latest Snoop Dogg-for-Hillary news), I'm
looking at putting together something Bernie Sanders said
in a CBNC interview published this morning:
http://www.cnbc.com/id/102694355 Asked about the
Clintons' wealth, Sanders responded: "Theoretically you
can be a multibillionaire and in fact be very concerned
about the issues of working people. Theoretically that's
true. When you hustle money like that, you don't sit in
restaurants like this. You sit in restaurants where you
spend, I don't know what they spend, hundreds of dollars
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for dinner and so forth. That's the world you are
accustomed to. And that's the worldview that you adopt.
I'm not going to condemn Hillary and Bill Clinton because
they've made a lot of money. That type of wealth has the
potential to isolate you from the reality of the world." I
wanted to see if the campaign had any comment,
especially because her town hall events involve interacting
with a lot of real-world people. Otherwise, I'll just pull a
campaign quote from other times the money issue has
popped up. Probably looking at publishing something
later this a.m. Thanks! CC -- 530-559-4081 @BKcolin
<http://www.twitter.com/bkcolin> -- You received this
message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups
"HRCRR" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop
receiving emails from it, send an email to
hrcrr+unsubscribe@hillaryclinton.com. To post to this
group, send email to hrcrr@hillaryclinton.com. Division of
labor between the sexes is another key area in human
beginnings, a condition once simply taken for granted and
expressed by the term hunter-gatherer. Now it is widely
accepted that gathering of plant foods, once thought to be
the exclusive domain of women and of secondary
importance to hunting by males, constituted the main food
source (Johansen and Shreeve 1989). Since females were
not significantly dependent on males for food (Hamilton
1984), it seems likely that rather than division of labor,
flexibility and joint activity would have been central
(Bender 1989). As Zihlman (1981) points out, an overall
behavioral flexibility may have been the primary
ingredient in early human existence. Joan Gero (1991) has
demonstrated that stone tools were as likely to have been
made by women as by men, and indeed Poirier (1987)
reminds us that there is “no archaeological evidence
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supporting the contention that early humans exhibited a
sexual division of labor.” It is unlikely that food collecting
involved much, if any division of labor (Slocum 1975) and
probably that sexual specialization came quite late in
human evolution (Zihlman 1981, Crader and Isaac 1981).
For one calf in rural Cambodia who popped out near the
home of the recently-widowed Khim Hang, being (re)born
was much like hitting the jackpot. The 74-year-old woman
has taken the calf under her wing, believing him to be the
reincarnate of her husband Tol Khut, a Cambodian farmer
who died unexpectedly just over a year ago in Cambodia's
northeastern Kratie Province. She is not the only one to
hold this belief - so too do her seven children and her
neighbours. Inside the wooden stilted house, the calf is
fed, washed and put to bed, with a long fluffy pillow
propped up along his back.He lies there from 6 pm to 10
am, the family says, with the TV frequently on in the
background to keep him entertained - just as Tol Khut
would have liked. After a slow morning, it's time to leave
the house, walk back down the stairs and either eat grass
or drink his mother's milk. Khim Hang says the new
familial addition is here to stay, adding that her children
had been instructed to look after him if she dies earlier
than he does, and to give him a human funeral ceremony
upon
his
death.
From:ntanden@gmail.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-01-31 04:10 Subject:
Fwd: DRAFT: Caucus Night Remarks Don't bust me But I
do feel strongly on this one ---------- Forwarded message -------- From: Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> Date: Sat,
Jan 30, 2016 at 8:31 AM Subject: Re: DRAFT: Caucus Night
Remarks To: Jake Sullivan <jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>
Hey I've added my thoughts in here. Most important, I
think she needs to say that she hears the message the
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Sanders voters are sending. I thank that anger is directed
at an economy that doesn't work for most people and a
government that doesn't work for most people. So I had
language on both. She needs to be a little humble about
how close this race is/was. She hopes to earn their vote. If
she loses, I would dial that up. The current speech ignores
the closeness entirely. And truthfully, they are a large part
of the party these days even nationally. Thanks for sending
it to me. I appreciate it. Here's the Sargent piece -- the
headline and intro are a little annoying, but I think the
nugget here is the message of the sanders surge and the
need for Hillary to adapt at least part of it.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plumline/wp/2016/01/29/democrats-badly-underestimated
bernie-sanders-that-was-a-very-serious-mistake/ On Fri,
Jan
29,
2016
at
9:55
PM,
Jake
Sullivan
<jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com > wrote: > I will be in Des
Moines tomorrow, for my sins. Please do send comments
in > am. > > > > On Jan 29, 2016, at 9:50 PM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: > > David Binder is
definitely right. > > I think she needs to say she's gotten a
message from them. Otherwise, > they will keep going til
she does get it. I will send some thoughts later > tonight or
first thing in the morning on what that message should be.
> > Are you guys in Des Moines? I'm flying in tomorrow to
do CNN Sunday am. > Bunch of folks - mostly reporters
are getting together at the Marriott bar > tomorrow night. I
can imagine that is the last place you want to be, but > if
not, you are more than welcome to join us. > > On Fri, Jan
29,
2016
at
9:36
PM,
Jake
Sullivan
<
>
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > >> >> >> >> >> Begin
forwarded message: >> >> *From:* David Binder
<David@db-research.com> >> *Date:* January 29, 2016 at
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9:05:03
PM
EST
>>
*To:*
Dan
Schwerin
<dschwerin@hillaryclinton.com>, Robby Mook < >>
re47@hillaryclinton.com>,
John
Podesta
<john.podesta@gmail.com>,
>>
Jennifer
Palmieri
<jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>, Jake Sullivan < >>
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>,
Huma
Abedin
<ha16@hillaryclinton.com>,
>>
Mandy
Grunwald
<gruncom@aol.com>,
Joel
Benenson
<jbenenson@bsgco.com>,
>>
John
Anzalone
<john@algpolling.com>, Jim <Jim.Margolis@gmmb.com>,
>> Kristina Schake <kschake@hillaryclinton.com>, Matt
Paul < >> mpaul@hillaryclinton.com> >> *Cc:* Megan
Rooney <mrooney@hillaryclinton.com> >> *Subject:* *RE:
DRAFT: Caucus Night Remarks* >> >> My opinion: if we
win, let’s drop the elbows, be 100% gracious, take on >> the
Republicans but drop the digs at Bernie. Don’t want to risk
>> irritating his voters with lines like “half-baked plans”
and the second >> sentence “ideas that sound good on
paper but will never come true.” >> Suggest to keep focus
on the reason we are running – to get things done >> to
help families, which the rest of the speech does very well.
Would not >> give the Bernie voters anything to get bent
out of shape over. >> >> >> >> *From:* Dan Schwerin
[mailto:dschwerin@hillaryclinton.com
>>
<dschwerin@hillaryclinton.com>] >> *Sent:* Friday,
January 29, 2016 8:47 PM >> *To:* Robby Mook
<re47@hillaryclinton.com>;
John
Podesta
<
>>
john.podesta@gmail.com>;
Jennifer
Palmieri
<jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>;
>>
Jake
Sullivan
<jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>; Huma Abedin < >>
ha16@hillaryclinton.com>;
Mandy
Grunwald
<gruncom@aol.com>;
Joel
>>
Benenson
<jbenenson@bsgco.com>;
John
Anzalone
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<john@algpolling.com>; >> David Binder <David@dbresearch.com>; Jim <Jim.Margolis@gmmb.com>; >>
Kristina Schake <kschake@hillaryclinton.com>; Matt Paul <
>> mpaul@hillaryclinton.com> >> *Cc:* Megan Rooney
<mrooney@hillaryclinton.com> >> *Subject:* DRAFT:
Caucus Night Remarks >> >> >> >> Team, I'm sharing a
draft of a potential victory speech for Monday >> night. A
version for a negative outcome will follow soon. Thanks to
Mandy >> and John for talking it through with me. >> >> >>
>> One big question is how sharp the contrast should be, if
at all, in this >> setting. You'll see a few elbows in here, but
could easily be dialed back >> if needed. >> >> >> >> Would
welcome any thoughts. >> >> Thanks >> >> Dan >>The
Green Party considers American democracy to be an
ongoing, unfolding project that is dynamic and creative in
nature. We are committed to the strengthening of our civil
society, including the many mediating institutions at the
community level that have always characterized our
democracy. We seek to heal the alienation and apathy that
has been cultivated in the citizenry by the power brokers
of the status quo. Righteous anger about the crippling of
our democracy is rising in the land, and the Greens offer
constructive alternatives. In addition, we seek to repair the
plummeting opinion of the United States in the
international community resulting from our arrogant,
narcissistic foreign policy of recent years. A growing and
grave imbalance between the citizens of this country and
the interests that extract power from the citizens is an
imminent danger to our security and national and global
social stability. We strongly feel that our country should
view itself as a member of the community of nations... not
above it. The United States could well play a leadership
role in that community but only if we become committed
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to an eco-social vision of peace, national selfdetermination,
and
international
cooperation.
From:ntanden@gmail.com
To:
mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com,
ggensler@hillaryclinton.com
CC:
pyle_michael@yahoo.com,
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com,
davidckamin@gmail.com,
gbsperling@gmail.com,
john.podesta@gmail.com, mschmidt@hillaryclinton.com
Date: 2015-09-12 15:40 Subject: Re: Glass steagall First I
would expect Biden to endorse glass steagall if he gets in.
What do we think he and warren were discussing for the
hour? But we will know something Ike that hopefully
before the debate. But it would be my bet that he ends up
in favor. To answer Gary's email, we have an essential
conundrum. Glass Steagall has become shorthand for
tough on the banks with the left. Again, I'm not saying it's
fair or unfair. It just seems very hard to undo in the time
we have. So we can say all these things you'd like her to
say but when she says she's against reinstating on that
debate stage I am worried that will be shorthanded as she's
pro-bank. We all have different discussions about policy
with different people and different assessments. But a lot
of people see an ftt as a criticism of Wall Street simply by
being a tax on stocks. Though I'm all for making brokers
pay it. It's not like people are super distinguishing the
banks, hedge funds and Wall Street. But hey, if she had
been for reinstating glass steagall, that would create a
different calculus for an ftt. Given we are not for
reinstating, I think that makes an ftt even more of an
imperative. And at least it gives her something to say
about taking a tough stand in this realm. Now I think I've
at least properly beaten this dead horse for my part. On
Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 12:34 PM Michael Shapiro <
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mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > This is not my area
at all. So people should weight Schmidt and Pyles and >
Gary's views much, much more strongly. > > But my
understanding is that Biden is somewhat weaker with
liberals on > financial reform issues. If we are worried
about him entering, and drawing > liberals either from us
or Sanders because he's in theory more electable, > I'd lean
toward going stronger on financial accountability to the
extent we > can in a way that does not seem like a lurch
but an evolution of the > principles we've put out and the
lessons of the crisis. > > Sent from my iPhone > > On Sep
12,
2015,
at
12:26
PM,
Gary
Gensler
<ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> > wrote: > > + Pyle > > On
Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 12:20 PM, Gary Gensler < >
ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > >> I think that what
HRC is confronting on the rope lines when folks ask >>
about Glass Steagall is less about the specifics of that actual
law and far >> more that a broad part of the public think
that we have a) not yet solved >> for the risks that Banks
pose to their daily lives & b) that the banks and >> their
executives are entitled or not held accountable as they
should be. >> It's a mixture of not solving both a) Too Big
to Fail and b) Too Big to >> Jail. >> >> And I have heard too
often from progressive advocates some mixture of >>
concern our positions given some mixture of a) Hillary
having been a NY >> Senator thus close to Wall Street, b)
the perceived deregulation of WJC >> years & c) many of
Hillary donor/adviser base coming from Finance. >> >> For
me, if we wish to address these more head on, we should
consider >> dialing up the substance of both our risk
agenda and our accountability >> agenda. >> >> On risk,
our current liability risk fee does tip the scales directly >>
regarding size and risk, but it does not set any absolute
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limit to size, >> risk or complexity. It's also pretty technical
rather than a clear rule. >> Dialing up, I think that we
could say that Hillary is calling for >> strengthening the
Dodd Frank provision which already allows for regulators
>> (the FDIC and Fed) to downsize or restructure banks.
The authority is >> already there but by calling for a
broadening of that authority we can >> associate ourselves
more directly wish a call to downsize banks. We could >>
say that the law needs to make it explicit that the
regulators can downsize >> for risk to the economy,
complexity to manage or overall size relative to >> the
markets. Or if we wished to dial this knob further, we
could suggest >> a specific number saying that given that it
is almost certain that some >> large systemic bank will fail
we should limit their scale. >> >> I don't, however, think
that we should stress Glass Steagall or lines of >> business
other than our call for closing some loopholes in Volcker.
>> >> For the public it's would be clear and somewhat like
rules that >> over-sized vehicles are banned from the
highways in part to protect the >> rest of the public from
when they crash. We could say why not protect the >>
public from inevitable future crashes of Too big to Fail
Banks. >> >> On accountability, we could dial up the
current provisions of senior >> executives' bonuses being
on the line when large fines are paid by tweaking >> some
of the language (making it clearer and with less defenses)
and upping >> the rhetoric. We could also add that
regulators have clear authority to >> force senior
executives to lose their job for misdeeds that happened
under >> their supervision even if they didn't participate in
the misdeed. >> >> Lastly, though the FTT has been well
litigated, I wanted to comment that >> one of the reasons I
don't think that it will get us much credit is that >> it does
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not go to either of the public's deeply held concerns. An
FTT >> effects markets by putting a tax on every trade. It
does not address Bank >> risk, Too Big to Fail,
accountability or Too Big to Jail. My view is that >> the
debate will still focus on these items and that Hillary
would still get >> the rope line questions. >> >> Gary >> >>
On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 10:09 AM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >> >>> Yes. And the broad
test is too complex to manage. But I'm obviously >>>
happy to work with others on other triggers if you don't
like that one. >>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 9:58 AM Jake
Sullivan < >>> jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>
>>>> I'm trying to get same answer. What I'm trying to
figure out is if you >>>> are saying, I need a glass steagall
tool I can use if a bank can't meet my >>>> tests? >>>> >>>>
>>>> >>>> On Sep 12, 2015, at 9:53 AM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>> >>>> I would say that if
there's a bank that needs to be broken up she needs >>>> a
glass steagall tool to break them up. She can't really do that
now. >>>> >>>> However, I'm open to saying a pattern of
too much complexity. So it's >>>> finding several banks.
But I'm trying to find a debate answer not a policy >>>>
rollout. Happy to think longer for that kind of answer.
>>>> >>>> Obviously she can't break up any bank on her
own. The higher cap >>>> requirements are designed to
assure much less likelihood of failure. We >>>> have
pushed for higher ones. But we live in a quandary which is
no one >>>> knows what any of this means and glass
steagall has the most resonance with >>>> reporters and
the like. >>>> >>>> I get Jamie Damon's argument that
having both sides of the business >>>> helped him weather
the storm. They took profits and losses at different >>>>
times. But I think there are some reasonable people on
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Wall Street who >>>> think the complexity is a problem.
>>>> >>>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 9:38 AM Jake Sullivan <
>>>> jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>> >>>>> So if
there is one of those we reinstate glass steagall for all
banks? >>>>> >>>>> Just trying to understand. >>>>> >>>>>
>>>>> On Sep 12, 2015, at 9:36 AM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>> >>>>> A bank too
complex to manage that therefore is too risky. >>>>> >>>>>
On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 9:33 AM Jake Sullivan < >>>>>
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>> >>>>>> To
summarize, your position would be that she would be
open to >>>>>> reinstating glass steagall if it came to that?
What's the answer to >>>>>> "what's it gonna take"? >>>>>>
>>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>> On Sep 12, 2015, at 9:09 AM, Neera
Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>>> >>>>>> Look,
I wasn't there in the 90s. But I don't think she will win a
>>>>>> battle on glass steagall's role in the crisis. And I
think it is problem. >>>>>> Fair or unfair it's pretty
ingrained. So I'm trying to think of a third way >>>>>>
between support and opposition. I think O'Malley will
push her to be >>>>>> opposed and it could be really
deadly. >>>>>> >>>>>> But I'm happy to register my dissent
from your views and move on. >>>>>> >>>>>> On Fri, Sep
11, 2015 at 9:54 PM Gary Gensler < >>>>>>
ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>> >>>>>>> I
would say no and say that this 1930's policy solution
doesn't work >>>>>>> in this century. And it wouldn't have
done anything about AIG, Lehman or >>>>>>> many other
too big to fail failures. >>>>>>> >>>>>>> Sent from my
iPhone >>>>>>> >>>>>>> On Sep 11, 2015, at 9:42 PM, Neera
Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>>
someone follows up with >>>>>>> "Are you for reinstating
glass steagall or not?" >>>>>>> >>>>>>> Gene's artful
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version still gets us to no. >>>>>>> >>>>>>> I am saying she
says some version of I will fix the problem w out >>>>>>>
it. But if it makes sense to do bc of issues that arise - e g too
much >>>>>>> complexity to manage - then she will do it.
She's not saying she will do it >>>>>>> now. She's not
saying it was responsible for the crisis. But she will
>>>>>>> reinstate if future need arises. >>>>>>> >>>>>>> I
guess I worry about everyone else up on the stage saying
reinstate >>>>>>> glass steagall and not giving her more.
>>>>>>> >>>>>>> I recognize I'm in a different place than
others. You may not want >>>>>>> to go this far, but given
her anxiety on Glass Steagall I did want to offer >>>>>>>
up an alternative. >>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 6:00 PM
Gary Gensler < >>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>>> I think Gene is onto a possible
path forward - buying into the >>>>>>>> values of Glass
Steagall - while not the actual specifics for our times.
>>>>>>>> Glass Steagall was another generations solution
for a similar problem - >>>>>>>> risk - but a problem that
has taken on new forms nearly 80 years later. >>>>>>>>
Obama focused and succeeded on much with Dodd Frank,
but can and need to do >>>>>>>> more. That's why I am for
Risk fee, strengthening Volcker, etc. and if >>>>>>>>
needed would in a heartbeat .... >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> On Fri,
Sep 11, 2015 at 5:02 PM, Gene Sperling < >>>>>>>>
gbsperling@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> I want
to come back to my comment that was somewhat between
Neera >>>>>>>>> and Gary. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> I agree
with Gary that we should not flip flop on Glass Steagall
>>>>>>>>> because one, it is make-believe to think it
caused the crisis in any way; >>>>>>>>> 2) because it is
make believe, it is crazy for her to buy into the idea
>>>>>>>>> that it was her husband as opposed to a
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Republican Administration bore the >>>>>>>>> regulatory
responsibility for the worst financial crisis in our life time.
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> But where we could think more, is
how without buying into the >>>>>>>>> Glass-Steagall as
cause and cure line -- we could find ways to blur a
>>>>>>>>> little more going forward, that could use the
two words. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Such as: "I do want to
strengthen some of the key protections >>>>>>>>> against
risky behavior that Glass Steagall was designed to prevent
-- which >>>>>>>>> is why I want to strengthen Volker
Rule etc. And I want to make sure we >>>>>>>>> never see
the type of let Wall Street do whatever they want like took
place >>>>>>>>> under George Bush.....[and then hit a
litany] >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> That structure has us not
focusing on being against Glass >>>>>>>>> Steagall, but
quickly buys into some of the values going forward and
then >>>>>>>>> pivots to an all out hit on Bush and
reckless practices under Bush watch >>>>>>>>> that led to
crisis......" >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Thoughts? >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 1:42 PM, Gary Gensler <
>>>>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>> I understand what Neera is saying that Glass
Steagall is not >>>>>>>>>> well understood by the public,
but I would still have HRC keep to that her >>>>>>>>>>
focus is on risk. That's why we have the risk fee,
strengthening Volcker >>>>>>>>>> and Shadow Banking
and if desired add that she would not hesitate to hold
>>>>>>>>>> banks accountable and not hesitate if need be
to downsize or even break >>>>>>>>>> some of them up.
On Glass Steagall, it's far more than just not conceding
>>>>>>>>>> it. I think that particularly given what HRC has
said and that Lehman, AIG >>>>>>>>>> and so many
others would have failed even with Glass Steagall that
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HRC is >>>>>>>>>> on safer grounds talking about risk and
even size than what lines of >>>>>>>>>> business banks are
in. It appears a bit flip floppy whereas the risk and
>>>>>>>>>> size are far less so. >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> On
Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 3:47 PM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> >>>>>>>>>> wrote: >>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>> Where I'm disagreeing with this group is
precisely on the words >>>>>>>>>>> Glass Steagall. No one
knows what it is, but being on the wrong side of it
>>>>>>>>>>> is dangerous. So I'm not committing her to
reinstate it, but I also think >>>>>>>>>>> shutting it down
is ill advised; I fear that in the black and white world
>>>>>>>>>>> we're living in, that is shorthanded as probank. So that is why I would >>>>>>>>>>> remain open to
it as a policy option in the future. >>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 2:58 PM,
Gene Sperling < >>>>>>>>>>> gbsperling@gmail.com>
wrote: >>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> Very much agree
>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> On 11 Sep 2015, at 11:53, Gary
Gensler < >>>>>>>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> If we need words I
would go with " I will work to reduce the >>>>>>>>>>>>
size of the banks in a heartbeat" or if more is needed to go
with "I will >>>>>>>>>>>> work to reduce the size or even
breakup the banks in a heartbeat ..." >>>>>>>>>>>> rather
than a reference to reinstating Glass Steagall. >>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>> I say this as we've already said that crisis
wasn't about Glass >>>>>>>>>>>> Steagall restrictions but
about risk. Also I believe that as a policy >>>>>>>>>>>>
matter that the issue about too big or too risky to fail is
about size and >>>>>>>>>>>> risk not Glass Steagall. I
would prefer not to concede that point. >>>>>>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>>>>>> Further, Dodd Frank gave the FDIC and Fed
to restructure or >>>>>>>>>>>> even downsize banks if the
living will process leads to a conclusion that >>>>>>>>>>>>
the risk of resolution is too great. >>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 2:37 PM, Jake Sullivan
< >>>>>>>>>>>> jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote:
>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> That’s close to what we have
minus the words Glass Steagall. >>>>>>>>>>>>> Are those
magic words for you? >>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> *From:* Neera Tanden
[mailto:ntanden@gmail.com] >>>>>>>>>>>>> *Sent:* Friday,
September 11, 2015 2:17 PM >>>>>>>>>>>>> *To:* Jake
Sullivan
<jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>;
John
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com>; Gene
Sperling < >>>>>>>>>>>>> gbsperling@gmail.com>; Gary
Gensler < >>>>>>>>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>;
Mike
Schmidt
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
mschmidt@hillaryclinton.com>;
Michael
Shapiro
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com>;
David
Kamin
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
davidckamin@gmail.com>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> *Subject:* Glass steagall >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> i think most
people know I worry that this is the closest >>>>>>>>>>>>>
thing to an Iraq vote we have to face us. And a big
potential problem in >>>>>>>>>>>>> the debate.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Why can't she say the following:
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> Too big to fail are problems.
Should never happen again etc. >>>>>>>>>>>>> I will take
steps - higher cap requirements, whatever you have on list
-to >>>>>>>>>>>>> ensure we protect Americans. I think
those will work better. >>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> I will work every day to
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make sure we protect Americans so >>>>>>>>>>>>> they
never suffer for the excesses on Wall Street. But if banks
are >>>>>>>>>>>>> growing too big to manage and we
need to take these steps tetc etc, >>>>>>>>>>>>> believe me
I will work to reinstate glass steagall in a heartbeat bc this
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Americans losing so much for the banks
can never happen again. >>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> She's not conceding it was
responsible for the financial >>>>>>>>>>>>> crisis. But her
openness will be better than a hard and fast position that
>>>>>>>>>>>>> puts her on the bank side of the ledger.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Anyway I just offer it as a thought.
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> >> > Greens will crack
down on political corruption and strengthen the voice of
the people at all levels of government. Everyone deserves
the opportunity to influence the governmental decisions
that affect them. But the defining characteristics of modern
politics in the United States are a corrupt campaign finance
system that enables corporate and wealthy elites to
purchase political outcomes; and an abundance of antidemocratic electoral, ballot access and debate rules
designed to minimize participation and choice.To achieve
genuine citizen participation, citizens must share in the
power of governing. Greens seek to bring vibrant
grassroots democracy to every part of the United States.
Greens seek to repair U.S. electoral system, from how
elections are financed, to conducting them in more fair and
representative ways, to ensuring accountability and
transparency on all levels of government. In particular,
Greens believe that the U.S. winner-take-all voting system
is fundamentally flawed, resulting in low voter
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participation, little choice or competition in countless
elections, and far too few women and minorities in elected
office. The failure to fulfill the promise of democracy
leaves millions of people in our country too discouraged to
vote and others who chose to vote seemingly trapped
among false and limited choices. A system that promotes
full and fair representation would draw millions of people
in the United States into civic life and could revive
democracy in this country. Conformity, repetition, and
regularity were the keys to civilization upon its triumph,
replacing the spontaneity, enchantment, and discovery of
the pre-agricultural human state that survived so very
long. Clark (1979) cites a gatherer-hunter “amplitude of
leisure,” deciding “it was this and the pleasurable way of
life that went with it, rather than penury and a day-long
grind, that explains why social life remained so static.”
One of the most enduring and widespread myths is that
there was once a Golden Age, characterized by peace and
innocence, and that something happened to destroy this
idyll and consign us to misery and suffering. Eden, or
whatever name it goes by, was the home of our primeval
forager ancestors, and expresses the yearning of
disillusioned tillers of the soil for a lost life of freedom and
relative
ease.
From:ntanden@gmail.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-03-05 15:38 Subject:
Re: Yale Law School 20th Reunion Great! On Saturday,
March 5, 2016, John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com>
wrote: > > > ---------- Forwarded message ---------- > From:
*RobbyMook*<re47@hillaryclinton.com<javascript:_e(%7B
%7D,'cvml','re47@hillaryclinton.com');>> > Date: Saturday,
March 5, 2016 > Subject: Fwd: Yale Law School 20th
Reunion > To: John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','john.podesta@gmail.com');>
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> > > > Talked to Kirsten's chief. Looks like she's already
expressed support for > Bernie (see below), but he thinks
they can keep her from being too vocal. > I asked Shriock
to
do
the
same.
>
>
>
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zephyr-teachout/berniesanders-for-presid_b_8752058.html > > On Sat, Mar 5, 2016
at 10:33 AM, John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> >
wrote: > >> Who is best to go at this? >> >> ---------Forwarded message ---------- >> From: *Neera Tanden*
<ntanden@gmail.com> >> Date: Saturday, March 5, 2016 >>
Subject: Fwd: Yale Law School 20th Reunion >> To: John
Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> >> >> >> On zephyr
teachout, the woman who primaried cuomo and is giant
hero to >> liberals in ny. From my dem activist/leader
friend on the ground. Zephyr is >> now running for
congress in Hudson NY. Kirsten would be best to call. >>
>> ---------- Forwarded message ---------- >> From: *Neera
Tanden* <ntanden@americanprogress.org> >> Date:
Saturday, March 5, 2016 >> Subject: Fwd: Yale Law School
20th Reunion >> To: Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com>
>> >> >> >> >> Sent from my iPhone >> >> Begin forwarded
message:
>>
>>
*From:*
Koethi
Zan
<koethi.zan@gmail.com> >> *Date:* March 5, 2016 at
6:26:12
AM
EST
>>
*To:*
Neera
Tanden
<ntanden@americanprogress.org> >> *Subject:* *Re: Yale
Law School 20th Reunion* >> >> I don't have it but maybe
you should put Gillibrand on the case. >> Gillibrand would
not endorse my guy who is homegrown for the district bc
>> she won't go against a woman (even though I hear she
is not a fan of >> Zephyr). Zephyr would be out of her
mind happy to get attention from >> Gillibrand bc she is
very popular here. >> >> I bet Z won't endorse Bernie at
this point bc she sees the writing on the >> wall and it
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would be crucial to have Hillary support her here in the >>
general if Z indeed wins the primary. But also bc it's so
contentious here: >> Dems are really split between Bernie
and Hillary and it gets nasty. Zephyr >> would be insane
to come out in favor of one or the other at this point in >>
the race. Also here she has to paint herself as a moderate
not a >> progressive bc she can't win without some
crossover. >> >> Down ticket voting is her only hope for a
win against Faso so she can't >> afford to alienate Hillary.
>> >> But then, people do dumb things all the time. >> >>
>> >> Sent from my iPhone >> >> On Mar 4, 2016, at 10:33
PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org> >>
wrote: >> >> I need Zephyr to not be a pain in the ass to
Hillary. Do you think she >> would endorse Bernie? Do
you have her contact info? >> >> >> ----------------------------->> *From:* Koethi Zan <koethi.zan@gmail.com> >> *Sent:*
Friday, March 04, 2016 5:53 PM >> *To:* Neera Tanden >>
*Subject:* Re: Yale Law School 20th Reunion >> >> Zephyr.
Yes. Big problem. >> >> But I got mad at our guy bc he has
weak political instincts. I set him up >> with great
connections (not just donors but real strategists) and he
failed >> to follow up etc. >> >> Zephyr is going to lose big
time here. Our guy would have won but he has >> no path
to win the primary. Ugh. I could go on and on. See I am
learning >> politics from the ground level up. Haha. >> >>
Sent from my iPhone >> >> On Mar 4, 2016, at 5:43 PM,
Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org> >> wrote:
>> >> Not a cakewalk. But should be ok. >> >> Is terry
teachout running in your CD? >> >> Sent from my iPhone
>> >> On Mar 4, 2016, at 5:37 PM, Koethi Zan
<koethi.zan@gmail.com> wrote: >> >> He turned it in!! But
now he is doing a big edit. So we still have a ways >> to go.
>> >> By the way, so psyched about the election. I think
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Hillary in a cakewalk. >> >> Sent from my iPhone >> >> On
Mar
4,
2016,
at
5:30
PM,
Neera
Tanden
<ntanden@americanprogress.org> >> wrote: >> >> Is
Stephen done w the book? >> >> Sent from my iPhone >>
>> On Mar 4, 2016, at 5:29 PM, Koethi Zan
<koethi.zan@gmail.com> wrote: >> >> Ok I will email him
so I can take out my concerns. :) >> >> Sent from my iPhone
>> >> On Mar 4, 2016, at 5:25 PM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@americanprogress.org> >> wrote: >> >> You
should tell him. He doesn't really want to be an art star so
overall >> it will make him feel good to know people
know. >> >> Or I can forward email. >> >> Sent from my
iPhone >> >> On Mar 4, 2016, at 5:20 PM, Koethi Zan
<koethi.zan@gmail.com> wrote: >> >> Also - here is a story
& tell me if you think Ben would like to hear it >> or not.
>> >> We had a party and this guy was there Zach
Feuer...apparently some art >> big wig. We had a buffet in
the dining room and this guy stopped short in >> front of
Ben's painting, turned to our friend Zohar and said,
shocked: "Is >> that a Ben Edwards?" >> >> Zohar (who is
an illustrator & so knew), said yes. And then Zohar went
on >> to say, "Did you know he was roommates with Julie
Mehretu, and he came up >> with the concept first, she
copied it, and took off?" Zach said, "Yes, >> that's right.
Lots of people in the art world know that. We all thought
Ben >> would be the major star instead of her." >> >> So
you see, that story cuts both ways. But I'm telling you &
you can >> decide whether or how to tell him. >> >> On Fri,
Mar 4, 2016 at 4:26 PM, Neera Tanden < >>
ntanden@americanprogress.org> wrote: >> >>> Fair >>> I'm
in Brussels but family will be here that weekend. Sorry to
miss you >>> >>> Are you still prepared for our July 4th
arrival? >>> >>> Sent from my iPhone >>> >>> On Mar 4,
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2016, at 4:21 PM, Koethi Zan <koethi.zan@gmail.com>
wrote: >>> >>> Omg no. Who would I want to see?? >>> >>>
We might come to DC on March 18 for a few days. Not
sure yet. >>> >>> Sent from my iPhone >>> >>> On Mar 4,
2016,
at
4:09
PM,
Neera
Tanden
<ntanden@americanprogress.org> >>> wrote: >>> >>> You
should go. And if you go I will go. >>> >>> Sent from my
iPhone >>> >>> Begin forwarded message: >>> >>> *From:*
YLS Reunion Chairs <yls.reunion.chairs@yale.edu> >>>
*Date:* March 4, 2016 at 4:06:13 PM EST >>> *To:*
<ntanden@americanprogress.org> >>> *Subject:* *Yale Law
School 20th Reunion* >>> *Reply-To:* Kristen Tinson
<kristen.tinson@yale.edu> >>> >>> Dear Neera, >>> >>> We
hope that you are off to a happy and healthy new year.
Although >>> there are still eight months until our *20th
Reunion on October 21-23*, >>> that time has a way of
passing all too quickly. Therefore, this letter >>> brings two
requests for your consideration. >>> >>> First, please attend
our reunion! Alumni Weekend will be a rare >>>
opportunity to catch up with many friends in a group
setting and to >>> reconnect with old friends we have not
seen in many years. The formal >>> invitation is
forthcoming, but in the meantime you can find more >>>
information by visiting www.law.yale.edu/aw2016. >>>
>>> Second, please consider a gift or multi-year pledge in
honor of our 20th >>> Reunion. We are pleased to report
that due to the support of 34 classmates >>> (17% of the
class), thus far we have raised $139,202 in gifts and
pledges. >>> For our 20th Reunion, we would love to
achieve 100% participation if >>> possible. >>> >>> We
hope you will give as generously as you can. *Please keep
in mind >>> that any amount pledged can be paid over five
years, but the full amount >>> will be credited to our 20th
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Reunion Campaign total.* Our collective >>> generosity
will support the Law School’s goal to expand clinical and
>>> experiential learning for students, and increase
financial aid and loan >>> forgiveness for recent graduates.
Your gift will also preserve the >>> programs and activities
that you found most rewarding during your Yale Law >>>
School experience. >>> >>> You know what a difference a
legal education at Yale has made in your >>> life. The Law
School continues to have the finest faculty, an exhilarating
>>> academic environment, and a stimulating mix of
students—in short, all of >>> the ingredients for an
extraordinary legal education. Your support *at >>> any
level* will help ensure that today’s students continue to
have >>> access to this unique opportunity. >>> >>> A
member of our class Reunion Gift Committee will contact
you soon about >>> your participation in our 20th Reunion
Campaign. *But if you would like >>> to make your gift or
pledge
today,
please
click
**here
>>>
<https://www.law.yale.edu/info/alumni/giving-yls/howyou-can-give/give-now>* >>> . >>> >>> We thank you in
advance for your support, and we look forward to seeing
>>> you in New Haven this October to celebrate our 20th
Reunion. >>> >>> Sincerely, >>> Omar Dajani ’96, Allegra
Lawrence-Hardy ’96, J. Welby Leaman ’96, and >>> Tarun
Stewart ’96 >>> *20th Reunion Gift Campaign Co-Chairs*
>>> >>> >>> *Class of 1996 – 20th Reunion Gift Committee
*Gamal Abouali ’96, >>> Matthew All ’96, Nina Beattie ’96,
Jennifer Bender ’96, Steven Derringer >>> ’96, Rajat Duggal
’96, Robert Perrin ’96, Burleigh Singleton ’96, Daryl >>>
Wiesen ’96 >>> >>> >>> >>> >> >> >> > >The greatest
evidence that alienation is the central basis of social
relationships in this world is the fact that the requirements
for survival are not merely separated from the desire for a
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full and passionate life, but actually stand in opposition to
it. The institutionalized and habitual activities and
relationships that comprise the society of the market and
the state create a reality in which we are forced to sacrifice
the greater part of our existence in order to make money to
meet our basic needs, rather than consuming our lives in
self-enjoyment and creative exploration. To put it another
way, this world blackmails us into reproducing it, into
sacrificing our selves to its continued existence and
expansion. Dry toilet paper is disgusting, it does not
properly clean or disinfect. If you get shit on your hands
are you gonna just wipe it off with a paper towel and then
go about your day? Porbably not, so why do the same with
your ass? Baby's get sanitary wipes and wet wipes, why is
it we have to downgrade when we come to be adults?
Wipe your shit right and use a wet wipe or sanitary wipe,
it's safre, clean, sanitary, and helps get rid of the dark
coloration from around your anus that people bleach
away. Stop it from happening and stop using dry toilet
paper. Also with so many advancements in technology
and we still haven't moved past toilet paper, really? Senate
Republicans again failed to approve legislation to repeal
major parts of the Affordable Care Act on Wednesday.
This time, it was a bill that would have eliminated funding
for the Affordable Care Act’s private health insurance
subsidies and Medicaid expansion, its individual mandate
that most Americans obtain health coverage or face tax
penalties, its mandate that large companies offer health
benefits to full-time employees, and its taxes on rich
people and health care companies. This legislation didn’t
include any means of replacing the Affordable Care Act.
Human beings have been living in an alien world since the
economy and the state first came to dominate life, but the
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present generation is living in particularly hard times.
Assurances of just a few decades ago have crumbled on all
levels and the “confidence” that those who rule this world
express takes on a more and more strident tone, as their
failures combine with the horrific consequences of their
successes to expose the precarious nature of the world that
has been created for everyone. Indeed, it is our daily
activity (work, consumption, the reproduction of social
reality in the roles and predetermined relationships
everyone plays out every day) that creates this world. And
yet it is created against us, placing our well-being and
increasingly our very existence in jeopardy. Precariousness
on all levels has come to define human existence as we live
in a world of disaster that is a product and requirement of
capitalist society and its industrial apparatus. Repeat after
me: Nothing gets rid of cellulite. Anyone who says
otherwise is a con artist. The best way to "fix" cellulite is
everyone walk around in shorts until we realize that's
just what legs look like. Omg! And the poor lady with
all the bruises didn't even have any noticeable cellulite!
From:john.podesta@gmail.com To: ntanden@gmail.com
Date: 2016-01-24 12:55 Subject: Re: POLITICO Playbook,
presented by Boeing – DIG-OUT EDITION – EXCLUSIVE:
Hillary prepares to run against Trump! DAVID BROCK
‘now thinks Hillary will face The Donald,’ and that he’ll be
tough – TRUMP PLANS outreach to African Americans –
B’DAY: Eric Schultz Do you really believe that or do you
think he's just an unhinged narcissist? On Sunday, January
24, 2016, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >
David Brock is like a menace. I can think of no worse
message for Hillary > right now than she's preparing for
the general. > I continue to believe he's the manchurian
candidate of the GOP - secretly > out to tank her. > > > -----71

---- Forwarded message ---------- > From: Mike Allen
<politicoplaybook@politico.com
>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','politicoplaybook@politico.c
om');>> > Date: Sun, Jan 24, 2016 at 9:25 AM > Subject:
POLITICO Playbook, presented by Boeing – DIG-OUT
EDITION – > EXCLUSIVE: Hillary prepares to run against
Trump! DAVID BROCK ‘now thinks > Hillary will face
The Donald,’ and that he’ll be tough – TRUMP PLANS >
outreach to African Americans – B’DAY: Eric Schultz > To:
ntanden@gmail.com<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','ntande
n@gmail.com');> > > > 01/24/2016 09:23 AM EDT > > *By
Mike Allen *(@mikeallen; mallen@politico.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','mallen@politico.com');>)*
and
Daniel
>
Lippman
*(@dlippman;dlippman@politico.com
>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','dlippman@politico.com');>)
> > *Good snowy Sunday morning. *We're stuck in Boston,
which is balmy > compared to D.C. or NYC. Optimistic
Amtrak's "Check Train Status" insisted > until the final
hour that our train home would run last night, but that >
never seemed very likely. Back today on first train that
goes. > > *SIREN - GAME CHANGE ... READY FOR
TRUMP? *Assuming Hillary wins Iowa, > her top outside
ally David Brock is already shifting gears and training his
> sights away from Bernie Sanders and onto Trump.
According to a source in > his orbit, Brock believes he may
have been wrong when he told reporters in > early
December that Ted Cruz would be the GOP nominee. At
the time, > Politico reported that Brock was not ruling out
an upset by "the demagogue" > (Trump). > > *Brock now
thinks Hillary will likely face The Donald *, and that he >
could give her a tough challenge. He's leaning on his super
PAC, American > Bridge, to step up delivery of a Trump
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oppo research book, contemplating > strategic and tactical
changes to Bridge's program, and upping the group's >
budget, the source said. Bridge's union allies are telling
Brock that Trump > could attract significant support from
rank-and-file union members in key > states. > > *
ARTICLE OF THE DAY - Ross Douthat column on p. 13 of
NY. Times Sunday > Review, "The Way To Stop Trump": *
"[Y]ou have to go after the things > that people like about
him. You have to flip his brand. So don't tell > people that
he doesn't know the difference between Kurds and the
Quds > Force. (They don't either!) ... Tell them about all the
money he inherited > from his daddy. Tell them about the
bailouts that saved him from ruin. Tell > them about all his
cratered companies. Then find people who suffered from >
those fiascos - workers laid off following his bankruptcies,
homeowners who > bought through Trump Mortgage,
people who ponied up for sham degrees from > Trump
University. ... > > *"Find the people hurt by Trump's
attempts * to exploit eminent domain: > The widow whose
boarding house he wanted to demolish to make room for a
> limo parking lot ... [P]ut his alleged dealings with the
Mafia on the > table. ... Trump is a salesman ... And how
do you flip a salesman's brand? > You persuade people
that he's a con artist, and they're his marks." >
http://nyti.ms/1Qmkz3c
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a3e9f3cf
e115ceed30f742a3a0160b0b067ded8a53b8213e6> > > *-PLAYBOOK FACTS OF LIFE: *Although Ross wrote this
as too-late advice > for the GOP also-rans, this also sounds
spookily like the early, evolving > Hillary playbook for a
general election. > > *TRUMP SCRUTINY RISING:
*WashPost, bottom of A1, " *Racial bias case > marked
Trump's early career:*Countersuit, dealmaking in civil
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rights > lawsuit involving family's firm," by Michael
Kranish
and
Bob
O'Harrow
in
>
N.Y.
http://wapo.st/1ZWblCE
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a41f48b
18713c70c9131e43a5bb74e26d58e51ce927eda11c> > ... L.A.
Times, bottom of A1, "In Iowa, nuanced views on
migrants: *Even > conservatives in Marshalltown [Iowa
farm town] say harsh proposals like > Trump's go too far,"*
by
Mark
Z.
Barabak
in
Marshalltown
>
http://lat.ms/1OGJPR8
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a04ac50
8d81408c382ef4b641174dd919f7f724c4964d9d95>
>
>
*FIRST LOOK: * Donald Trump to Howard Kurtz for
"Media Buzz" (11 a.m. ET > today on Fox News), taped
Thursday night at the Trump International Hotel > in Las
Vegas: *KURTZ:* "Are journalists treating you with some
new > respect because they think you may win?" > >
*TRUMP: * "Not all, but they're treating me with great
respect. A lot of > them -- I tell you, The Wall Street Journal
has been terrific. They've > really changed their views.
And I've gained a great respect for some of the > people in
The Wall Street Journal. Some of the others have really
changed > their views. And rightfully so. I'm not saying it
from my standpoint, > Howie. I'm saying, you know, look:
We've done a good job. TIME magazine > wrote one of the
most beautiful cover stories that I've ever had." > >
*TRUMP, *on how he will appeal to African Americans
"They are going to > like me better than they like Obama.
The truth is Obama has done nothing > for them." *KURTZ
*: "Wait ... " *TRUMP*: "He's African American. He's >
done nothing for them." *KURTZ*: "Did you just say
African Americans are > going to like you better than the
first African American president?" > *TRUMP*: "I think
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that relatively speaking -- I mean, he does have a > slight
advantage, in all fairness -- but I think relatively speaking,
when > I am finished, I think they will absolutely love
Donald Trump." > > *KURTZ:* "If you are the nominee and
you are not just trying to appeal to > Republican Primary
voters, will you tone down your rhetoric a bit? Will you >
reach out to minorities more?" *TRUMP*: "Oh, absolutely."
> > *BREAKING TOMORROW: *Glenn Thrush's "Off
Message" podcast re-launches for > 2016 with an Oval
Office sit-down with President Obama, taped Friday.
POTUS > makes his most expansive comments yet about
the 2016 race, with candid > takes on the clash between
Hillary and Bernie, their strengths and > weaknesses, and
the GOP fracas. Find the podcast, Glenn's take on it, and >
the full transcript on POLITICO tomorrow at 6 a.m. And
subscribe to Off > Message here to get the podcast as soon
as
it
lands.
>
http://apple.co/1K4Rxpi
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a7cb375
5a10171d91df0436a325d8b25354720bbe33bfe9b3> > > *** A
message from Boeing: *In less than a century, Boeing took
the world > from seaplanes to space planes with decade
after decade of innovation, > inspiration and wonder.
We're proud to celebrate our centennial anniversary > as
the world's largest aerospace company -- and we're ready
to write > history for the next 100 years. Come along for a
breathtaking
journey
at
>
boeing100.com
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ab35edf
00cd4bb701593ea7ade05a6b35c4adae0fe9acf25c>. > ** > >
*SNEAK PEEK: *"Face the Nation" pops a CBS News
Battleground Tracker > showing Iowa tied (margin = 7.2
points): Trump 39% and Cruz 34%, then Rubio > at 13%.
(But he's closing strong!) Carson is 5%, Rand 3%, Christie
2%, > Bush/Fiorina/Kasich/Santorum 1%, Huck/Gilmore
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0%. The tie at the top is a > 14-point swing from December:
Cruz was at 40%, Trump 31%. > > *--On the D side* (with a
margin of 8.9 points), Sanders is 47%, Clinton > 46%,
O'Malley 5%. "Face the Nation" will also have N.H. and
S.C. for both > sides, but GOP numbers for Texas, Fla. and
Ga. > > *--MARCH 1 STATES *-- (Minneapolis) Star
Tribune poll of 800 Minnesota > registered voters: Rubio
23%, Cruz 21%, Trump 18%, Carson 11%, Bush 7%, >
Christie 5%. In general-election matchup: Rubio 49%,
Clinton 40% ... Cruz > 45%, Clinton 43%.
http://strib.mn/1NtagFV
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9afeff4fb
d4181a8efe98451c21c1ac730ba20ee404c2392b9> > ... The
numbers
http://strib.mn/1nh6g6j
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ad94a1f
b9541475e06463c65bfe085d2ded60d31f63fb1522>
>
>
*EXCLUSIVE CLIP - Episode Two of "The Circus,"
*Showtime's documentary > series on the presidential race
airing tonight at 8 p.m. ET/PT, is called > "Prisoner's
Dilemma," summing up the infighting between the GOP >
establishment candidates. Sen. Lindsey Graham ...
expressed amazement that > Trump has dominated the
debate for so long: "If I robbed a bank, the > headline
would be, 'Trump Disappointed Graham Robbed a Bank,'"
Graham says > in an extra scene provided exclusively to
Playbook.
http://bit.ly/1PM5HZh
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ac79d97
965efa2f78c72b1401aa223ccca9581b42d1c23fc1> > > *-@JebBush *tweeted a clip of himself on the upcoming
episode, asking if > he can get a role on Showtime's
Homeland "where I kill a terrorist with my > bare hands."
http://bit.ly/1K4SspV
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a6e916a
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acfc350bcbdae148bb800f64a088592f3d04880946> > > *-"Teen Ted Cruz joked of goals: 'World domination, you
know, rule > everything,'" * by Shane Goldmacher: "A new
video of a teenaged Ted Cruz, > posted Saturday on
YouTube, shows a lankier and younger version of the >
future Republican presidential candidate sarcastically
talking about his > life's goals ... 'Take over the world,
world domination, you know, rule > everything. Rich,
powerful, that sort of stuff' .... The operator of the >
[YouTube] account told POLITICO the video had been
provided by a high > school classmate of Cruz's who
wished to remain anonymous." *With the > 48-sec.video *
http://politi.co/1SFl4so
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a2f923c
c8d9f93aeab70885c5396f454e2b12a866600550ed>
>
>
*LATE-NIGHT BEST - On SNL, *TINA FEY returned as
Sarah Palin to endorse > Trump, played by Darrell
Hammond. *Palin:* "Thank you, Iowa! I wanted to > take a
break from my full-time career of writing things on
Facebook to fly > down here and lend my support to the
next president of the United States, > Donald J. Trump." ...
*Trump:* "Hey America, isn't she great? Just the > total
package: smart, legs, yelling, everything. I haven't seen a
woman > this impressive since Jeb Bush." ... *Palin: *"I'm
here because we > Americans are struggling. ... We've seen
our own children targeted by the > police for no reason
other than they committed some crimes." ... > > *Trump:
*"She's fun. She just says whatever she wants. It's like her >
mouth starts driving before her brain gets in the car. ... I
hope no one's > allergic to nuts, because we've got a big
one here. She's Two Corinthians > short of a Bible. And is it
just me, or does everything she say sound kind > of dirty?"
*Palin: *"And our president's just bending over for ISIS
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while > crony capitalists are sucking off the teat and
slurping off the gravy train > while Congress is just
working the balls." *5-min. video* > http://bit.ly/1nsheq5 >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a6d7b7
ba7c97c93b15bce56bb2364af9f4ec9d4c8bf7aaf66>
>
>
*WHAT IOWA IS READING - Des Moines Register, top of
1A, "EDITORIAL BOARD > ENDORSES RUBIO,
CLINTON ... *Rubio ... can attract independents, as well >
as inspire the Republican base with his foreign policy
experience and his > ideas to reform the education system
and bolster the economy, the board > writes. No other
candidate can match Clinton's knowledge and experience."
*Marco > endorsement* http://dmreg.co/1PvpTOp >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a22b9c9
932be2e5788e3d9bc7db5c2f0f5d3e52438208258a>
>
...
*Hillary endorsement* http://dmreg.co/1PM7NYT >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a28946e
d8a7ad306c26979ba5e343f49887f722b203c672d2>
>
>
*STATE OF THE ART -- N.Y. Times A1, below fold,
"Sanders Courts Elusive > Voters: Young Iowans,"*by
Jason Horowitz in Underwood, Iowa, and Yamiche >
Alcindor in Des Moines, with Nick Corasaniti in Chicago:
"Of the 15,000 > people in Iowa who have done at least one
volunteer shift [for Sanders], 27 > percent are 18 to 24 years
old, and 32 percent are 25 to 34 ... Tad Devine > ... said ...
the campaign would ... begin a web advertising campaign
about > the 'Go Home for Bernie' program [rental cars,
vans and buses, if > necessary, to carry students who are
from Iowa back to their hometowns, > where they will
have maximum impact on the caucuses] that uses
*geographic > targeting to reach mobile phones around the
colleges."*
>
http://nyti.ms/1Qmhosn
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a50da3
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b796bb64fb1b698d21e4bf13d54fbc7ad4e0816657d> > >
*MEDIA PRIMARY - WashPost Outlook section lead,
"New Hampshire's Union > Leader remains part of the
GOP primary ritual. * But the newspaper and > its
publisher, Joe McQuaid, aren't the kingmakers they used
to be, writes > Julia Ioffe" from Manchester (online: "Meet
the New Hampshire newspaper > publisher who's at war
with Donald Trump"): "It is, in a way, the 2016 > campaign
in miniature: angry, insurgent candidates discarding the >
traditions that once guided the ... contest. Like the Union
Leader, New > Hampshire ... is becoming increasingly
irrelevant. ... Participation in the > debates is dictated ... by
national ratings. ... *Today, the wrecking > ball is no longer
the Union Leader but the candidate." * >
http://wapo.st/1Vi0DQh
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a8176a9
82650dded64c95a7c598c9da16d172a6302285dfb6>
>
>
*YOU'RE INVITED: *Please join us in downtown D.C.
TOMORROW for Playbook > Cocktails: a one-on-one
conversation with former National Security Adviser > Tom
Donilon, followed by a keynote interview with former
Secretary of > Defense Robert Gates about his new book,
"A Passion for Leadership." *Doors > open at 5:30 p.m. at
the W Hotel.* *RSVP: * http://bit.ly/1OvLFlC >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a489487
09ce30fb20afe92100504bbaa40193ed75acb64b1e>
>
>
*SPOTTED: First Lady Michelle Obama at Soul Cycle *on
14th Street on > Friday morning at, with several "big SUVs
and some super buff guys with her > in the studio," per our
tipster > > *PICS DU JOUR -- Scott Kelly
@StationCDRKelly*: "Massive #snowstorm > blanketing
#EastCoast clearly visible from @Space_Station! Stay safe! >
#blizzard2016 #YearInSpace". http://bit.ly/1PLypJv >
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<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a2ca22a
85f6c08ecbb4231f6b861a8e6e201409158b8e5287> > > *--"Bo
And Sunny Obama Are Having A Great Snow Day"* HuffPost: *3 pix > on one page *http://huff.to/20lqjyT >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9adb6bf
d68f233dd73d9e7ff2c3602e19c67a6180534fad2d6>
>
>
*RICH LOWRY on Politico, "Inside the 'Against Trump'
Issue: * Why the > National Review decided to launch a
full broadside against The Donald-and > what the
blowback has been": "A couple of themes have been
prominent in the > pro-Trump pushback against our issue
... You are the dastardly > establishment. If Brent Bozell,
Dana Loesch, Katie Pavlich and Erick > Erickson are the
establishment, the world really has been turned upside >
down. In reality, elements of the Republican establishment
are currently > negotiating the terms of their surrender to
Trump before a vote has been > cast, in an astonishing
display of fecklessness." http://politi.co/1OFOCT2 >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a196596
5428ff88971621ebc9ba0f8276fbcc115b1d48ab9c> > > *FUN
READ -- WEEKLY STANDARD cover story, "Nine Tales of
Trump at His > Trumpiest:* *And these just scratch the
surface," by Matt Labash:* "[T]he > problem with
dating/marrying younger women, of course, is that they
tend to > age ... [and] you have to leave them. ... As one
Trump intimate tells me, > when Trump was going to
break things off with his second wife Marla Maples >
before the relatively modest prenup-limit expired and he'd
have been on the > hook for more money, Trump didn't
have the stomach to tell her. So, the > intimate says, 'He
leaked it to the Daily News, left the paper on the bed, >
and he went out to breakfast.' Now that's class."
*http://tws.io/1Pt8FRO > <http://tws.io/1Pt8FRO>* ... * See
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the cover, *which shows Donald > swinging like King
Kong
from
the
top
of
Trump
Tower.
*http://bit.ly/20jHyAw > <http://bit.ly/20jHyAw>* > >
*THINGS THE DONALD SAYS* - CNN: "Trump: I could
shoot somebody and not > lose voters" -- *48-sec. video
*http://bit.ly/1QrANKm
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a0ec86b
8d555ab016d39392ac91ee166c2fc44f130aad5cd7> > > *-Jeremy Diamond @JDiamond:* "'Yeah I cried, when I was 1
years old, I > was a baby,' @realDonaldTrump says of
crying." > > *--Jenna Johnson @wpjenna*: "Prayer ahead of
Donald Trump's rally in > Sioux Center included this line:
'Today we come to thank you for Donald > Trump...'" > >
*AIR WAR -- Alex Isenstadt @politicoalex:* "Wow. Huck
super pac up with > ad jabbing at trump's alleged mocking
of disabled nyt reporter" > http://bit.ly/1QmmXad >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a7f9d31
b5ddac3cdaed37a3815ba8aba8e0f4c557cfdafd0c>
>
>
*BIRTHDAYS:* OMB Director Shaun Donovan is 5-0 ...
Eric Schultz, White > House principal deputy press
secretary, special assistant to the President > and the pride
of Syracuse - see a recent profile by his hometown paper
http://bit.ly/1nroJxw
>
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a7036e6
228905dfbcaf388e4cff54f0a77c34332fd71560c7>
>
...
Andrew Friendly of Advanced Technology Ventures ...
Stephanie Losee, > Politico's executive director of brand
content ... Fusion's Dax Tejera, > executive producer for
"America with Jorge Ramos" and an NBC alum ... WSJ's >
Byron Tau, a Politico alum ... Courtney Rowe, the West
Wing's favorite > Arkansan, who was recently promoted to
Special Assistant to the President > for Message Planning,
is 33 (h/t Jen Psaki) ... CBS News' Jacqui Corba, a > Politico
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alum ... Ann O'Hanlon ... CQ Roll Call's David Hawkings
is 56 ... > Kenzi Green, national press secretary for the
Young Democrats of America > and a DNC alum ...
Andrew Green, director of corporate affairs at Thomson >
Reuters and an FT alum ... Monica Popp, chief of staff for
Senate > Republican Whip John Cornyn ... > > *... Brian
Gallagher * (h/t Deckard) ... Annie Groer, contributing
writer > for WashPost ... Steve Selby, professor by day,
guitarist by night (h/t Jon > Haber) ... Tea Party Express
alum Amy Kremer ... Christopher Ulrich ... > AP's Lisa
Marie Pane ... Alex Wong, Romney alum now foreign
policy advisor > and general counsel to Sen. Tom Cotton ...
Rep. John Garamendi (D-Calif.) > ... Ron Beitelspacher ...
Ellen Globokar ... Sam Rodriguez (h/ts Teresa > Vilmain) ...
Natalie Krings, comms. director for Sen. Mike Rounds (RSD) > ... Alicia Cristina Burgos ... Bush 43 WH alums
Lauren Vestewig and Meg > Hauck ... actor Jerry Maren
(last surviving Munchkin from "The Wizard of > Oz,"
released in 1939) is 97 ... Neil Diamond is 75 (h/t Taylor S.
Gross) > ... Aaron Neville is 75 ... comedian Yakov
Smirnoff is 65 ... Olympic gold > medal gymnast Mary Lou
Retton is 48 ... actress Mischa Barton is 30 (h/ts > AP) > > ***
A message from Boeing: *Since July 15, 1916, we've been
making the > impossible, possible. In less than a century,
Boeing took the world from > seaplanes to space planes
with decade after decade of innovation, > inspiration and
wonder. We're proud to enter our centennial anniversary
as > the world's largest aerospace company -- and we're
ready to write history > for the next 100 years. Join us this
year for events and activities that > celebrate the people
and moments that inspire us to live by our founder > Bill
Boeing's philosophy -- "build something better." Come
along for a > breathtaking journey at boeing100.com >
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<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ab35edf
00cd4bb701593ea7ade05a6b35c4adae0fe9acf25c>. > ** > >
*SUBSCRIBE * to the Playbook family: *POLITICO
Playbook
*
>
http://politi.co/1M75UbX
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a1b4478
dec0a6cb8bff51f193555a59fa11e7c3a84dfdd0e7> > ... *New
York
Playbook
*
http://politi.co/1ON8bqW
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a38707b
57b36473bd0d2f0303ddcb2fe7381453b36f1a29d7>
>
...
*Florida
Playbook
*
http://politi.co/1JDm23W
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a9b77f0
c9bf8f56c43decf310b7ece4cb7280e21f21f12244> > ... *New
Jersey
Playbook
*http://politi.co/1HLKltF
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a5eb37e
8bcb17a7398453a447185839a919144ecd009ba504> > ...*
Massachusetts Playbook *http://politi.co/1Nhtq5v >
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ab2d17
7fb53631a03c7268500cd20e4c4dd8c9f079256ffd9>
>
...
*Illinois
Playbook*
http://politi.co/1N7u5sb
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ab40276
ac3a73455a74f458163644f4ece1dece3044e02dde>
>
...
*California
Playbook*
http://politi.co/1N8zdJU
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ad93ef7
6900df4917b9a9d5f0a1b9d71d4e574e06cfb41a19>
>
...
*Brussels
Playbook*
http://politi.co/1FZeLcw
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ae7af58
73941d66714c408e74b15de154da93caa90e6b5322> > > *To
view
online*:
>
>
http://www.politico.com/playbook/2016/01/dig-outedition-exclusive-hillary-prepares-to-run-against-trumpdavid-brock-now-thinks-hillary-will-face-the-donald-andthat-hell-be-tough-trump-plans-outreach-to-africanamericans-bday-eric-schultz-212311
>
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<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a899d39
76d9eb4332c52f7b450c1219f4034e034b2f0ad2a0> > *To
change your alert settings, please go to >
http://www.politico.com/registration
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a43afda
fc09a6e317fe42c1653e14453629d280d16ca87d73>*
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9a5c9685
313e836a591cce63919f461b7402df47512a5aecc3> > ----------------------------- > This email was sent to ntanden@gmail.com
>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','ntanden@gmail.com');>
by: POLITICO, LLC > 1000 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA,
22209,
USA
>
>
To
unsubscribe,
>
http://www.politico.com/_unsubscribe?e=00000152-7404d2bc-adf2-f5fca40b0000&u=0000014f-8917-d780-a9ef9d7fd60d0000&s=dc69f0328faac188315a29dbec44c8015bc46
10cfe5b8d97a0eebcfc575d50428b94af33340b77ef70a66282c4
b55ff22da9eea68894716526bb8b1430673114
>
<http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=b75110d6b23b1b9ac9b8e4
7b11c7c3808ba210101cec99b9fde840c8f5f0bf9546797dfa6c1c
d23a> > > ------------------------------ > > > mean: Everyone
knows Chapo turns people’s lives upside-down for
criticizing them, and at this point, everyone knows what
the victims usually look like, too. Parker Molloy gets told
that she should have her skull crushed by a Nazi. Alana
Massey gets called a geriatric bipolar stripper. Arthur Chu
gets doxed because people find his divorce funny. I get
accused of making False Rape Allegations. (I’m a survivor,
by the way. Life is not kind, and the story that started with
my father didn’t stop with him.) Everyone who pays
attention to Chapo knows this; the only real question is
whether they think it’s a bad thing. Because it’s pretty
impossible to keep insisting that it’s an accident or a
coincidence, when it’s happened this many times. I have
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mentioned that in this society survival stands in
opposition to a full and passionate life. And yet it is
obvious that if one dies of hunger or exposure, he will
have no such life. So here is another area of tension. To
speak of squatting, theft or similar activities as the solution
here is to miss the point. I think that everyone reading this
is capable of figuring out different ways to survive. The
question is: how do I overcome the domination of survival
over my life? How do I turn the means by which I get what
I need to survive into mere tools for creating my life in an
expansive and passionate manner? How can I do this
together with others, my comrades and accomplices,
striving to grasp their lives as well? And again, there are
no final answers. Unless we have an idea of what we want
to do with our lives, unless “we have a good reason for
getting up in the morning,” these questions are
meaningless. We will simply get dragged along by the
demands of survival, and “alternatives” like squatting,
stealing or scamming will just be other forms of work. A
reversal of perspective is needed so that we begin creating
our lives as an ongoing project. This is where the
avoidance of work gives way to the destruction of work as
a social relationship, because whatever we do for money or
survival (even jobs) will become a mere tool, a temporary
means, in the ongoing project of creating our lives in revolt
against this social order. The BBC has apologised
after Jeremy Corbyn was called a “twat” in a Radio 4
interview by Charlie Mullins, the boss of Pimlico Plumbers
and a Conservative party donor. Mullins was being
interviewed on Radio 4’s World at One when host Martha
Kearney asked whether the UK should attempt to remain
part of the single market after Brexit. Mullins replied:
“Course we should be staying in; Jeremy Corbyn’s a twat,
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ain’t he?” Kearney then apologised to the Labour leader
for the comment, saying: “Well, we’ll definitely leave it
there. Apologies to Jeremy Corbyn for the language used.”
French
President Emmanuel
Macron has
met
singer Rihanna at the Elysee Palace after the pop star
appealed to him on Twitter to contribute to her fund for
education in developing countries. Rihanna was welcomed
Wednesday (July 26) by first lady Brigitte Macron at the
top of the steps of the Elysee Palace, the official residence
of the French presidents in Paris, before talks with the
president.
From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:ladams@hillaryclinton.co
m
CC:
creynolds@hillaryclinton.com,
rflaherty@hillaryclinton.com,
tgoff@hillaryclinton.com,
jferguson@hillaryclinton.com,
re47@hillaryclinton.com,
tprice@hillaryclinton.com more Date: 2016-02-05 03:32
Subject: Re: HRC and DMR Love this especially the last
line. On Friday, February 5, 2016, Lily Adams
<ladams@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > Could change the
end and make this two grafs. > > It may be inconvenient
for the Sanders campaign that Hillary Clinton won >>>>>>
the Iowa caucus, but it's the truth. In last night's debate
Senator Sanders >>>>>> himself even said this was being
blown out of proportion. I hope he passes >>>>>> that
message along to his staff. >>>>>> >>>>> > Eight years ago
Hillary came in third here in Iowa and when she did, she
>>>>>> congratulated the winner. We suggest Senator
Sanders do the same. >>>>>> >>>>> > > --------- > Lily
Adams > cell: (202) 368-4013 > > On Feb 4, 2016, at 11:24
PM, Christina Reynolds < > creynolds@hillaryclinton.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','creynolds@hillaryclinton.co
m');>> wrote: > > One thought for the group: given that, as
Lily pointed out earlier, he > said people were making too
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big a deal out of this, but they are really > just HIS people-should we add that in here? > > On Feb 5, 2016, at 12:13
AM,
Lily
Adams
<ladams@hillaryclinton.com
>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','ladams@hillaryclinton.com'
);>> wrote: > > Actually adding Tony this time. > >
Reynolds/JP should give their ok. > > > --------- > Lily
Adams > cell: (202) 368-4013 > > On Feb 4, 2016, at 11:12
PM, Rob Flaherty <rflaherty@hillaryclinton.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','rflaherty@hillaryclinton.co
m');>>
wrote:
>
>
Here
it
is
unlisted:
https://medium.com/@Matt_Paul/6e563f2f7ab4 > > > > On
Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 11:23 PM, Lily Adams
<ladams@hillaryclinton.com<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml',
'ladams@hillaryclinton.com');>> wrote: > >> + Tony whose
team should check my facts as well aside from the delegate
>> math >> >> >> --------- >> Lily Adams >> cell: (202) 3684013 >> >> On Feb 4, 2016, at 10:03 PM, Teddy Goff
<tgoff@hillaryclinton.com<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','tg
off@hillaryclinton.com');>> wrote: >> >> + JFerg if we
wanna move this to tipsheets >> >> On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at
11:01 PM, Lily Adams <ladams@hillaryclinton.com >>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','ladams@hillaryclinton.com'
);>> wrote: >> >>> Great - JP/CR, once one of you all are
good then Teddy's team can post. >>> >>> On Thu, Feb 4,
2016 at 10:00 PM, Robby Mook <re47@hillaryclinton.com
>>>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','re47@hillaryclinton.com');>>
wrote: >>> >>>> Ditto >>>> >>>> On Feb 4, 2016, at 10:58
PM,
Teddy
Goff
<tgoff@hillaryclinton.com
>>>>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','tgoff@hillaryclinton.com');>
> wrote: >>>> >>>> + Rob to proof and post once this is
locked. I think it's great. >>>> >>>> On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at
10:56 PM, Troy Price <tprice@hillaryclinton.com >>>>
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<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','tprice@hillaryclinton.com');
>> wrote: >>>> >>>>> Love it. Let me know when it's out
and I will send around to our >>>>> endorsers/influencers.
>>>>> >>>>> Troy >>>>> >>>>> Sent from my iPhone >>>>>
>>>>> On Feb 4, 2016, at 9:23 PM, Elias, Marc (Perkins
Coie)
<
>>>>>
MElias@perkinscoie.com
>>>>>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','MElias@perkinscoie.com');>
> wrote: >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> Excellent. >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> ->>>>> Marc E. Elias >>>>> Perkins Coie LLP >>>>> 700 13th
St, NW >>>>> Washington, DC 20005 >>>>> 202-434-1609
>>>>>
>>>>>
melias@perkinscoie.com
>>>>>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','melias@perkinscoie.com');>
>>>>> >>>>> @marceelias <https://twitter.com/marceelias>
>>>>> >>>>> >>>>> Sent from my iPhone >>>>> >>>>> On
Feb
4,
2016,
at
10:15
PM,
Matt
Paul
<mpaul@hillaryclinton.com
>>>>><javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','mpaul@hillaryclinton.
com');>> wrote: >>>>> >>>>> + Troy >>>>> >>>>> This is
really strong. >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> On Thursday, February 4,
2016, Lily Adams <ladams@hillaryclinton.com >>>>>
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','ladams@hillaryclinton.com'
);>> wrote: >>>>> >>>>>> This has some suggestions from
Reynolds but wanted to get it to the >>>>>> full group
since she's in debate mode. we still havent heard from the
IDP >>>>>> on what the specific 11 precincts are. the math
is what they gave us so we >>>>>> havent been able to
double check. >>>>>> >>>>>> *Draft Medium Post on Iowa*
>>>>>> >>>>>> There's been even more bluster than usual
from the Sanders campaign, >>>>>> this time in an effort to
disqualify Hillary Clinton's historic victory in >>>>>>
Monday night's Iowa caucus. >>>>>> >>>>>> Disparaging
good news for Hillary Clinton has become a pattern for
>>>>>> the Sanders camp. It you support someone else?
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You're dismissed as part of >>>>>> the "establishment
>>>>>> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.kcci.com_politics_sanders-2Ddes2Dmoines2Dregister-2Dis
2Dmedia2Destablishment_37615894&d=CwMFaQ&c=XR
WvQHnpdBDRhyzrHjqLpXuHNC_9nanQc6pPG_SpT0&r
=mJZthOcamSml7FV7KXYLE6P2EQrjV525p9lKVucDNWI
&m=fxp5A3e2l6MHoiCdTpQ4t9KSUdqCsbOHjjj78BQpsLc
&s=J7446Lo8SD46_sbmDQ5dhoqZacxrQXrm4JyXIshVjU&e=>," >>>>>>
unless of course they want to claim your support in ads
>>>>>> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__bigstory.ap.org_b99bdd52d829418490695b81aa0bfeb7
&d=CwMFaQ&c=XRWvQHnpdBDRhyzrHjqLpXuHNC_9nanQc6pPG_SpT0&r=mJZthOcamSml
7FV7KXYLE6P2EQrjV525p9lKVucDNWI&m=fxp5A3e2l6
MHoiCdTpQ4t9KSUdqCsbOHjjj78BQpsLc&s=UiyekSV0H
NsbSqf2N4XdW7DSVIkVzT4_xh1u_Ccvgrc&e=> anyways.
>>>>>> If a process doesn't go their way? It's invalid or
flawed or they blame the >>>>>> Iowans who ran it. >>>>>>
>>>>>> In Iowa, the Sanders camp started floating
conspiracy theories >>>>>> leading up to the caucus. First,
it was two weeks ago when they posited >>>>>> that
Microsoft>>>>>><https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http3A__www.msnbc.com_msnbc_sanders2Dcampaign
2Dsuspicious2Dcorporate2Dinfluence2Diowa2Dcaucus&d
=CwMFaQ&c=XRWvQHnpdBDRhyzrHjqLpXuHNC_9nan
Qc6pPG_SpT0&r=mJZthOcamSml7FV7KXYLE6P2EQrjV52
5p9lKVucDNWI&m=fxp5A3e2l6MHoiCdTpQ4t9KSUdqCs
bOHjjj78BQpsLc&s=WpE8u5rGccFk7CdBBmxnrqjF5A332B
9QdIi8W-a5jwM&e=> might >>>>>> steal the caucus from
them. Now that the caucus is over, they are calling >>>>>>
into question the results that were reported by everyday
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*Iowans*. >>>>>> >>>>>> Hillary Clinton won the Iowa
caucus with incredibly high turnout - a >>>>>> level of
turnout the Sanders camp claimed would earn them a win.
It was a >>>>>> close contest and a hard fought campaign.
But Hillary won. And once it >>>>>> became apparent that
they had lost, the Bernie Sanders campaign began to
>>>>>> peddle frivolous claims that have been disproven
in an effort to poison an >>>>>> otherwise historic night for
Hillary Clinton, our supporters, and >>>>>> volunteers.
>>>>>> >>>>>> Remember coin flip-gate where people
claimed Hillary won all the coin >>>>>> tosses? Turns out
that
wasn't
true
>>>>>>
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__ww
w.cnn.com_2016_02_02_politics_hillary-2Dclinton-2Dcoin2Dflip2Diowa2Dbernie2Dsanders_&d=CwMFaQ&c=XRW
vQHnpdBDRhyzrHjqLpXuHNC_9nanQc6pPG_SpT0&r=
mJZthOcamSml7FV7KXYLE6P2EQrjV525p9lKVucDNWI&
m=fxp5A3e2l6MHoiCdTpQ4t9KSUdqCsbOHjjj78BQpsLc&
s=FbkNcbQp3NvMofZAvMdLAHaMla9EwwxsTD1agErb
Xcc&e=>. >>>>>> In fact, according to the official count,
Sen. Sanders won more coin tosses >>>>>> than Hillary
Clinton. >>>>>> >>>>>> Or how about the "90 precincts"
with no chairs? Also untrue. >>>>>> Certainly there were
precincts that took a while to report but once they >>>>>>
all did, it was clear Hillary had won. >>>>>> >>>>>> Now
the Sanders campaign is disputing the reported results that
were >>>>>> sent in by everyday Iowans - volunteers, no
less! - to the Democratic >>>>>> Party. All three campaigns
have checked the results of certain precincts >>>>>> against
their own data reported to them from volunteers. That's
normal. For >>>>>> the Sanders campaign's challenges,
there are 7 total precincts they are >>>>>> questioning (out
of a whopping total 1,681 precincts!) and the Iowa >>>>>>
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Democratic Party is checking the results on a few more.
And they will >>>>>> follow the same standard procedure
for these questions as they did for >>>>>> precincts we
asked them to look at - they'll look at the numbers
reported >>>>>> that night, check the math and figure out
if there are any discrepancies or >>>>>> misallocation of
delegates. >>>>>> >>>>>> Here's the kicker. Even if the
Sanders campaign were to win all of >>>>>> their
challenges - the marginal bump they receive in support
would not be >>>>>> enough to overcome Hillary Clinton's
win margin. Those are just the facts. >>>>>> >>>>>> Here's
the math. >>>>>> >>>>>> *Total Precincts in Contest: 11 (7
from Sanders and 4 from the Iowa >>>>>> Democratic
Party)* >>>>>> *Total State Delegates being Contested:
1.7947 (not enough to change >>>>>> outcome)* >>>>>>
>>>>>> *If every contest were to go in the favor of
Sanders:* >>>>>> >>>>>> *HRC = -.775 * >>>>>> *Sanders =
+.758* >>>>>> *MOM = +.0166* >>>>>> >>>>>> It may be
inconvenient for the Sanders campaign that Hillary
Clinton >>>>>> won the Iowa caucus, but it's the truth.
Eight years ago Hillary came in >>>>>> third here in Iowa
and when she did, she congratulated the winner. We
>>>>>> suggest Senator Sanders do the same. >>>>>>
>>>>>> >>>>>> On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 5:07 PM, John
Podesta <jp66@hillaryclinton.com >>>>>> > wrote: >>>>>>
>>>>>>> +Teddy >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>>
Sent from my iPhone >>>>>>> >>>>>>> On Feb 4, 2016, at
5:47 PM, Michael Halle <mhalle@hillaryclinton.com>
>>>>>>> wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> On Thu,
Feb 4, 2016 at 4:05 PM, Michael Halle < >>>>>>>
mhalle@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>>> Just
talked to the IDP and have some good data here. First,
Kathy >>>>>>>> Obradabadf;ljaksd from the DMR is
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writing a column on this to run either >>>>>>>> tomorrow
or Sunday (we should have IDP push to have it run
tomorrow) but >>>>>>>> that will give good ammo. We
also need to push the IDP to release the below >>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Total Precincts in Contest: 11 (7 from Sanders
and 7 from Chairs) >>>>>>>> Total State Delegates being
Contested: 1.7947 (not enough to change >>>>>>>>
outcome >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> If every contest were to go in
the favor of Sanders: >>>>>>>> HRC = -.775 >>>>>>>>
Sanders = +.758 >>>>>>>> MOM = +.0166 >>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 3:56 PM, Jennifer
Palmieri < >>>>>>>> jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com> wrote:
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Sure >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
*From:*
Michael
Halle
[mailto:mhalle@hillaryclinton.com]
>>>>>>>>>
*Sent:*
Thursday, February 4, 2016 4:50 PM >>>>>>>>> *To:* Kate
Offerdahl <kofferdahl@hillaryclinton.com> >>>>>>>>> *Cc:*
Jennifer Palmieri <jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>; Lily
>>>>>>>>> Adams <ladams@hillaryclinton.com>; Christina
Reynolds < >>>>>>>>> creynolds@hillaryclinton.com>;
Marc Elias <melias@perkinscoie.com>; >>>>>>>>> Matt
Paul <mpaul@hillaryclinton.com>; Robby Mook <
>>>>>>>>> re47@hillaryclinton.com> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
*Subject:* Re: HRC and DMR >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Are people fine to have Troy Price
join this call too? >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> I think we need to get our endorsers behind this
and hard. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> On
Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 3:22 PM, Kate Offerdahl < >>>>>>>>>
kofferdahl@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> Let's do 5:30pm. Sending around a number
now. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> On Thu,
Feb 4, 2016 at 4:07 PM, Jennifer Palmieri < >>>>>>>>>
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jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
Adding Elias and adding Kate to see if she can set up a
time for a >>>>>>>>> call for us to discuss. >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> *From:* Lily Adams
[mailto:ladams@hillaryclinton.com]
>>>>>>>>>
*Sent:*
Thursday, February 4, 2016 4:05 PM >>>>>>>>> *To:*
Christina
Reynolds
<creynolds@hillaryclinton.com>
>>>>>>>>>
*Cc:*
Jennifer
Palmieri
<jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>; Matt Paul >>>>>>>>>
<mpaul@hillaryclinton.com>; Michael Halle < >>>>>>>>>
mhalle@hillaryclinton.com>;
Robby
Mook
<re47@hillaryclinton.com> >>>>>>>>> *Subject:* Re: HRC
and DMR >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Same
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> --------- >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Lily
Adams >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> cell: (202) 368-4013 >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> On Feb 4, 2016, at 2:58 PM, Christina
Reynolds < >>>>>>>>> creynolds@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Free between now and 5 EST,
then after 5:30 or so. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
*From:*
Jennifer
Palmieri
[mailto:jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com] >>>>>>>>> *Sent:*
Thursday, February 4, 2016 3:57 PM >>>>>>>>> *To:* Matt
Paul <mpaul@hillaryclinton.com>; Michael Halle <
>>>>>>>>> mhalle@hillaryclinton.com>; Robby Mook
<re47@hillaryclinton.com>;
>>>>>>>>>
Lily
Adams
<ladams@hillaryclinton.com>; Christina Reynolds <
>>>>>>>>>
creynolds@hillaryclinton.com>
>>>>>>>>>
*Subject:* HRC and DMR >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> I just told her about them calling for an audit
and Sanders >>>>>>>>> campaign saying that they are
looking at some inconsistencies. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> She is very upset about it – convinced
they will try to take the >>>>>>>>> victory away from her
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and wear the party down. She wants a big effort to
>>>>>>>>> fight here. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> Suggest a call…. >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> -- >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> Michael Halle >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> (217)649-4726 >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> -- >>>>>>>> Michael Halle >>>>>>>>
(217)649-4726 >>>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> ->>>>>>> Michael Halle >>>>>>> (217)649-4726 >>>>>>>
>>>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>> -- >>>>>> Lily Adams >>>>>>
Iowa Communications Director >>>>>> Hillary for America
>>>>>> c: 202-368-4013 >>>>>> >>>>> >>>>> ----------------------------- >>>>> >>>>> NOTICE: This communication may
contain privileged or other >>>>> confidential information.
If you have received it in error, please advise >>>>> the
sender by reply email and immediately delete the message
and any >>>>> attachments without copying or disclosing
the contents. Thank you. >>>>> >>>>> >>>> >>> >>> >>> ->>> Lily Adams >>> Iowa Communications Director >>>
Hillary for America >>> c: 202-368-4013 >>> >> >> > > > -- >
> *Rob Flaherty* > > Digital Communications > > Hillary
for
America
>
>
Twitter:
@Rob_Flaherty
<https://twitter.com/Rob_Flaherty> > > Large scale and
non-relational compositions are principles generalized
from recent American painting, specifically the paintings
of Pollock and Newman. Now that Tony Smith’s work has
become public, one can see how his single-image sculpture
is a conception very much related to Pollock’s all-over
paintings and Newman’s wholistic chromatic abstractions.
Sally forth my subordinates into the hardened areas of
fratricide and calumny. Oh boy!!! Claim us as your own,
or don’t, but do something to strategize this here panoply
of meaningless & dark matter. In the air, there is a thought
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process & such. Of course, the Clinton machine has taken
over the Democratic Party and made it into the War Party.
What in the world is wrong with people talking to
members of another country? The whole idea that it is
something traitorous to talk to Russians is completely
insane. At every time in history, even when governments
were actually at war with each other, they had some sort of
contact, just for simple intelligence reasons. To try to
criminalize and ban any contact at a more or less official
level with the Russians goes beyond what is diplomatic
practice even in war time. I think that the real problem in
Washington is that there is a real War Party who welcome
a nuclear war with Russia if that is what it takes to prevent
them from becoming as strong as we are. Macron was put
in by the establishment to save the European Union. There
is, mind you, a real economy buried under all the money
being funneled to rich people somewhere, and at some
point that economy may just collapse. After all, all the
people who own these fancy condos and houses expect a
servant class to take care of them. It is clear that Macron’s
mission is to persuade the Germans to shift the policy to
one that will allow other countries to grow economically
instead of being strangled, which is what is happening
now. I don’t know whether he will succeed at that, but this
is one reason why he wants Trump and Putin on his side,
to replace Merkel as the dominant figure in the EU. FIVE
years ago, Mario Draghi, head of the European Central
Bank, pledged to do “whatever it takes” to save the euro.
At the time, many people were predicting that the euro
zone would break up. But Mr Draghi pulled off the trick;
no countries have left the single currency. Borrowing costs
have come down and even Greece has been able to tap the
markets. Macron’s adult life has seen him graduate from
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what is in essence a factory for politicians, serve eight
years in government with some short, additional stints in
the middle, work four years for a well-connected,
multinational bank in which he regularly leveraged his
government contacts — all before becoming president. If
the establishment has tried to “kill” him, it’s tried to do so
with kindness. Leftist ideology can’t understand a critique
of or a resistance to industrialism in its totality. And just as
every other industrial society they too would “rationalize”
every living thing, including humans, in relation to
industrialism. They are materialists in denial, still
believing maximum industry and maximum production.
The only difference is they want to distribute more
commodities to a larger portion of the human population,
never challenging commodities, western society’s
consumption levels and waste. If I was a man, I would
want to know what it's like to have sex with myself. I
would just want to know what it would feel like hitting it
from the back. Roger. LM ascent PAD: TIG 124 22 00 00 00
NOUN 76 55349 00322, plus 0017; DEDA 47, plus 37104,
minus 70470, plus 58604, plus 56936. Your LM weight
10837. Your T14 126, plus 20, plus 12. Over. What figure is
the cross range and NOUN 76? Roger. Your cross range for
NOUN 76 - By the way, we may update this later, but now
it is plus 0017. Over. Roger. Readback follows. TIG 124 22
0000 55349 00322, plus 0017, plus 37104, minus 70470, plus
58604, plus 56936. LM weight 10837. T14, 126 20 12. Go. A
systematic study is made of the non-perturbative effects in
quantum chromodynamics. The basic object is the twopoint functions of various currents. At large Euclidean
momenta q the non-perturbative contributions induce a
series in (μ2/q2) where μ is some typical hadronic mass.
The terms of this series are shown to be of two distinct
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types. The first few of them are connected with vacuum
fluctuations of large size, and can be consistently
accounted for within the Wilson operator expansion. On
the other hand, in high orders small-size fluctuations show
up and the high-order terms do not reduce (generally
speaking) to the vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements of
local operators. This signals the breakdown of the operator
expansion. The corresponding critical dimension is found.
We propose a Borel improvement of the power series. On
one hand, it makes the two-point functions less sensitive to
high-order terms, and on the other hand, it transforms the
standard dispersion representation into a certain integral
representation with exponential weight functions. As a
result we obtain a set of the sum rules for the observable
spectral densities which correlate the resonance properties
to a few vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements. As the last
bid to specify the sum rules we estimate the matrix
elements involved and elaborate several techniques for
this purpose. It is found that the mass scale intrinsic to the
resonance structures in different channels is not universal;
a large mass scale is discovered, for instance, in the 0−,
0+ gluonic channels. Starting from our classification we
establish the hierarchy of scales. Regularities of the
hadronic phenomenology [Zweig's selection rule,
approximate SU(6) symmetry and so on] are naturally
explained. The properties of glue balls are discussed in
some detail. A few low-energy theorems are derived,
which imply, in particular, a new mass relation for the η′
meson. This new free and wild society must also be born
among the ruins of another kind, a more important kind.
These are the ruins of the death culture, the social
relationships we create with everything in the world. The
relationship with the non-human world needs to move
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from a resource, superiority relationship to one of
playmates in a world of adventure. With our fellow
human beings we must dismantle the commodity
relationships that have been created by work culture,
instead of thinking about what we get from one another
lets experience and feel one another. With our lovers the
relationships are usually production-based, we enter into
one contract or another depending of the product outcome
we expect from our commitment. As radicals we are
bringing one of the most disgusting attributes of industrial
capitalism into the most beautiful places in our lives. There
should not be contracts with our lovers. Agreement,
understandings, honest dialogue — these are necessary,
but if you create your love life to a economical/legal model
it will be as lifeless and unfulfilling as economic life.
Whether your relationship is for an evening or your life,
non-monogamous or monogamous, it must be
spontaneous, passionate and void of laws. Trying to create
new relationships with the world sounds better then
waiting for the revolution, doesn’t it? I used to act dumb. It
was an act. I am 26 years old, and that act is no longer cute.
It is not who I am, nor do I want to be that person for the
young girls who looked up to me. I know now that I can
make a difference, that I have the power to do that. I have
been thinking that I want to do different things when I am
out of here. I have become much more spiritual. God has
given me this new chance. Past the shutoff valve and the
water meter, the piping starts supplying water to the
various fixtures within the house. Usually, the first fixture
to be supplied is the water heater. From the water heater,
the piping generally runs in tandem (hot-and cold-water
pipes) to the various fixtures throughout the house.
Typically, the pipes are spaced four to six inches apart to
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prevent the hot water from warming the cold and vice
versa. The subcompact car class has some of the lowestpriced vehicles on the market. Starting at $16,090 for the
base Fit LX trim, the Honda hatchback is on the higher end
of the spectrum, though it’s far from the most expensive
car in the class. There are two higher Fit trims: the Fit EX,
which starts at $18,000, and the Fit EX-L, which starts at
$20,365. There are not a lot of option packages available for
the Fit, so you have to step up in trim to get more features.
The exception is the EX-L trim, which lets you add
navigation and satellite radio for $1,000. Even with that
optional navigation package, the EX-L trim is still less
expensive than some rivals’ base prices. As mentioned
above, there are less expensive cars in the class than the
Fit. The Chevrolet Sonic is about $1,000 less, the Kia Rio is
about $2,000 less, and the Ford Fiesta is about $2,500 less;
all three of those competitors finish near the top of the
class rankings, just like the Fit. It could be said that if the
textual paradigm of expression holds, we have to choose
between predialectic textual theory and neocapitalist
discourse. Many cyberneticists would agree that, had it not
been for operating systems, the exploration of objectoriented languages might never have occurred. A practical
riddle in disjoint e-voting technology is the deployment of
amphibious information. Furthermore, in this paper, we
confirm the construction of context-free grammar, which
embodies the extensive principles of machine learning.
The development of sensor networks would greatly
amplify interrupts. Hierarchical databases and erasure
coding, while theoretical in theory, have not until recently
been considered natural. in fact, few leading analysts
would disagree with the construction of IPv4, which
embodies the practical principles of artificial intelligence.
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Our intent here is to set the record straight. Further,
though conventional wisdom states that this problem is
largely surmounted by the exploration of semaphores, we
believe that a different approach is necessary. Clearly, the
refinement of I/O automata and Internet QoS [2] do not
necessarily obviate the need for the simulation of
redundancy. Return ownership and control of the
electromagnetic spectrum to the public. We urge the public
to reclaim the airwaves. The privatization of the broadcast
airwaves, one of our most important taxpayer assets, has
caused serious deformations of our politics and culture.
End the privatization of broadcast frequencies and reserve
them for the creation of new not-for-profit community
broadcasters around the country and for broadband and
wifi networks owned and operated by cities, counties and
towns which want to deliver this vital tool to their people
at reasonable cost. A well designed system that has bad
performance is of no use to any man, woman or animal.
We did not take any shortcuts here. Our overall evaluation
seeks to prove three hypotheses: (1) that hard disk
throughput behaves fundamentally differently on our
mobile telephones; (2) that 802.11 mesh networks no
longer influence performance; and finally (3) that USB key
throughput is not as important as median block size when
optimizing distance. Unlike other authors, we have
intentionally neglected to evaluate ROM speed. The reason
for this is that studies have shown that block size is
roughly 57% higher than we might expect [2]. Third, only
with the benefit of our system's clock speed might we
optimize for scalability at the cost of instruction rate. Our
work in this regard is a novel contribution, in and of itself.
But deep conceptual shifts within twentieth-century
science have undermined this Cartesian-Newtonian
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metaphysics1; revisionist studies in the history and
philosophy of science have cast further doubt on its
credibility2;
and,
most
recently,
feminist
and
poststructuralist critiques have demystified the substantive
content of mainstream Western scientific practice,
revealing the ideology of domination concealed behind the
façade of ``objectivity''.3 It has thus become increasingly
apparent that physical ``reality'', no less than social
``reality'', is at bottom a social and linguistic construct; that
scientific ``knowledge", far from being objective, reflects
and encodes the dominant ideologies and power relations
of the culture that produced it; that the truth claims of
science are inherently theory-laden and self-referential;
and consequently, that the discourse of the scientific
community, for all its undeniable value, cannot assert a
privileged epistemological status with respect to counterhegemonic narratives emanating from dissident or
marginalized communities. These themes can be traced,
despite some differences of emphasis, in Aronowitz's
analysis of the cultural fabric that produced quantum
mechanics4; in Ross' discussion of oppositional discourses
in post-quantum science5; in Irigaray's and Hayles'
exegeses of gender encoding in fluid mechanics6; and in
Harding's comprehensive critique of the gender ideology
underlying the natural sciences in general and physics in
particular.creep in hunter's boots with black suns on toes
to a land of ice and snow and winters cold demand a
palace of gems like a thousand burning stars to quaff hot
dusk
stars licks its wounds the ghost of a friend is my lover
because she knows me best of all i'd kiss her if i see
invisible things AT 0635 HRS, AN IED EXPLODED ON A
C/1-16 IN PATROL 5KM EAST OF AR RAMADI AT
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LC471000. NO INJURIES OR DAMAGE TO VEHICLES.
AFTER SECURING
THE SITE, UNIT FOUND
DETONATING DEVICE, BLASTING CAPS, AND WIRE
BY LIGHTPOST IN MEDIAN AND ARE SEARCHING
THREE HOUSES IN THE AO. IP'S INFORMED MP'S OF
AN EXPLOSION THAT OCCURRED EARLIER THIS
MORNING. THE IP'S REPORTED THAT THERE IS STILL
A CANISTER WITH WIRES PROTRUDING AT
SCENE. MP'S WENT TO THE SITE AND DISCOVERED A
BLACK TRASH BAG WITH WIRES PROTRUDING
FROM IT. EOD WAS CALLED TO THE SCENE AND
DETONATED THE DEVICE IN PLACE. Due to the
explosion, 3 persons were not seriously injured (1 to a
hand, 1 to a leg, 1 to the stomach) and 1 8-year-old boy
died. We don't have further info about the nature of the
explosion,
but
we're
waiting for
MSU's investigations AL BAKER fuel station, located in
the northern suburbs of AN NASIRIYAH is an important
public station, because it is loaded with benzene,
diesel and kerosene. Every woman should have four pets
in her life. A mink in her closet, a jaguar in her garage, a
tiger in her bed, and a jackass who pays for everything.
Roger, Neil. Starting off: Congratulatory messages on the
Apollo 11 mission have been pouring into the White
House from world leaders in a steady stream all day.
Among the latest are telegrams from Prime Minister
Harold Wilson of Great Britain and the King of Belgium.
The world's press has been dominated by news of Apollo
11. Some newsmen estimate that more than 60 percent of
the news used in papers across the country today
concerned your mission. The New York Times which, as
we mentioned before, has had such a demand for its
edition of the paper today (even though it ran 950 000
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copies) said it will reprint the whole thing on Thursday as
a souvenir edition. And Premier Alexei Kosygin has sent
congratulations to you and President Nixon through
former Vice President Humphrey who is visiting Russia.
The cosmonauts have also issued a statement of
congratulations. Humphrey quoted Kosygin as saying "I
want you to tell the President and the American people
that the Soviet Union desires to work with the United
States in the cause of peace." TF Diablo reports that a 5
Jingle truck convoy was struck by an IED Vic WC
36201. ANA at FBWilderness
will not respond
because they were ordered not to by their BDE CDR due to
lack
of
troops; ANP at nearest
checkpoint say
everything is fine but never actually went all they way to
the grid. ANP at FOB Lightening say they have no fuel
and ANA at Gardez say they will go at first light.
At 0430Z they sent a patrol out to the sight. After further
investigation they discovered 2 jingle trucks that were
destroyed by IED, 2 were destroyed by secondary
explosions, 1 was disabled by direct fire. The 5th
truck (Damaged
not destroyed)
was carrying
coalition forces equipment. No casualtys were reported,
site is currently being secured by TF Diablo elements Yet
another rich celeb who claims to support Labour but
rallies against vote winner and popular Corbyn. Same as
Sugar/Rowling etc. /FF reported while conducting a NFO
convoy they struck an IED resulting in 1x security vehicle
destroyed and blockage and damage to HWY 1. FF unable
to move and are waiting for support. No casualties
reported. NFI att. FF reported that civillian contractors
underway to their compound were told by LN's of a hole
in the ground with wires coming out. EOD is enroute to
location. No casualties or damage to report. NFI att. Eagle
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Outlaw 36 was conducting route clearance on RTE Milton
when the lead vehicle spotted an object on the right side of
the road. When they investigated the object, it turned out
to be an IEDsticking half way out of the ground.
Eagle Outlaw estimates the round to be a 122mm HE
(High Explosive) round. Currently Dujayl IA, QRF,
and EOD are enroute to the location to dispose of
the IED. MTF Team responded to an IED ISO IVO 38SMC
32400 43920. Team arrived on scene to find 1x 122mm HE
projectile
on
the
side
of
the
road
with
command wire spooled up in the nose. The IED was blown
in place. Secondary search of the area was conducted and
no additional hazards were found. It is assessed that
this IED would have been used to target a CLP that would
have traveled over the IED if RTE clearance did not find it
20-30
min
prior.
The
last IED report IVO of
today's IED DISC
was on
29OCT09
which
was
another IED DISC off of MSR Tampa (500Meters to the
NW) which consisted of a directional fragmentation of 4050
lbs
of
explosive.
FF REPORTED
A
NEGLIGENT DISCHARGE
IN ACCOMMODATION
BLOCK
6
IN CAMP
FEYZABAD.
UPDATE: SOLDIER SHOT HIMSELF WITH HIS MP-7
(4.65MM) IN HIS RIGHT LOWER LEG. PATIENT IS
STABLE AND DID NOT REQUIRE MEDEVAC. BDA: 1 X
NATO/ISAF (DEU)
NBI
EVENT
CLOSED
AT
131351ZJUN08//RDFrom:ldavis@lannyjdavis.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-02-05 21:13 Subject:
Why Hillary Clinton won’t release transcripts of her paid
Goldman Sachs speeches - The Washington Post Hi John-sorry to bother you. Re story below by obsessive Clinton
hater Chris Cilizza -- re link/story below: Hope there is no
debate about full and immediate release. Whatever nice
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words she said -- not releasing or delay, and then-- my
opinion for what it's worth - release later as is inevitable, is
worse.BestLannyhttps://www.washingtonpost.com/news/t
he-fix/wp/2016/02/05/why-hillary-clinton-wont-release//////
blah blah blah blah blah transcripts-of-her-paid-speeches.
Leading analysts agree that scalable algorithms are an
interesting new topic in the field of artificial intelligence,
and systems engineers concur. Certainly, the usual
methods for the improvement of scatter/gather I/O do not
apply in this area. The notion that futurists interact with
the synthesis of SMPs is regularly well-received. To what
extent can IPv7 be investigated to realize this purpose?
From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:aelrod@hillaryclinton.co
m Date: 2016-02-15 19:39 Subject: Fwd: wanting to help
Former Deputy Secretary of Agriculture, big organic
person. Assume this is beyond our reach but wanted to
share it with you. ---------- Forwarded message ---------From: *Kathleen Merrigan* <kmerrigan@email.gwu.edu>
Date: Monday, February 15, 2016 Subject: wanting to help
To: john.Podesta@gmail.com Hi John, I joined a phone
bank last night calling Virginia voters – nearly all of my
electronic call sheets were for people over 60, with many in
their late 80s and 90s. It caused me to have another
sleepless night, anxious about the campaign. I’m
wondering if there’s something more I can do to help? I’d
be thrilled to join your cast of surrogates, and I have the
kind of job that gives me great flexibility (indeed, it was
upon your wise counsel that I put myself on ice at a
university for a while). I’m particularly good with young
people. When I was Deputy, I organized a ‘college tour’
and visited nearly 50 campuses for keynote type speeches
over my four years. It wasn’t anything that I was asked to
do – I believed it was critical to maintain youthful energy
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for the 2012 election and this was my way of contributing.
My public narrative is that I’m anti-establishment, whether
it’s from writing the organic law, leading the Know Your
Farmer, Know Your Food effort at USDA, or from many
other efforts. My guess is that I’m an appealing character
for the kind of people energized by Bernie, but who could
be steered, with the right approach, to the “progressive
who gets things done.’ College campuses, environmental
groups, foodies, women, anything to do with sustainability
– I’m sure I could walk into a room and be an effective
speaker for our common cause. Colorado, Texas, Virginia,
Maine – all places where I’ve done considerable speaking.
I’m scheduled to be in CA twice in the next month, NY
once, NJ too – at Rutgers. And of course, I hail from
Massachusetts. Well, I feel better just by making the offer.
My now 17 year old daughter Fiona and I were up in
snowy Manchester NH in 2008 working for Hillary and
she was with me at the phone bank last night. We are
passionate about this race and will do whatever it takes. I
hope you are doing okay, whether this note finds you in
snowy DC today or up in Brooklyn. I am deeply grateful
for your leadership and if anything gives me confidence
that all will be okay in this election, it is because you are at
the helm. Best, Kathleen Kathleen A. Merrigan, Ph.D. *
Professor of Public Policy* *Executive Director of
Sustainability* *GW Sustainability Collaborative* George
Washington University 1922 F Street, NW - 404F Old Main
Washington, D.C. 20052 *For scheduling requests, please
contact:
Kyle
McGowan,
kylemcgowan@gwu.edu
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','kylemcgowan@gwu.edu');>
From:tcarrk@hillaryclinton.com
To:
jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com,
john.podesta@gmail.com,
slatham@hillaryclinton.com, kschake@hillaryclinton.com,
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bfallon@hillaryclinton.com, gruncom@aol.com more Date:
2016-01-23 22:12 Subject: RE: Goldman Sachs paid speeches
Apologies. Adding Jake, Dan, and Nick Last April, the
WSJ
also
referenced
one
of
the
GS
speeches]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]push-hillary-clinton-left-1428633481
*From:* Tony Carrk [mailto:tcarrk@hillaryclinton.com]
*Sent:* Saturday, January 23, 2016 7:08 PM *To:* Jennifer
Palmieri <jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>; 'John Podesta' <
john.podesta@gmail.com>;
Sara
Latham
<slatham@hillaryclinton.com>;
Kristina
Schake
<kschake@hillaryclinton.com>;
Brian
Fallon
<
bfallon@hillaryclinton.com>;
'Mandy
Grunwald'
<gruncom@aol.com>;
Christina
Reynolds
<creynolds@hillaryclinton.com> *Subject:* Goldman Sachs
paid speeches The 3 (I misspoke about 5 earlier) speeches
to Goldman are attached with some parts highlighted.
Below are some of the more noteworthy quotes. Here is
the Politico story Mandy was referencing earlier
,,,,,,,,http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2013/12/wall
-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,street-white-house-republicans-lamentof-the-plutocrats-101047 *Clinton Said, With Dodd-Frank,
There Was “A Need To Do Something Because For
Political Reasons” Because Members Of Congress “Can't
Sit Idly By And Do Nothing.” *“And with political people,
again, I would say the same thing, you know, there was a
lot of complaining about Dodd-Frank, but there was also a
need to do something because for political reasons, if you
were an elected member of Congress and people in your
constituency were losing jobs and shutting businesses and
everybody in the press is saying it's all the fault of Wall
Street, you can't sit idly by and do nothing, but what you
do is really important.” [GS2, 10/24/13] *Tim O’Neill Told
Clinton “We Really Did Appreciate It” When She Had
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Been “Courageous In Some Respects To Associated With
Wall Street And This Environment.” *“MR. O'NEILL: By
the way, we really did appreciate when you were the
senator from New York and your continued involvement
in the issues (inaudible) to be courageous in some respects
to associated with Wall Street and this environment. Thank
you very much. SECRETARY CLINTON: Well, I don't feel
particularly courageous. I mean, if we're going to be an
effective, efficient economy, we need to have all part of
that engine running well, and that includes Wall Street and
Main Street. And there's a big disconnect and a lot of
confusion right now. So I'm not interested in, you know,
turning the clock back or pointing fingers, but I am
interested in trying to figure out how we come together to
chart a better way forward and one that will restore
confidence in, you know, small and medium-size
businesses and consumers and begin to chip away at the
unemployment rate. So it's something that I, you know, if
you're a realist, you know that people have different roles
to play in politics, economics, and this is an important role,
but I do think that there has to be an understanding of
how what happens here on Wall Street has such broad
consequences not just for the domestic but the global
economy, so more thought has to be given to the process
and transactions and regulations so that we don't kill or
maim what works, but we concentrate on the most
effective way of moving forward with the brainpower and
the financial power that exists here.” [GS2, 10/24/13]
*Speaking About Financial Regulations, Clinton Said “The
People That Know The Industry Better Than Anybody Are
The People Who Work In The Industry.” *“There's nothing
magic about regulations, too much is bad, too little is bad.
How do you get to the golden key, how do we figure out
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what works? And the people that know the industry better
than anybody are the people who work in the industry.”
[GS2, 10/24/13] *Clinton Said “I Represented All Of You
For Eight Years. I Had Great Relations And Worked So
Close Together After 9/11 To Rebuild Downtown.” *“I
represented all of you for eight years. I had great relations
and worked so close together after 9/11 to rebuild
downtown, and a lot of respect for the work you do and
the people who do it, but I do -- I think that when we talk
about the regulators and the politicians, the economic
consequences of bad decisions back in '08, you know, were
devastating, and they had repercussions throughout the
world.” [GS2, 10/24/13] *Clinton Said “Banks Are Not
Doing What They Need To Do Because They're Scared Of
Regulations, They're Scared Of The Other Shoe Dropping.”
*“I mean, right now, there are so many places in our
country where the banks are not doing what they need to
do because they're scared of regulations, they're scared of
the other shoe dropping, they're just plain scared, so credit
is not flowing the way it needs to to restart economic
growth. So people are, you know, a little -- they're still
uncertain, and they're uncertain both because they don't
know what might come next in terms of regulations, but
they're also uncertain because of changes in a global
economy that we're only beginning to take hold of.” [GS2,
10/24/13]A Coy C/S reassurance patrol on foot moving east
from Old Basra towards Red 8 sighted a number of
masked gunmen firing in all directions outside the bank.
They believed themselves to be under contact and
returned fire, killing one individual and wounding two.
On further investigation it was found that the masked men
were Iraqi Police on an undercover operation against
drugs and alcohol sellers in the area. OC A Coy deployed
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to the scene and the contact multiple were extracted to
A Coys location. Area cordoned and SOCO tasked. RMO
tasked to investigate names and nature of casualties. There
were 5 x casualties, 3 x IZP and 2 x Civilians. The IZP
were identified as members of the Special Operations
Directorate (SOD), one Dead and two Wounded. The two
civilian casualties one had a GSW and was seriously
injured and the other had suffered head injuries and was
believed to be stable. CO 1RRW conducting initial
investigation. 20 Bde requested to liaise with SOD. RMO
1RRW to follow up on casualties TF Aegis reported
Blue on Blue fire 6K North of KAF. At 2045z TF Aegis
reported 6x warning shots were fired at a unknown
vehicle. A coalition SOTF patrol then notified TF Aegis
that they were moving through their AO. TF Aegis
will investigate further. No damage or injuries
reported.here are two fractions in the district
Organization(s) Involved: ILLEGALLY ARMED GROUPS
There are two fractions in the district; Governor NABI and
commander RASOOL. PRT FEYZABAD MOT REPORT, 29
Jun 05 Rasool sources, tells that every NABI commander
has his own privatearmy. These often number 25 - 50
loyals depending on the importance of the commander.
The
loyals will arm themselves and follow
their commander is called upon. RASOOL is said to have
around 70 soldiers under his command. He claims the
men of ABGANDA are simple shopkeepers who will
support him in the defence of ABGANDA, but will
not follow him in offensive operations. It is the assessment
that, RASOOL can muster well over 100 men. No weapons
were visible, however RASOOL himself admits every man
in the village has his own weapons (mainly AK-47). The
frontline
are
located between
SAH DAST
(no
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regular soldiers) - DEH TUT (45 police soldiers)
controlled by NABI and CEHILGAN SAHR (no regular
soldiers) - ABGANDA (approx. 100 irregular soldiers)
controlled by RASOOL. Also the village SAFED DARAN
north of ABGANDA is a safe haven for Rasool. There are
no visible combat positions or other prepared positions on
the front lines. NABI's forward HQ is located just west of
DEH TUT and is run by a commander by the name of
NAJIB. A white tent on a hilltop marks the position of the
HQ. NABI's chief of intelligence Mr. HAJI ABDUL
HALIM, was interviewed in WANDIAN. WANDIAN is
divided into two areas. Eastern side of canyon is the old
part holding 800-1000 houses. Western side of canyon is
the bazaar part holding no residents, but approx. 20 shops.
Fuel can be bought here. Location of guesthouse is in west
WANDIAN (42S XG 0789 4371). LZ in connection to this is
marked on the OPS map. The general situation in the area
is calm, although especially RASOOL's side seems very
nervous. Both sides areawaiting the decision of the new
governor of Bakakhshan and neither side will commence
offensiveoperations before the discion has been made.
Both NABI and RASOOL claims there has been
no firefights in the area, but only warning shots has been
fired. No visible signs of combat were identified in the
area. NABI units in DEH TUT and the locals of
ABGANDA are holding a low combat readiness. In
ABGANDA only few weapons were
visible
in
the
streetpicture. RASOOL self claims, that he can be
combatready in only minuts. Persons interviewed on both
sides, says they would like the conflict to end. All claims
that this is a conflict only between NABI and RASOOL
and the local people hasnothing to do with the
dispute. NABI is known as a very hard commander who
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has very thight connections to Feyzabad. According to
RASOOL,
esecially
NAZIRI
(chief crime
police/BADAKHSHAN)
and
RAHMAN
(DGOV/FEYZABAD) are close allied of NABI. People in
the
village of SHARI BUZURG says they
like NABI
very much and that he does many good things for the
district. NGO named OXFAM has competed many projects
(roads, schools, mosque's etc.) in the area. It is assessed
that people speek more out of fear than loyality for NABI.
RASOOLS people speeks of constant violations of basic
human rights, kidnaping, exstorsion, murder, suppression
etc. RASOOL is known as a key smugler in
NABI controlled
areas.
According to
NABI loyals,
RASOOL is running all drug distribution and i responible
for all crime in the northern part of the district. He is
allegedly workkng together with the governor and CoP of
RAGH (YAWAN) holding the ofher of the two bigger
smuglerroutes in BADAKHSHAN. At the mansion
of NABI in SHARI BUZURG
had
a single
barrel 14,5mm gun similar to ZPU-1 AA gun. RASOOL
claims that
NABI is
using AK-47, RPG7's anddifferent heavy weapons, mostly AA guns. NABI
loyals claims that RASOOL is using exactly the same
types of weapons. No heavy weapons were sighted in
RASOOL area. RASOOL loyals claims that NABI has a
weapons cache in the village of RAZAK (XG035
355) containing up to 12000 small arms and unknown
number of heavy weapons. Sources are able to identify
where in the mountains surrounding RAZAK the cache's
are
located.
NABI
loyals
did
not tell about human rights violations by RASOOL For
RASOOL
loyals, the
methods of
NABI
and his companions are the key problems as they see it.
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Mr. MESHTABA (RASOOL loyal) bought a horse from
NABI and paid by selling some of his land to NABI. Some
time after the deal NABI visited Mr. MESHTABA and
impounded
160.000 AFGand the
horse. ……………………...No explanation was given
by
NABI. Frequently NABI loyals pay the villages in the
district a visit. Usually they want protection money
typically 3000-8000 AFG pr. shop. The price is nonnegotionally,
but
will
increase
if
the
shopkeepers cannot pay or do not want to pay. If the
shopkeepers cannot borrow money from others,
they can pay by doing jobs for NABI (smuggling).
RASOOL tells that many who has returned from
TAJIKISTAN after smuggling for NABI, had been shot by
border police on order from NABI, who's relative is
working as commander on in the border police. An
anatomo-politics of human and non-human bodies is
sustained by accumulating and classifying such necroliths
in the museum’s observational/expositional performances.
An assumption underlying the book is that the relations of
the closet — the relations of the known and unknown, the
explicit and the unexplicit around homo/heterosexual
definition — have the potential for being peculiarly
revealing, in fact, about speech acts more generally. It has
felt throughout this work as though the density of their
social meaning lends any speech act concerning these
issues — and the outlines of that ‘concern’ it turns out are
broad indeed — the exaggerated propulsiveness of
wearing flippers in a swimming pool: the force of various
rhetorical effects has seemed uniquely difficult to calibrate
I'm so smart now. Everyone's always like 'take your top
off'. Sorry, NO! They always want to get that money shot.
I'm not stupid. What if I forgave myself? I thought. What if
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I forgave myself even though I'd done something I
shouldn't have? What if I was a liar and a cheat and there
was no excuse for what I'd done other than because it was
what I wanted and needed to do? What if I was sorry, but
if I could go back in time I wouldn't do anything
differently than I had done? What if I'd actually wanted to
fuck every one of those men? What if heroin taught me
something? What if yes was the right answer instead of
no? What if what made me do all those things everyone
thought I shouldn't have done was what also had got me
here? What if I was never redeemed? What if I already
was? I'm going to ask you to remember the prostituted, the
homeless, the battered, the raped, the tortured, the
murdered, the raped-then-murdered, the murdered-thenraped; and I am going to ask you to remember the
photographed, the ones that any or all of the above
happened to and it was photographed and now the
photographs are for sale in our free countries. I want you
to think about those who have been hurt for the fun, the
entertainment, the so-called speech of others; those who
have been hurt for profit, for the financial benefit of pimps
and entrepreneurs. I want you to remember the
perpetrator and I am going to ask you to remember the
victims: not just tonight but tomorrow and the next day. I
want you to find a way to include them -- the perpetrators
and the victims -- in what you do, how you think, how you
act, what you care about, what your life means to you.
Now, I know, in this room, some of you are the women I
have been talking about. I know that. People around you
may not. I am going to ask you to use every single thing
you can remember about what was done to you -- how it
was done, where, by whom, when, and, if you know -why -- to begin to tear male dominance to pieces, to pull it
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apart, to vandalize it, to destabilize it, to mess it up, to get
in its way, to fuck it up. I have to ask you to resist, not to
comply, to destroy the power men have over women, to
refuse to accept it, to abhor it and to do whatever is
necessary despite its cost to you to change it. We're so selfimportant. So arrogant. Everybody's going to save
something now. Save the trees, save the bees, save the
whales, save the snails. And the supreme arrogance? Save
the planet! Are these people kidding? Save the planet? We
don't even know how to take care of ourselves; we haven't
learned how to care for one another. We're gonna save the
fuckin' planet? . . . And, by the way, there's nothing wrong
with the planet in the first place. The planet is fine. The
people are fucked! Compared with the people, the planet
is doin' great. It's been here over four billion years . . . The
planet isn't goin' anywhere, folks. We are! We're goin'
away. Pack your shit, we're goin' away. And we won't
leave much of a trace. Thank God for that. Nothing left.
Maybe a little Styrofoam. The planet will be here, and we'll
be gone. Another failed mutation; another closed-end
biological mistake. Here is my final point...About drugs,
about alcohol, about pornography...What business is it of
yours what I do, read, buy, see, or take into my body as
long as I do not harm another human being on this planet?
And for those who are having a little moral dilemma in
your head about how to answer that question, I'll answer it
for you. NONE of your fucking business. Take that to the
bank, cash it, and go fucking on a vacation out of my life.
But I think the first real change in women’s body image
came when JLo turned it butt-style. That was the first time
that having a large-scale situation in the back was part of
mainstream American beauty. Girls wanted butts now.
Men were free to admit that they had always enjoyed
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them. And then, what felt like moments later, boom—
Beyoncé brought the leg meat. A back porch and thick
muscular legs were now widely admired. And from that
day forward, women embraced their diversity and
realized that all shapes and sizes are beautiful. Ah ha ha.
No. I’m totally messing with you. All Beyonce and JLo
have done is add to the laundry list of attributes women
must have to qualify as beautiful. Now every girl is
expected to have Caucasian blue eyes, full Spanish lips, a
classic button nose, hairless Asian skin with a California
tan, a Jamaican dance hall ass, long Swedish legs, small
Japanese feet, the abs of a lesbian gym owner, the hips of a
nine-year-old boy, the arms of Michelle Obama, and doll
tits. The person closest to actually achieving this look is
Kim Kardashian, who, as we know, was made by Russian
scientists
to
sabotage
our
athletes.From:john.podesta@gmail.com
To:
robbymook@gmail.com
CC:
nmerrill@hrcoffice.com,
huma@clintonemail.com,
cheryl.mills@gmail.com,
pir@hrcoffice.com, jake.sullivan@gmail.com Date: 2014-1205 06:08 Subject: Re: Decision Language Generally agree
with Robby. One specific catch--I would say Elections
should be about testing people and ideas... JP --Sent from
my iPad-- john.podesta@gmail.com For scheduling:
eryn.sepp@gmail.com > On Dec 4, 2014, at 2:15 PM,
robbymook@gmail.com wrote: > > I prefer the first option.
Although I'd tweak so it's not so much about winning and
more about (a) generating a plan to get the economy
working for the middle class and (b) building a campaign
organization that can communicate that vision to all
Americans--in person and online. > >> On Dec 4, 2014, at
1:07 PM, Nick Merrill <nmerrill@hrcoffice.com> wrote: >>
>> Hi Everyone, >> >> Below are two versions of some
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forward-leaning language that would move the ball
slightly on where she stands and allow for some
transparency in terms of steps she’ll take to think through
all of this before a decision. After we compile edits I will
drop this into a memo to send to HRC and suggest a
follow-up call so we can discuss further. >> >>
Additionally, as I’m sure of you have seen, news of one of
her meetings leaked yesterday, so we provided a short
quote that HRC signed off on in much the same spirit as
the below. Full story at the bottom of this email, and here’s
the line: "As she decides, she’s casting a wide net and
wants to hear from a variety of people on a range of
specific topics, from policy ideas to what a successful
campaign would look like." >> >> Feel free to send edits
my way and I will recirculate as necessary. >> >> Nick >>
>> >> Q&A >> >> Question: Are you running for President?
>> >> [More Forward-Leaning] >> >> · I have not made a
final decision. Ultimately though, I am hoping to get to
“Yes.” >> >> · Running for President is a humbling
experience. I’ve done it and I didn’t win. >> >> · I spent 4
productive years serving as this country’s chief diplomat,
which was the greatest honor of my life. I could easily stop
there and live the rest of my life a happy grandmother.
Over the last year and a half I’ve had the opportunity to
focus in new ways on the issues I’ve worked on my entire
career. I launched my Foundation programs to address
issues of women and girls’ inequality, early childhood
education, and our unemployed youth; I wrote a book
about my time as Secretary of State, and I’ve had some
time to reflect on my experiences. And this fall I had the
opportunity to go out on the campaign trail and talk about
Democratic values a little. Of course the results were not as
I would have hoped, but it was good primer to start
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thinking a little more broadly about what Democrats stand
for and how important it is to convey those values to
people, not run away from them. >> >> · Now it’s time to
do my homework, to think about what American
leadership should look like in 2015, 2016, and beyond and
what I would bring to that. And how a campaign for the
presidency would be an effective tool to have that
discussion. Elections should be about testing people, and
the result should not only be a President, but people who
are better positioned to govern having had a healthy and
honest conversation with their constituents. >> >> · So I
want to make sure I’ve heard from all kinds of people
around the country with big and small ideas alike about
how to keep moving this country forward, about how we
can do better. And I’m going to be talking to people who
have insight into how a presidential campaign needs to
look in 2015 & 2016 in in terms of positioning itself to be
successful. >> >> · So I want to make this decision on my
own schedule, with as much thought and information as
possible to guide me. And if I run, I want to win, and do so
by having a conversation about how America can always
do better, how we can continue to move this country
forward, how we can rebuild the middle class from the
bottom up and the middle out. >> >> · So that’s what’s on
my mind, and the next few months are going to be
invaluable in turning my attention to this decision in
earnest. And like I said, in the end, my goal is to get to
“Yes.” >> >> >> Question: Are you running for President?
>> >> [Less Forward-Leaning] >> >> · Running for
President is a humbling experience. I’ve done it and I
didn’t win. >> >> · I was honored to spend 4 years serving
as this country’s chief diplomat, followed by a year and a
half where I’ve had the opportunity to focus in new ways
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on the issues I’ve worked on my entire career. I launched
my Foundation programs to address issues of women and
girls’ inequality, early childhood education, and our
unemployed youth; I wrote a book about my time as
Secretary of State, and I’ve had some time to reflect on my
experiences. And this fall I had the opportunity to go out
on the campaign trail and talk about Democratic values a
little. Of course the results were not as I would have
hoped, but it was good primer to start thinking a little
more broadly about what Democrats stand for and how
important it is to convey that to people. >> >> · Now I’m in
a period where I’m thinking through my options, thinking
about how I can contribute most. I’ve been honored to
serve this country for so many years, and the next few
months are going to be invaluable in turning my attention
to how I want to consider doing so. But like I’ve said
before, this isn’t something I’m going to make a decision
about until after the first of the year, and the goal is to
make a decision that’s right for my country and right for
me and my family. >> >> ### >> >> >>
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/12/clinton-2campaignmanager-guy-cecil-113314.html >> >> Hillary Clinton has
met with potential campaign managers >> By Maggie
Haberman >> Politico.com >> With weeks to go until she
makes an announcement about her future, Hillary Clinton
has started meeting with a broad range of political figures
— including potential campaign managers, POLITICO has
learned. >> >> Clinton, who several people close to her
describe as still not firmly decided on a campaign, met
Wednesday with outgoing Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee executive director Guy Cecil, one of
the two people most often described as a potential
campaign manager for her 2016 campaign, people familiar
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with the get-together said. >> >> It was unclear whether the
two discussed a future role in a campaign — Cecil did not
respond to requests for comment. >> >> But the meeting is
one of several Clinton has begun to hold in the period
following the midterm elections, in which she was very
active, and as she is turning her attention toward what a
campaign would look like if she runs again. >> >> Clinton
has also spoken with Robby Mook, another oftenmentioned potential campaign manager, about 2016,
people familiar with the discussions said, but the details
were unclear. Mook did not respond to an email. >> >>
Clinton spokesman Nick Merrill, asked about the
meetings, said, “As [Clinton] decides, she’s casting a wide
net and wants to hear from a variety of people on a range
of specific topics, from policy ideas to what a successful
campaign would look like.” >> >> Mook, who managed
longtime Clinton family friend Terry McAuliffe’s 2013
campaign for governor of Virginia, is said to have
informally worked with Clinton’s advisers in the lead-up
to the 2014 midterms, particularly around her initial trip to
Iowa. >> >> Cecil worked with Clinton’s team on her
schedule for a wide number of Senate candidates this
cycle. Both Cecil and Mook worked on Clinton’s 2008
presidential race. >> >> Another potential campaign
manager, EMILY’S List president Stephanie Schriock,
recently declined to tell reporters at a daylong Ready for
Hillary conference whether she had met with Clinton. >>
>> Earlier Wednesday, the White House revealed that
Clinton had spent an hour with President Obama at a
catch-up meeting. >> >> The contours of Clinton’s potential
campaign have been a fixation of Washington operatives
and donors for much of the past two years, in part because
of what her choices might say about lessons she learned
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from her failed 2008 effort. >> >> But it’s also been in part
because she is the prohibitive Democratic front-runner,
making her the biggest game in town for people who want
to work on the presidential race. >> >> Clinton’s timing
about making a final decision and then announcing it has
been a source of speculation for months, as her advisers
split on whether she should get in sooner — which some
former Obama advisers counseled as well — to end the
appearance of being coy, or take as long as she can. >> >>
She has added three new paid speeches through January
and February, indicating that a formal announcement may
not come until after that window. John Podesta, currently
counselor to President Barack Obama and a veteran
Clinton hand, is expected to serve a senior role in her
campaign. >> >> Podesta told reporters Thursday he will
stay on until after the president’s State of the Union
address. >> >> ### A data dump, 9.7 gigabytes in size, was
posted on Tuesday to the dark web using an Onion
address accessible only through the Tor browser. The files
appear to include account details and log-ins for some 32
million users of the social networking site, touted as the
premier site for married individuals seeking partners for
affairs. Seven years worth of credit card and other
payment transaction details are also part of the dump.
\\\\\\\dump dump dump AshleyMadison.com claimed
to have nearly 40 million users at the time of the breach
about a month ago, all apparently in the market for
clandestine hookups. THE IPOD DIED slowly, then all
at once. After nearly 16 years on the market, more than 400
million units sold, and one Cupertino company launched
into the stratosphere on its back, Apple quietly pulled the
iPod Nano and Shuffle out of its virtual stores today. The
iPod Touch still lives on: In fact, Apple now offers the
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Touch with 32 gigs of storage starting at $199. But that's
not a real iPod; it's an iPhone-lite. Today officially marks
the end of Apple's era of standalone music players. The
best thing about conceptual poetry is that it doesn’t need
to be read. You don’t have to read it. As a matter of fact,
you can write books, and you don’t even have to read
them. My books, for example, are unreadable. All you
need to know is the concept behind them. Here’s every
word I spoke for a week. Here’s a year’s worth of weather
reports... and without ever having to read these things,
you understand them. At GD NV 1825 8765, an incident
took happen when a 'MOLOTOV cocktail' was used
against IZP. Later on 3 x offenders were arrested by local
IZP. NOC reported that AQI in Anbar Province/Al-Jazera
area are planning to setup a fake check point on the
national express way road that connect Al-Ramady to AlRutba to target the oil tankers that travels to Jordan. They
are planning to carry out this operation next week.\nRef.
4164 under July 08 2008 \n The American
forces at ammo compound at grid QU 535746 have
reported that a truck wanted in relation to a HJ is in the
village in grid square QU 5374. They have eyes on the veh
and have now set up a VCP at grid QU 527740. The
incident was passed to 2 Sqn iot investigate. As at 1500D
hrs 2 Sqn reported that the VCP was ICDC manned. At
1550D hrs 2 Sqn reported that the C/S sent in the area
didn't find anything. In Scaramucci’s view, the fact that
word of the dinner had reached a reporter was evidence
that his rivals in the West Wing, particularly Reince
Priebus, the White House chief of staff, were plotting
against him. While they have publicly maintained that
there is no bad blood between them, Scaramucci and
Priebus have been feuding for months. After the election,
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Trump asked Scaramucci to join his Administration, and
Scaramucci sold his company, SkyBridge Capital, in
anticipation of taking on a senior role. But Priebus didn’t
want
him
in
the
White
House,
and
successfully blocked him from being appointed to a job
until last week, when Trump offered him the
communications job over Priebus’s vehement objections. In
response to Scaramucci’s appointment, Sean Spicer, an ally
of Priebus’s, resigned his position as press secretary. And
in an additional slight to Priebus, the White House’s
official announcement of Scaramucci’s hiring noted that he
would report directly to the President, rather than to the
chief of staff. In early FEB 05, AFGHAN police
authorities revealed that the brother of an arrested
TALIBAN commander reportedly planned to carry out a
series of retaliatory attacks in a district of HELMAND
Province. HELMAND police indicated that the brother of
TALIBAN commander MULLAH SARAJUDDIN planned
the attacks in reaction to his brother's arrest Our
implementation of our framework is stable, Bayesian, and
peer-to-peer. Computational biologists have complete
control over the codebase of 80 Python files, which of
course is necessary so that IPv6 can be made empathic,
cacheable, and game-theoretic. Since we allow active
networks to develop introspective models without the
confusing unification of replication and RAID, coding the
hacked operating system was relatively straightforward.
We have not yet implemented the client-side library, as
this is the least compelling component of our system. The
virtual machine monitor contains about 3335 instructions
of Dylan. One can imagine other methods to the
implementation that would have made coding it much
simpler. Four months into the Nintendo Switch’s lifespan,
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and we still don’t know what’s up with the system’s
“virtual console” retro game store. Nintendo has said that
classic games like Dr. Mario and Super Mario Bros. 3 will
be part of its upcoming online subscription service, set to
launch next year, complete with new online-enabled
features. But as for a dedicated shop to buy retro titles — a
highlight of Nintendo hardware since the original Wii —
there’s been no word. And it’s a shame, because the Switch
might just be the ideal platform for playing old-school
games. On Thursday, Amazon founder and CEO Jeff
Bezos finally became the world’s richest man. But he still
hasn’t decided how to spend his money. Long known for
being less charitable than other prominent members of the
top .001%, Bezos recently hinted that he is finally looking
for opportunities to put more of his money toward social
good. Rather than making the point that violence is often
necessary and even appropriate within the struggle, we
have allowed the moralizing Leftists and liberals to control
the dialogue and to impose their own hypocritical
standards of violence on us. It should not be forgotten that
Leftists inherently believe in the legitimacy of the State,
support its monopoly on violence and largely (and rightly)
see violent opposition to the State or capitalism as
repudiations of this presumption, particularly when it
comes from anarchists, who obviously seek its absolute
destruction...the goals of anarchy don’t include replacing
one ruling class with another, neither in the guise of a
fairer boss or as a party. This is key because this is what
separates anarchist revolutionaries from Maoist, socialist
and nationalist revolutionaries who from the onset do not
embrace complete revolution. They cannot envision a truly
free and equalitarian society and must to some extent
embrace the socialization process that makes exploitation
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and oppression possible and prevalent in the first
place.From:email@e.washingtonpost.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2015-07-20 09:11 Subject:
The Daily 202: Bernie's base problems View on the Web:
<http://link.washingtonpost.com/view/5483d5bc3b35d0d76
d8c549c2ujs5.74dd/00272016> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - THE DAILY 202 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By
James Hohmann - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Share on
Twitter:<http://link.washingtonpost.com/5483d5bc3b35d0d
76d8c549c2ujs5.74dd/VazWb8Po0YZOpOpXA07ec> Share
onFacebook:<http://link.washingtonpost.com/5483d5bc3b3
5d0d76d8c549c2ujs5.74dd/VazWb8Po0YZOpOoyA21e3> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - An irritated Bernie Sanders
tries to speak as he is shouted down by minority protesters
Saturday at a Netroots Nation town hall meeting in
Phoenix. (AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin) THE BIG IDEA:
PHOENIX—Bernie Sanders is unaccustomed to being
heckled by protesters. The self-identified democratic
socialist was caught off guard here Saturday when
African-American and Latino activists jeered him at
Netroots Nation. Sanders’ inability to control the
audience – he tried to shut them up and then he tried to
yell over them – underscores his broader struggle to
expand his appeal and highlights why his summer surge is
unlikely to last. The huge crowds Sanders draws are
overwhelmingly white, and polling consistently shows
that virtually all of his support comes from whites. After
Iowa and New Hampshire, the first two contests on the
calendar, Latinos and African-Americans represent a
massive share of the Democratic primary electorate in the
next two: Nevada and South Carolina. The senator’s
standard stump speech – a call for political revolution –
does not include much specifically aimed at Latino or
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African-American voters. Asked specifically what he’s
done for black Americans Saturday, he cited his vote for
Obamacare. Asked to offer concrete proposals on what
he’d do to help blacks if elected, he initially responded:
“We’re going to transform the economic system so we
create millions of new jobs.” The generalities only made
the protesters angrier. “I want Bernie Sanders to say my
name,” they chanted as the senator tried to speak. The
event went so off the rails that the moderator abruptly
ended it 15 minutes early. “Okay, good,” said a peeved
Sanders. He then skipped a scheduled meeting with black
activists. Sanders aides’ point out that he attended the
March on Washington, endorsed Jesse Jackson Jr.’s 1988
presidential campaign and has a 100 percent rating from
the NAACP. “Black lives, of course, matter,” Sanders told
the crowd here. But if Sanders cannot bring AfricanAmericans into his coalition, his support in the nominating
contest will be decidedly limited. STRUGGLING TO
SCALE UP—Will the Summer of Sanders be followed by
the Fall of Sanders? One of his own strategists mused
on that question to a Boston Globe reporter. “Already the
Sanders campaign infrastructure is creaking under the
weight of the unexpected interest in his candidacy,”
reports Annie Linskey, who traveled with the senator on
his weekend campaign swing. “Tens of thousands of
bumper stickers were on back order. Venues for rallies
need to be changed multiple times as the RSVPs pile high
… He revels in this relative lack of professional help. To
make his point, he briefly commandeered an interview
with a reporter last week in Washington. ‘Ask me who my
campaign finance director is,’ he said over coffee in a
Senate cafeteria. ‘We don’t have one. Ask me who my
pollster is,’ he said. ‘We don’t have one.’ He said he writes
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his own direct mail.” Watch a 13-minute clip of Sanders’
give-and-take with the hecklers in Phoenix on YouTube:
WEAK ON IMMIGRATION—Sanders helped kill
comprehensive reform in 2007, siding with labor over
Latinos. Some Latino activists have complained that
Sanders does not talk about the issue as much as Hillary
Clinton, something else that will prevent him from
forming an enduring and viable bulwark of support. At
the town hall, moderator Jose Antonio Vargas (an
undocumented immigrant who formerly wrote for The
Washington Post) pressed Sanders on his vote opposing
the 2007 immigration bill, which Clinton supported.
Sanders explained that, while he backs a pathway to
citizenship, he worries about a flood of cheap labor
entering the country and taking jobs from blue-collar
Americans. Back then, he spoke about his “strong support”
for “securing our borders” and “to hold employers
accountable for hiring illegal immigrants.” But he voted
for the 2013 immigration bill that passed the Senate after
getting money to help affected workers. SOFT ON
GUNS—The National Rifle Association played a pivotal
role getting Sanders elected to the House. David A.
Fahrenthold reports on the front page of today’s Post that
the NRA actively opposed the reelection of a Republican
incumbent after he sponsored an assault weapons ban: “As
a candidate in 1990, Sanders won over gun rights groups
by promising to oppose one bill they hated — a measure
that would establish a waiting period for handgun sales. In
Congress, he kept that promise. The dynamic served as an
early demonstration that, despite his pure-leftist persona,
Sanders was at his core a pragmatic politician, calculating
that he couldn’t win in rural Vermont without doing
something for gun owners.” Amazing quote: “Bernie
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Sanders is a more honorable choice for Vermont sportsmen
than Peter Smith,” Wayne LaPierre, who was — and still is
— a top official at the national NRA wrote members that
year. Sanders supporters see him as a modern-day Robin
Hood. (Photo by Charlie Leight/Getty Images) — FIRST
LOOK — The first ad from the Chris Christie super PAC
focuses on the New Jersey governor’s opposition to the
Iran deal. America Leads will put $1.1 million behind the
spot in New Hampshire between tomorrow and August 6,
including an ad buy on Boston TV and a strong digital
component. The 30-second ad shows Christie at a town
hall meeting in Sandown, New Hampshire. “This
president is allowing Iran, the largest state sponsor of
terrorism in the world, to have a glide path towards a
nuclear weapon,” the Republican tells the crowd. “A
strong American military is not built to wage war; it is
built to prevent war. I am the only candidate who has
actually been responsible for fighting terrorism and has
prosecuted terrorists and put them in jail. And if I become
president, we’re going to protect the homeland, not lower
our defenses against them.” The group, led by former
Republican Governors Association executive director Phil
Cox, reported raising $11 million last week. America Leads
has also reserved $2.8 million worth of airtime during the
three months leading up to next February’s New
Hampshire primary. This is part of a broader strategy to
“let Christie be Christie” and go positive from the start.
With a cameraman at every town hall, the super PAC is
developing a library of footage of the governor taking on
every issue out there so that when an issue moves to the
forefront, like Iran, they can quickly get up on the air with
Christie in his own voice saying where he stands.
“Christie’s persona and authenticity lend itself to this kind
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of approach,” a strategist for the group explained. Watch
the 30-second spot here: WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING:
— Hillary Clinton’s campaign floated details of a revamp
in capital-gains tax rates that she will propose later this
week. The Wall Street Journal reports on its front page that
her plan “would hit some short-term investors with higher
rates … to prod companies to put more emphasis on longterm growth.” The paper says the details of the plan are
being finalized, but she “would create a sliding scale with
at least three new rates that change depending on how
long an investment is held.” And there’s a nod to the
Elizabeth Warren wing: “The Clinton campaign hasn’t
ruled out taxing such investments at the regular incometax rate.” — Cuba’s embassy in Washington officially
reopened at midnight after being closed for five
decades. There will be a flag raising ceremony later this
morning
with
500
guests,
including
a
30member delegation of Cubans. The foreign minister is
scheduled to meet with John Kerry later today. Kerry is
slated to go to Havana next month to raise our flag over
the U.S. Interests Section. — Greek banks reopened this
morning after being closed for three weeks, “but new
austerity taxes meant that most everything was more
expensive — from coffee to taxis to cooking oil.” The
Associated Press reports from downtown Athens that
“people queued up in an orderly fashion as the banks
unlocked their doors at 8 a.m., but restrictions on most
transactions remained. The daily cash withdrawal limit
stayed at 60 euros ($65) but the government added a
weekly limit of 420 euros ($455).” Customers at a bank
branch in Athens this morning. (Photo by Matthew
Lloyd/Bloomberg) GET SMART FAST: Secretary of State
John Kerry and Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz pulled off a
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Full Ginsburg on Sunday, appearing on all five Sunday
shows to defend the Iran nuclear deal, as Defense
Secretary Ash Carter flew to the Middle East to reassure to
Israel, Saudi Arabia and Jordan. Some lawmakers,
including top Democrats, express frustration that the U.N.
Security Council gets the chance to vote on the deal this
week, signaling the international community’s intention to
dismantle the sanctions against Iran before Congress votes
on it. (NYT) Members of both the Ku Klux Klan and Black
Panthers protested at the South Carolina state house on
Saturday, but then local churches gathered peacefully on
the grounds Sunday to pray for peace in the state. The
palest version of it all rank lowest to the changes of other
versions. Nobody can be redeemed with hothouse
fantasies of brighter days. Some say we can pursue a
lighter reasoning, not all out for the expected rewards, but
it’s harder to make it happen than anyone expects now—a
harder time in this harder day and age, the sequence of
successes. (The State) Mitsubishi apologized for using U.S.
prisoners of war as forced labor in mines during World
War II, the first such apology by a Japanese company.
(BBC) The widow of Eric Garner and hundreds of
protesters rallied to call on federal prosecutors to indict the
white police officer who put the black New York City man
in a fatal chokehold exactly a year ago, per the New York
Post. POWER PLAYERS IN THE NEWS: George H.W.
Bush, 91, was discharged from a Maine hospital yesterday
after falling at home and fracturing a bone in his neck last
week. Scott Walker said he does not know whether being
gay is a choice: “I don’t have an opinion on every single
issue out there … I don’t know the answer to that
question.” (CNN) Rick Perry came out against the Boy
Scouts of America’s decision to allow openly gay
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leaders: “I believe that scouting would be better off if they
didn’t have openly gay scoutmasters.” (NBC‘s “Meet the
Press”) Rand Paul apparently threatened to filibuster the
highway bill in a bid to defund Planned Parenthood. Ron
Paul, breaking with his son, endorsed the Iran deal in a
column posted on his institute’s web site. WAPO
HIGHLIGHTS: — “Angry protesters in Chattanooga:
When’s the government going to do something?” by Greg
Jaffe and Thomas Gibbons-Neff: “The attack in
Chattanooga, and the raw anger it has provoked here,
illustrate the increasingly daunting odds that U.S.
counterterrorism agencies face in an era marked by
surging Islamist propaganda and a proliferation of
disparate, self-radicalized, one-off threats. The FBI and the
Department of Homeland Security have launched
sweeping initiatives aimed at shoring up their ties to
Muslim communities across the country…But in many
ways the bureau is working against itself. Arrests of
suspects accused of planning travel to Syria, sting
operations and expanded surveillance have at times
alienated the Muslim communities that security agencies
depend on for cooperation.” — “California drought makes
quest for water a consuming grind,” by Eli Saslow: “For a
few days now, they had been without running water in the
fifth year of a California drought that had finally come to
them. First it had devastated the orchards where Gamboa
and his wife had once picked grapes. Then it drained the
rivers where they had fished and the shallow wells in rural
migrant communities… ‘Come live your California dream
in this cute ranchette!’ the real estate listing had read, but
now the ranchette was another California house with no
running water. In a county where half of all residents
depend on well water, their well was the 1,352nd to go
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dry.” SOCIAL MEDIA SPEED READ: — ZIGNAL
VISUAL:
TRUMP’S
TIPPING
POINT
CAME
SATURDAY. “It was only a matter of time before Donald
Trump crossed the kind of line he did on Saturday, when
he questioned the heroism of Sen. John McCain, a Vietnam
War POW,” Dan Balz writes in this morning’s paper. “The
question now is whether Candidate Trump is immune
from the laws of political gravity or soon will be isolated
and regarded as an object of scorn or curiosity rather than
of presidential seriousness … Many Republicans said
Sunday that they think his attack on McCain (R-Ariz.)
marks a turning point for Trump the politician.” Here’s a
great graphical representation from our partners at Zignal
Labs of what a difference one day can make in presidential
politics– This is the word cloud of Trump-related mentions
on Friday: An analysis shows that the conversation about
Trump was actually more positive than negative Friday:
But, by the end of the day Saturday, there was a 15-point
swing in sentiment as Twitter turned on Trump: And this
word cloud shows the extent to which the McCain
comments totally overshadowed everything else: NO
APOLOGY: Trump has an op-ed in today’s USA Today
defending himself. “No, not at all,” he replied yesterday
when asked on ABC if he owes McCain an apology.
Speaking to Martha Raddatz, he repeatedly accused
McCain — who still bears the physical scars from the
torture he was subjected to during more than five years in
a North Vietnamese prison camp — of having “done
nothing” for veterans. More analysis from Balz on why the
Trump comment is so significant: “Trump’s candidacy for
the GOP nomination is a knot of contradictions. He
disparages the Affordable Care Act but has called for a
universal national health-care program. He calls himself
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pro-life after earlier saying he was pro-choice. He wants to
expand Social Security benefits. He has repeatedly mocked
his opponents in the most personal ways. Could someone
like that unite the Republican Party or the country? Such
questions have been avoided, along with those of
temperament and judgment. What happened Saturday
could give license to his rivals and his critics to subject his
candidacy — what he says and how he says it, where he
stands vs. where he once stood — to the kind of scrutiny
he has largely escaped.” McCain will make his first
comments about the insult on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.” –
WHAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT: Picture of the
day: John Kasich does a walk-through at The Ohio State
University, where he will kick-off his presidential
campaign tomorrow: Bernie Sanders posted this knowing
shot from backstage at the Iowa Democratic Party’s Hall of
Fame Dinner: (berniesanders) Tweets of the day: House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) celebrated a
special holiday: Today is #NationalIceCreamDay… or as I
call it–Sunday. Has to be dark chocolate! — Nancy Pelosi
(@NancyPelosi) July 19, 2015 Rep. Debbie Wasserman
Schultz (D-Fla.) commemorated the anniversary of the
Seneca Falls Convention: Thinking of all the trailblazing
women who gathered at #SenecaFalls 167 years ago today.
Thanks for fighting for our right to vote. — D Wasserman
Schultz (@DWStweets) July 19, 2015 Sens. Jeff Flake (DAriz.) and Dean Heller (R-Nev.) took a casual ride on
horseback. “This is what senators do if they’re not running
for President,” Flake joked: (@JeffFlake) Instagrams of the
day: Sunday was Star Wars Day at Nationals Park —
pretty epic President’s Race: (nationals) Rep. Steny Hoyer
(D-Md.)
remembered
meeting
Ray
Charles:
(repstenyhoyer) Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.) marked Mandela
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Day: (repjohnlewis) Rep. Elise Stefanik (R-N.Y.) took a
flight on a Boeing EA-18G Growler at Naval Air Station
Fallon in Nevada (Top Gun). “I feel the need … FOR
SPEED,” she wrote. (elisestefanik) GOOD READS FROM
ELSEWHERE: — Los Angeles Times, “Obama pushes to
extend gun background checks to Social Security,” by Alan
Zarembo: “Seeking tighter controls over firearm
purchases, the Obama administration is pushing to ban
Social Security beneficiaries from owning guns if they lack
the mental capacity to manage their own affairs, a move
that could affect millions whose monthly disability
payments are handled by others. The push is intended to
bring the Social Security Administration in line with laws
regulating who gets reported to the National Instant
Criminal Background Check System, or NICS, which is
used to prevent gun sales to felons, drug addicts,
immigrants in the country illegally and others.” — Des
Moines Register, “In Iowa, Walker aims for Broad
Appeal,” by Brianna Pfannenstiel: “Walker told the
Register he’s counting on broad appeal to win over
conservatives from every segment of the party, as well as
independents and ‘discerning Democrats,’ to win Iowa’s
first-in-the-nation caucuses. ‘Part of the reason we play
well in Iowa is we don’t just fit into one field,’ he said.
‘And this is consistent with how I’ve won in Wisconsin. I
do well with everything from the tea party to the so-called
establishment,
from
social
conservatives
to
independents.'” — Los Angeles Times, “Hillary Clinton’s
political director brings key lessons from her own (losing)
campaign,” by Evan Halper: “Last year, Amanda Renteria
returned home to California’s Central Valley to run for
Congress and got crushed. The race in the heavily Latino
district exposed blind spots in Democratic strategy with
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Latino voters, who largely stayed home…Now, as
Clinton’s political director, Renteria is putting the
campaign’s vast resources to work avenging the 2014
midterms, when Democrats were unable to mobilize the
coalition of minority voters that had helped elect President
Obama twice…Clinton’s massive Latino outreach machine
is unprecedented for this stage in a primary. Most Latinos
don’t even know the name of Clinton’s closest challenger
for the Democratic nomination, Vermont Sen. Bernie
Sanders, according a new Univision poll.” — BuzzFeed,
“Can Bill deBlasio turn Uber into the NRA?“, by Ben
Smith: “So will Bill de Blasio pry the Uber app from his
constituents’ cold dead hands? That is the experiment the
New York mayor will start running on Tuesday, when he
imposes a cap on the growth of what is one of the fastestgrowing businesses in the world…He is walking into a
political buzzsaw: Uber has endless cash, real panic about
getting capped in its biggest market, and every incentive to
make an example of the high-profile New York mayor. The
campaign is being run by David Plouffe, who once pulled
off the rather impressive feat of persuading Democrats to
hate the Clintons, and who immediately made it
personal…’Mayor de Blasio’s plan to stop Uber will cost
10,000 jobs, hurt underserved areas and make wait times
for Uber cars skyrocket,’ Plouffe told BuzzFeed in an
emailed statement. ‘With this view, New York City riders
can see for themselves how much time this political
payback to big taxi owners will cost them.’ — Wall Street
Journal, “Dodd Frank Creators on Wall Street Reform, Five
Years Later,” by Victoria McGrane and Andrew
Ackerman: “WSJ: Do you feel confident that you can
declare ‘too big to fail’ dead? [Ex-Sen. Christopher] Dodd: I
think so. … For the first time, insisting at least four times a
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year that these regulators sit down together to look over
the horizon and what’s occurring, it’s made a difference
already….WSJ: How much success do you think the
financial industry has gotten in watering down the
congressional intent of Dodd-Frank? Dodd: Not much. I
know people complain about [Democratic Massachusetts
Sen.] Elizabeth Warren [who has criticized regulators for
not implementing Dodd-Frank more forcefully]. Elizabeth
cares about this stuff and she’s not antibanking. I know
sometimes the rhetoric can be rather excessive. That’s not
new to politics. But overall she’s watching carefully what’s
going on and I’m grateful to her for that.” BUZZING AT
THE CAPITOL: — The Associated Press, “Christmas in the
Capitol? Congress’ to-do list grows,” by Andrew Taylor:
“Congress’ midsummer to-do list may take until
Christmas to clear. At the top are maintaining the flow of
highway funding, easing automatic budget cuts to the
Pentagon and domestic agencies, renewing tax breaks and
raising the debt limit. A misstep at any of several points
could trigger a partial government shutdown … An
eventual repeat of a government shutdown is a real
possibility, though a short-term government-wide funding
measure is likely in September and would buy time for
negotiations.” — Reuters, “Congress to examine FBI
handling of Tennessee shooter,” by Andrea Shalal:
“Lawmakers will examine possible shortcomings in law
enforcement or intelligence in the case of a Tennessee
shooting that killed five servicemen, a top Republican said
on Sunday, adding that the case may be linked to Islamic
State. Rep. Mike McCaul, who heads the U.S. House of
Representatives homeland security committee, told ABC’s
‘This Week’ program the case highlighted growing
concern about Internet-based directives from Islamic State
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leaders in Syria.” — The Hill, “Dems worry Iran deal may
wilt in dog days of August,” by Alexander Bolton:
“Democratic lawmakers are holding back their support for
President Obama’s controversial nuclear deal with Iran,
knowing the political dynamic surrounding it could
change dramatically in the coming months. Political
firestorms tend to erupt during the long, hot days of
August, when lawmakers meet face-to-face with
constituents in town-hall meetings that can quickly grow
contentious. Pro-Israel and other political advocacy groups
know this and plan to spend tens of millions of dollars
over the next two months to build a firestorm of
opposition to the deal.” — Politico, “Democratic selffunder preps U.S. House run in Florida,” by Marc Caputo:
“Self-made multimillionaire Randy Perkins is becoming a
Washington Democratic favorite to replace Rep. Patrick
Murphy after the businessman met last week with party
congressional-campaign honchos and said he’d spend as
much as $5 million of his own money on the race …
Perkins, owner and founder of AshBritt Inc., a debrisremoval service, isn’t yet ready to announce his candidacy.
But all signs point toward a bid for the 18th Congressional
District, the South Florida swing seat Murphy’s leaving to
run” for Marco Rubio’s open seat. HOT ON THE LEFT
New bill would allow companies to fire unwed mothers.
From the Huffington Post: “In the wake of the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in favor of same-sex marriage,
Republicans are pushing legislation that aims to protect
Americans who oppose these unions on religious grounds.
But critics say the language is so broad, the bill creates a
license to discriminate that would let employers fire
women for getting pregnant outside of wedlock … This
scenario isn’t merely hypothetical. There are a number of
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recent cases where religious schools have fired unwed
teachers for becoming pregnant.” HOT ON THE RIGHT In
an IS training camp, children told: Behead the doll. From
The Associated Press: “The children had all been shown
videos of beheadings and told by their trainers with the
Islamic State group that they would perform one someday.
First, they had to practice technique. The more than 120
boys were each given a doll and a sword and told, cut off
its head … It is part of a concerted effort by the extremists
to build a new generation of militants, according to AP
interviews with residents who fled or still live under IS in
Syria and Iraq.” DAYBOOK: –What’s happening today on
the campaign trail: Jeb Bush will deliver a policy speech at
Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida, about
taking on federal power (“Mount Washington”). Chris
Christie will hold town hall meetings in Mt. Pleasant and
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. Marco Rubio will
campaign in Merrimack and Londonderry, New
Hampshire. Bobby Jindal will hold events in Grand
Mound and Davenport, Iowa. –On the Hill: The House
will meet in pro forma session at 2 p.m. The Senate will not
convene again for votes until Tuesday, but a lot of
members will be back in their offices. –At the White
House: President Obama will hold a bilateral meeting with
Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari and deliver
remarks at a reception marking the 25th anniversary of the
Americans with Disabilities Act. Press Secretary Josh
Earnest will brief the media at 12:30 p.m. QUOTE OF THE
DAY: “Eat your heart out, Zuckerberg” — Jeb Bush tries
on a hoodie sweatshirt he received as a gift while visiting
San Francisco NEWS YOU CAN USE IF YOU LIVE IN
D.C.: — “Like Sunday, today is miserably hot and humid
and Tuesday is only modestly better,” the Capital Weather
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Gang forecasts. “It’s downright muggy from the moment
you step out the door (today), especially around the city
(near and above 80 degrees even early in the morning).
Under variably cloudy skies, temperatures heat up to near
90 by noon, and low-to-mid 90s for mid-late afternoon
highs. Factoring in the humidity (dew points in the 70-75
range, slightly lower than Sunday but still very
uncomfortable), it feels like 100 or so.” — The Nationals
lost 5-0 to the Dodgers yesterday, losing the series 2-1.
VIDEO OF THE DAY: Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee (D-Texas)
kicked off the weekend with a wacky throwback to “Soul
Train”: (Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee) In the weekend’s scariest
viral video clip, pro surfer Mick Fanning is shown fighting
off an attacking shark during a competition in South
Africa. Fanning escaped unharmed, and the competition
was cancelled shortly after: (Reuters) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Twitter
<http://link.washingtonpost.com/5483d5bc3b35d0d76d8c5
49c2ujs5.74dd/VW9OUMPoLgim3KRIA06fe> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - You received this e-mail because
you are registered on washingtonpost.com with
john.podesta@gmail.com. We respect your privacy
<http://link.washingtonpost.com/5483d5bc3b35d0d76d8c5
49c2ujs5.74dd/VAdresPomws_ZkyqC69ec>. If you believe
that this e-mail has been sent to you in error, or you no
longer wish to receive this newsletter, click here:
<http://link.washingtonpost.com/oc/5483d5bc3b35d0d76d8
c549c2ujs5.74dd/aa3cdf6e&list_name=daily202>. Contact
us<http://link.washingtonpost.com/5483d5bc3b35d0d76d8
c549c2ujs5.74dd/VAdresPomws_ZkypCa777> for help. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Copyright 2015 The
Washington Post 1150 15th St NW Washington, DC
20071Well, thank you very much. This is certainly being
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home for me. I spent a lot of time right here. I was in
Queens, so I’d come here, and this was like the luxury
location for me. And I love it. I love the people here. Even
coming in from the airport, I sat with Nikki Haley, who’s
here someplace. Where’s our Nikki? Ambassador Nikki
Haley, who is so incredible. (Applause.) And she’s seen
crowds in her life, and she said, boy, those are really big
crowds. Crowds of people all lining the streets, all the way
over to here. And it’s really a special place. And so when I
heard about this, I said, I want to do that one. Religion has
actually convinced people that there's an invisible man
living in the sky who watches everything you do, every
minute of every day. And the invisible man has a special
list of ten things he does not want you to do. And if you do
any of these ten things, he has a special place, full of fire
and smoke and burning and torture and anguish, where he
will send you to live and suffer and burn and choke and
scream and cry forever and ever 'til the end of time! But He
loves you. He loves you, and He needs money! He always
needs money! He's all-powerful, all-perfect, all-knowing,
and all-wise, somehow just can't handle money! I generally
avoid temptation unless I can't resist it. The memo we sent
to NYT follows. Sent from my iPhone Begin forwarded
message: *From:* Brian Fallon <brianefallon@gmail.com>
*Date:* April 23, 2015 at 12:50:45 AM EDT *To:*
jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com, bfallon@hillaryclinton.com
*Subject:* *Fwd: Formal response from me* ---------Forwarded message ---------- From: Brian Fallon
<brianefallon@gmail.com> Date: Wed, Apr 22, 2015 at 9:15
PM Subject: Formal response from me To: Jo Becker
<jbecker@nytimes.com>,
"McIntire,
Mike"
<mcintire@nytimes.com> Below is the campaign's official
response to your inquiry. *MEMORANDUM* TO: Jo
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Becker and Mike McIntyre, New York Times FROM: Brian
Fallon, Hillary for America DATE: April 22, 2015 RE:
Response to story based on “Clinton Cash” The below
memorandum presents our response to the questions you
have posed in the course of your reporting on Peter
Schweizer’s book, *Clinton Cash*. At the outset, it is
important to note that no one – neither Mr. Schweizer, nor
the *Times*, nor anyone else -- has ever produced a shred
of evidence supporting the theory that Hillary Clinton ever
took action as Secretary of State to support the interests of
donors to the Clinton Foundation. Therefore, we are
extremely disappointed that the *New York Times*
intends to rely on research culled from a biased author like
Mr. Schweizer. During our conversations with the *Times*,
it has been unclear to what extent, if at all, the *Times*’
reporting goes beyond the allegations made in *Clinton
Cash*. This is troubling because, as has been well
documented already, the book’s author is a known
Republican operative whose organization has links to the
Koch brothers and a major donor to Ted Cruz. Moreover,
the book’s rollout has been coordinated with another
Republican presidential candidate, Rand Paul. It is
worrisome that the Times would repeat the claims from
such a questionable source. As we understand it, the crux
of your story revolves around the allegations contained in
the book’s third chapter, entitled “Hillary’s Reset.” This
chapter attempts to trace a connection between Frank
Giustra, a known philanthropist who has long partnered
with the Clinton Foundation, and the U.S. government’s
review of the proposed sale of a majority stake in Uranium
One to a Russian-based company in 2010. To suggest the
State Department, under then-Secretary Clinton, exerted
undue influence in the U.S. government’s review of the
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sale of Uranium One is utterly baseless. It mischaracterizes
the nature of the State Department’s participation in such
reviews, and also ignores the range of other regulatory
agencies that ultimately supported this sale. It is
impossible to view this allegation as anything other than
just another in the many partisan conspiracy theories
advanced in the *Clinton Cash* book. To begin with, the
fact of Mr. Giustra’s contributions to the Clinton
Foundation is not new. In fact, the only reason his
contributions are known to the book’s author is because
the Foundation goes above and beyond what the law
requires of nonprofit foundations in terms of disclosing its
donors. With respect to the State Department, it is but one
of nine agencies involved in the CFIUS process. While the
details of CFIUS deliberations are classified, it is widely
known that it is the Treasury Department that serves as the
lead agency in the body’s reviews, and that the State
Department very seldom serves in the role of “co-lead.”
Moreover, decisions by CFIUS are made on the basis of
consensus. This means that to the extent anyone were to
claim that the Uranium One sale might have raised
national security questions, agencies such as the
Department of Homeland Security and Defense
Department would have been party to the approval and
could have elevated any concerns to the President if they
had them. In light of these facts, it is completely
misleading to suggest that the State Department was in a
position to steer the approval of this deal. Apart from the
fact that the State Department was one of just nine
agencies involved in CFIUS, it is also true that within the
State Department, the CFIUS approval process historically
does not trigger the personal involvement of the Secretary
of State. The State Department’s principal representative to
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CFIUS was the Assistant Secretary of State for Economic,
Energy and Business Affairs. During the time period in
question, that position was held by Jose Fernandez. As you
are aware, Mr. Fernandez has personally attested that
“Secretary Clinton never intervened with me on any
CFIUS matter.” In addition, the deal in question was
approved by a range of regulatory bodies beyond CFIUS.
This includes the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
Utah Department of Radiation. On account of the target
company being Canadian, that country’s regulators would
also have had to approve the deal. They indeed did so. The
widespread nature of the approval of this transaction
stemmed in part from the concessions that Russia made in
the course of the review process. Indeed, one of the
conditions imposed by the U.S. regulators is that U.S.
uranium assets could not be exported and had to be sold in
the United States. Senator John Barrasso (R-WY) verified
this arrangement and said it satisfied him. In our
conversations, you have raised a possible contradiction in
the fact that while CFIUS approved this particular
transaction, it blocked a separate deal involving U.S.
uranium assets sought by the Chinese government. This
comparison is inaccurate. According to many press
reports, the FirstGold investment was blocked because it
was proximate to the Fallon Air Force Base, not because it
involved uranium. The bottom line is that the State
Department was but one in a multitude of agencies that
participated in the review of this widely supported
transaction, and there is no evidence that the Department
deviated in any way from its normal process involving
CFIUS reviews. In fact, as noted above, the Department’s
principal representative to CFIUS at the time has
confirmed that the Secretary never intervened with him in
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any CFIUS matter during his tenure there. Any allegations
to
the
contrary
are
wholly
unsubstantiated.
From:JFernandez@gibsondunn.comTo:john.podesta@gmail
.comCC: esepp@equitablegrowth.org Date: 2015-04-17
21:12 Subject: Helping with the Campaign John, It was
good to talk to you this afternoon, and I appreciate your
taking the time to call. As I mentioned, I would like to do
all I can to support Secretary Clinton, and would welcome
your advice and help in steering me to the right persons in
the campaign. Below is a summary of the issues I have
been working on since I left State nearly 18 months ago,
and suggestions for a couple of areas where I could
perhaps be of use. ISSUES Since coming back from
Washington, I have focused my public policy work on the
following three issues: (a) Foreign Policy: My professional
career has mostly involved the emerging markets, and
while in DC most of my work had to do with Latin
America, MENA and Africa. Since coming back I have
written and spoken at many conferences involving foreign
policy, with an emphasis on the intersection of business
and development. For example, I published an article in
Foreign Affairs on the global infrastructure boom and why
it is important for strategic reasons that US companies
become more active in helping countries build roads,
energy plants, water systems, etc. The article was well
received and think tanks such as CSIS had me speak on the
subject. Foreign Affairs recently published another of my
articles, this time on the Cuba opening. Americas
Quarterly, the publication of the Council of the Americas,
ran a long piece that suggested an approach to Latin
America based on economic development, poverty
reduction and social inclusion. I was also invited by the
State Department to speak on Middle East issues, and was
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the keynote speaker on the Arab Spring at the NUSACC
annual forum. In the next couple of weeks I will be the
keynote speaker at a US-Spain business forum in Madrid,
and at the inauguration of the UC San Diego School of
Public Policy and Strategy, and in both cases will speak on
business and foreign policy topics. I am also on the board
of directors of Iberdrola SA, a Spanish utility which is the
largest electricity provider in the Northeastern United
States, and the largest renewable energy company in the
world (2nd largest in the US), so I can talk energy security.
(b) Immigration. I have worked and spoken on this issue
since before the Obama Administration and have
continued to do since coming back from DC, both at
conferences and in the media. The point I try to make is
that all sides recognize that any solution must include a
combination of border security and a path to
regularization, but that the political noise is keeping us
from reaching a common-sense compromise. Demonizing
immigrants cuts against our values. I have also pointed out
that there is plenty of research from both the left and the
right showing the economic benefits of immigration
reform. As an immigrant myself, this issue is personal to
me. (c) Latino Voting. During the 2014 elections I was a
regular guest on Spanish-language TV and radio on the
subject of voting restrictions imposed by some states, and
also -importantly-on the need for Latinos to vote. Using
some of the materials prepared by CAP, I pointed out that
while the achievements of this Administration in the areas
of health care, immigration relief and job growth have
benefited Latinos more than any other demographic, by
voting less than just about any other group Hispanics
abandon those who have fought for our rights and leave
the door open for opponents who would roll back these
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gains. Sometimes I have summarized my point by
concluding with the slogan "Vota o Calla" ("Vote or Shut
Up"), which (somewhat to my surprise) often works.
MEDIA Almost every week, I am interviewed on the
above subjects on radio and TV, mostly in Spanishlanguage media. (a) Radio: In Miami I appear every two
weeks on the most conservative and "Cuban" of the radio
stations ("La Cubanisima", owned by Univision) to speak
about Latin America, most recently on the Cuba sanctions
liberalization. I am told I am the only Democrat regularly
featured. I have also made many appearances on another
Miami station, Radio Actualidad, which is geared to nonCuban Latinos. I have also gone on many other radio
stations around the U.S., both English (including NPR) and
Spanish-speaking, to talk about economics and
international trade topics. (b) Television: I am a regular
guest on issues of immigration, voting rights and foreign
policy on NTN24, a Colombian-owned TV station that
targets both US Latinos and Latin America. Jorge Ramos
has invited me to both his Sunday talk show Al Punto and
in the new station Fusion, to speak about Latino voting as
well as foreign policy. I have also spoken on these topics
on Telemundo, Bloomberg and CNN. And starting next
month, I will become a weekly commentator for TV
Azteca, which is a network geared to Mexican-American
communities in California and the Southwest. I have clips
for most of these appearances and can forward them to the
person you suggest. SUPPORTING THE CAMPAIGN If
the campaign feels that I can be useful, I would offer to
contribute by: (a) Formulating policy and position papers:
In 2008 I helped to prepare position papers and daily
responses to potential press questions for candidate
Obama. This time I would again be willing to write on
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issues of foreign policy (with an emphasis on Latin
America and MENA), economics, energy and business. (b)
Outreach to the business community: My professional
career has been as a business lawyer. At the State
Department one of my tasks was to advocate for US
companies abroad and to encourage foreign investment in
the US. I think I could be a credible interlocutor to help
with Secretary Clinton's outreach to business. (c) Surrogate
Work with Latinos: My experience with the Hispanic
community and appearances on Spanish and Englishlanguage media geared to Hispanics, outlined above,
could help communicate the message to Latino voters and
provide feedback to the campaign. (d) Help with campaign
in Florida, Southwestern US, and New Hampshire: I am
familiar with the Hispanic communities that will be critical
in South Florida, California and the Southwest. I also know
New Hampshire well: I went to Dartmouth, served on its
Board of Trustees for 8 years (then-governor Shaheen was
ex officio), and helped a bit with the recent campaigns for
Sen. Shaheen and Congresswoman (and classmate) Annie
Kuster. Of course, I am also prepared to help with
fundraising by tapping my network, and participating in
the outreach to business, lawyers, Hispanics, and other
potential contributors. John, thanks again for taking the
time to speak during what must be a very hectic period.
Please count on me for full support within the confines of
my day job. I look forward to your suggestions on what I
can do to help. In addition to the office number below,
please feel free to call my cell number (917-648-4951) at any
time. All the best, Jose Jose W. Fernandez GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 200 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10166-0193 Tel +1 212.351.2376 * Fax +1
212.351.6276
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JFernandez@gibsondunn.com<mailto:JFernandez@gibsond
unn.com>www.gibsondunn.com<http://www.gibsondunn.
com/> ________________________________ This message
may contain confidential and privileged information. If it
has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the
sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message. ________________________________ Given JK
Rowling is anti-Corbyn, and supports Israeli apartheid, I
don't think you should call her left. Perhaps 'Blairite'?
@jk_rowling always talks shi*e the crap she comes out
with about Corbyn is moronic she should stick to writing
about wizards @jk_rowling should be one hundred
percent behind Corbyn and not in favour of tax policy that
rewards her now she's a millionaire Peddock Advisors Lc
owns 4,147 shares for 0.13% of their portfolio. 5.42M are
held by Us National Bank De. Longview Prtnrs (Guernsey)
Ltd invested in 4.56% or 12.52M shares. Stock Yards State
Bank And Communications, Kentucky-based fund
reported 53,960 shares. Cutler Mngmt Ltd Limited
Liability Company invested in 10,100 shares. Moreover,
Ridgeworth Cap Ltd Liability Company has 1% invested
in Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) for 2.14M shares.
Meritage Portfolio invested in 5,307 shares or 0.03% of the
stock. Heartland Advsrs reported 0.68% of its portfolio in
Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC). Daiwa Grp holds 0.17% or
493,079 shares in its portfolio. 62,558 are held by Argyle.
Atria Invests Limited Liability Company owns 48,471
shares for 0.2% of their portfolio. Ycg Ltd holds 448,429
shares or 7.39% of its portfolio. Pinebridge Investments L P
has invested 2.35% in Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC).
Gradient Ltd has invested 0.01% of its portfolio in Wells
Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC). 884,136 are held by Nomura
Holdings. Since March 3, 2017, it had 1 insider buy, and 7
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sales for $397.31 million activity. The insider BERKSHIRE
HATHAWAY INC sold 7.13M shares worth $383.92M.
$499,108 worth of Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) was
bought by SARGENT RONALD. Loughlin Michael J also
sold $1.04M worth of Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC)
shares. CARROLL DAVID M also sold $1.47M worth of
Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) shares. Shares for $1.34
million were sold by Pelos Petros G. Hardison Hope A.
had sold 20,000 shares worth $1.04 million. $2.05 million
worth of Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) Among 31
analysts covering Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE:WFC),
13 have Buy rating, 5 Sell and 13 Hold. Therefore 42% are
positive. Wells Fargo & Company has $67 highest and $44
lowest target. $56.12’s average target is 3.71% above
currents $54.11 stock price. Wells Fargo & Company had
80 analyst reports since July 29, 2015 according to
SRatingsIntel. The firm earned “Buy” rating on Thursday,
August 13 by S&P Research. The stock has “Sell” rating by
BMO Capital Markets on Wednesday, May 31. The rating
was downgraded by Vetr on Friday, August 28 to “StrongBuy”. On Friday, July 7 the stock rating was maintained by
Jefferies with “Hold”. As per Monday, April 25, the
company rating was maintained by Nomura. Piper Jaffray
initiated Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) on Tuesday,
November 24 with “Neutral” rating. As per Wednesday,
April 5, the company rating was upgraded by Keefe
Bruyette & Woods. The company was downgraded on
Friday, April 15 by Piper Jaffray. Macquarie Research
maintained the stock with “Underperform” rating in
Friday, September 25 report. The firm earned “Sell” rating
on Friday, July 21 by Berenberg. About 10.88M shares
traded. Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) has risen 9.67%
since July 31, 2016 and is uptrending. It has
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underperformed by 7.03% the S&P500. Wall Street
await Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC) to release earnings
on October, 13. Analysts forecast EPS of $1.06, up exactly
$0.03 or 2.91 % from 2014’s $1.03 EPS. The expected WFC’s
profit could reach $5.30 billion giving the stock 12.77 P/E in
the case that $1.06 earnings per share is reported. After
posting $1.07 EPS for the previous quarter, Wells Fargo &
Co’s analysts now forecast -0.93 % negative EPS
growth.Wells Fargo & Company is a bank holding
company. The company has market cap of $270.40 billion.
The Firm is a diversified financial services company. It has
a 13.33 P/E ratio. It has three operating divisions:
Community Banking, Wholesale Banking, and Wealth and
Investment Management. More notable recent Wells Fargo
& Co (NYSE:WFC) news were published by: Reuters.com
which released: “Wells Fargo trims auto loans as market
cools, risk overhaul kicks in” on July 12, 2017, also
Reuters.com with their article: “Lawsuit says Wells Fargo
auto insurance charges were a fraud” published on July 31,
2017, Usatoday.com published: “Wells Fargo to pay $142M
in fake-account settlement” on July 10, 2017. More
interesting news about Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE:WFC)
were released by: Seekingalpha.com and their article:
“Wells Fargo Second Quarter Results: Buy More”
published on July 20, 2017 as well as Marketwatch.com‘s
news article titled: “Wells Fargo stock slips after profit beat
but revenue miss” with publication date: July 14, 2017.
Tesla CEO Elon Musk took a jab at Volvo while talking
about safety features on the Tesla Model 3, his company's
new entry-level electric car. During a handover event at
Tesla's factory in Fremont, California, Friday night, Musk
showed a video that he said displayed side-by-side clips of
a Model 3 and a 2016 Volvo S60 undergoing the same
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crash test. The test is a type of side-impact crash
simulation that mimics a car colliding sideways into a pole
at 20mph which, in this test, would typically cause major
damage to the driver-side door and a portion of the roof.
Jurors in the Martin Shkreli fraud trial ended their first day
of deliberations Monday without reaching a verdict —
letting the defendant continue his comedy routine on
Facebook with a jab at Anthony Scaramucci. The sevenwoman, five-man jury started discussing the case among
themselves at about 9:40 a.m. Monday. They then spent the
entire day behind closed doors in Brooklyn, New York,
federal court before sending out their first note, at 5:05
p.m. The National Labor Relations Board has filed an
unfair labor practice complaint against Nissan ahead of a
closely watched vote to organize a union that's scheduled
at its Canton, Mississippi, assembly plant, later this week.
The union says management's efforts to defeat the UAW
are some of the "nastiest anti-union campaigns in the
modern history of the American labor movement."
Management says those charges are baseless. It had all the
makings of a modern-day airport nightmare: a 13-hour
delay, more than 100 cranky and exhausted passengers,
and babies running out of formula and diapers. And that
was before an airport employee punched an infantcarrying customer in the face. What is realised in my
history is not the past definite of what was, since it is no
more, or even the present perfect of what has been in what
I am, but the future anterior of what I shall have been for
what I am in the process of becoming. Desire, a function
central to all human experience, is the desire for nothing
nameable. And at the same time this desire lies at the
origin of every variety of animation. If being were only
what it is, there wouldn’t even be room to talk about it.
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Being comes into existence as an exact function of this lack.
The evaluation of architecture is a typical riddle. We
emphasize that we allow replication to cache omniscient
information without the evaluation of the transistor. Along
these same lines, after years of typical research into the
partition table, we confirm the emulation of wide-area
networks, which embodies the unproven principles of
networking. Contrarily, XML alone can fulfill the need for
checksums.From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:Susan.Tierne
y@analysisgroup.com Date: 2015-05-19 01:04 Subject: Re:
howdy Thursday is better for me. On Monday, May 18,
2015, Tierney, Susan <Susan.Tierney@analysisgroup.com>
wrote: > Hope you’re not fried. > > I could talk either: > > Wed except 11-12 eastern > > - Thursday any r metime. > >
Looking forward to catching up. > > Best – > > Sue > > > >
*From:* John Podesta [mailto:john.podesta@gmail.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','john.podesta@gmail.com');>
] > *Sent:* Monday, May 18, 2015 8:09 PM > *To:* Tierney,
Susan > *Subject:* Re: howdy > > > > Sorry Sue, > > I've
been on the road for the last 3 weeks. Want to try to talk
Wednesday > or Thursday? > > On Monday, May 18, 2015,
Tierney, Susan <Susan.Tierney@analysisgroup.com >
<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','Susan.Tierney@analysisgro
up.com');>> wrote: > > Hi John – Hope you’re doing very
well. > > I am so disappointed that I will not be in NYC for
Columbia U’s Energy > Policy Center’s celebration of your
public service. Maybe I can offer you > an appropriate
toast the next time we find ourselves at the same meeting.
> Congratulations. > > Please let me know whether and, if
so, when you’d like to catch up about > ClimateWorks
matters. > > Best – > > Sue > > > > *From:* Tierney, Susan >
*Sent:* Tuesday, April 21, 2015 5:59 PM > *To:* 'John
Podesta' > *Subject:* RE: howdy > > > > Hello again! > > I’d
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love to catch up whenever it’s convenient for you either
this week or > next. I have enthusiastic reactions to report,
and want to share them with > you. > > If you want to pass
this along to someone who manages your calendar, >
please do. > > Best – > > Sue > > > > *From:* John Podesta
[mailto:john.podesta@gmail.com] > *Sent:* Monday, April
20, 2015 2:31 PM > *To:* Tierney, Susan > *Subject:* Re:
howdy > > > > Didn't get the vm. Interested in exploring.
Let me know what the Board > says. > > On Apr 20, 2015
12:58
PM,"Tierney,Susan"<
>
Susan.Tierney@analysisgroup.com> wrote: > > Hi John – >
> > I’m sure you’ve been swamped the past few weeks in
the lead-up to Ms. > Clinton’s campaign. (I know she said
to call her Hillary, but it seems a > little informal!) Hope
that things are going well there. > > > > I left a voice mail a
few weeks ago, after the ClimateWorks board, and I’m >
wondering whether I had the right number. I wanted to
relay to you the > fact that after our discussion last month,
we (the ClimateWorks board) > decided to take seriously
your suggestion that we think hard about how the > array
of issues associated with different forms of affiliation with
the > Honorable Mr. Podesta. Since then, we have asked
our legal counsel about > issues, and we’ve explored some
of the optics in the US and abroad. > Nothing has arisen
that would cause us to not want you as part of the > team.
In fact, there’s huge enthusiasm for that. We’re discussing
it > again on our board call tomorrow, and I will circle
back to you after that. > > > > Happy Spring. > > > > Sue > >
> > > *Sue Tierney | Senior Advisor Analysis Group, Inc. |
Economic, Financial, > and Strategy Consulting* > > 111
Huntington Avenue, Tenth Floor, Boston, MA 02199 > >
617-425-8114 (direct) | 617-425-8000 (main) | 617-901-6921
(mobile) > www.analysisgroup.com > > > > Please note a
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new email address: susan.tierney@analysisgroup.com > > >
------------------------------ > > This e-mail message and any
attachments are confidential and may be > privileged.
Unless you are the intended recipient (or authorized to
receive > this message for the intended recipient), you may
not use, copy, > disseminate or disclose to anyone the
message or any information contained > in the
attachments. If you are not the intended recipient, please
notify > the sender immediately by replying to this
message, and then destroy any > copy of the message as
well
as
any
attachments.Thankyou.
>
From:mfisher@hillaryclinton.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-02-11 23:23 Subject:
Airport tomorrow am I spoke with Advance, and they're
pretty low capacity tomorrow. Would you be OK taking a
taxi to the airport? I called the hotel and they said they can
have a taxi waiting for you at 5:30 am to take you to the
airport. It's about 20 minutes away. -- Milia Fisher Special
Assistant
to
the
Chair
Hillary
for
America
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com c: 858.395.1741 So, the world
gets stupider, more propaganda ridden and more
dangerous. The sanctions won’t “work” (and appear to be
about forcing Europeans to buy American oil instead of
Russian); not in the sense of making Russia do what
America wants or not do anything they can to undo
damage done to their country. If you don’t want someone
to treat you as a threat, perhaps don’t act as a threat.
(Insert long essay here about how, actually, the US is far
more threat to Russia than Russia is to the US.) This is all
pathetic, and everyone involved in it should be ashamed,
but is instead proud. Pathetic. As of this July, the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement against Israeli
racism and apartheid is 12 years old. This means that over
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the last dozen years, a worldwide grassroots movement
has grown up – a movement of civil society – that has
organized active opposition to Zionist racism and Israeli
oppression. While the vast majority of governments have
either ignored or assisted Israel’s violations of
international law and the basic principles of human rights,
millions of “civilians” have refused to follow their leaders
on this issue. The Great Dying wiped out at least 90% of
the species on Earth due to an abrupt rise in globalaverage temperature about 252 million years ago. The vast
majority of complex life became extinct. Based on
information from the most conservative sources available,
Earth is headed for a similar or higher global-average
temperature in the very near future. The recent and nearfuture rises in temperature are occurring and will occur at
least an order of magnitude faster than the worst of all
prior Mass Extinctions. Habitat for human animals is
disappearing throughout the world, and abrupt climate
change has barely begun. In the near future, habitat
for Homo sapiens will be gone. Shortly thereafter, all
humans will die. There is no precedence in planetary
history for events unfolding today. As a result, relying on
prior events to predict the near future is unwise. In some
cases, scientists are aggressively muzzled by their
governments. Britain’s Royal Society began actively
ignoring observational science about Arctic methane in
2014. Canada no longer allows some climate-change
information into the public realm (and see this report from
20 August 2015. Even museums are not safe from
misinformation about climate science to appease fossil-fuel
philanthropists, as reported in the 17 June 2014 issue of
AlterNet. I’m not implying conspiracy among scientists.
Science selects for conservatism. Academia selects for
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extreme conservatism. These folks are loathe to risk
drawing undue attention to themselves by pointing out
there might be a threat to civilization. Never mind the
near-term threat to our entire species (most couldn’t care
less about other species). If the truth is dire, they can find
another, not-so-dire version. The concept is supported by
an article in the February 2013 issue of Global
Environmental Change pointing out that climate-change
scientists routinely underestimate impacts “by erring on
the side of least drama” (also see overviews of this
phenomenon from 21 May 2014 and from 15 July 2014, the
latter from the U.S. National Research Council as reported
by Truth-out). Even the climatic response to greenhouse
gases has been too conservative, as reported in the 14
December 2015 online issue of Nature Climate Change.
And even the often-conservative Robert Scribbler points
out in his 18 July 2014 essay: “NASA’s CARVE study has
been silent for a year, the University of Maryland has
stopped putting out publicly available AIRS methane data
measures, the NOAA ESRL methane flask measures,
possibly due to lack of funding, haven’t updated since
mid-May, and even Gavin Schmidt over at NASA GISS
appears to have become somewhat mum on a subject that,
of late, has generated so much uncomfortable
controversy.” (Apocalypse 4 Real blog responded to
Scribbler on 24 July 2014, and the response is linked
here.) Schmidt increased his efforts to discredit the work of
other scientists in early October 2014 with unfounded,
unprofessional behavior. His insanity was made apparent
in an interview for the August 2015 issue of Esquire with a
single sentence: “There’s no actual evidence that anything
dramatically different is going on in the Arctic, other than
the fact that it’s melting pretty much everywhere.” Ever
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late to the party, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) admits global warming is irreversible
without geoengineering in a report released 27 September
2013. The IPCC is among the most conservative scientific
bodies on the planet, and their reports are “significantly
‘diluted’ under political pressure.” On 22 April 2014,
Truth-out
correctly
headlines their
assessment,
“Intergovernmental Climate Report Leaves Hopes
Hanging on Fantasy Technology.” Time follows up two
days later with a desperate headline, “NASA Chief:
Humanity’s Future Depends On Mission To Mars” (first
up: greenhouses on Mars). As pointed out in the 5
December 2013 issue of Earth System Dynamics, known
strategies
for
geoengineering
are
unlikely
to
succeed (“climate geo-engineering cannot simply be used
to undo global warming“). “Attempts to reverse the
impacts of global warming by injecting reflective particles
into the stratosphere could make matters worse,”
according to research published in the 8 January 2014 issue
of Environmental
Research
Letters.
In
addition,
as described in the December 2013 issue of Journal of
Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, geoengineering may
succeed in cooling the Earth, it would also disrupt
precipitation patterns around the world. In the Arctic,
“any sea ice or snow retention as a result of
geoengineering is lost within a decade,” according to
a paper in the 15 February 2014 issue of Journal of
Geophysical Research: Atmospheres. Furthermore, “risk of
abrupt and dangerous warming is inherent to the largescale implementation of SRM” (solar radiation
management), as pointed out in the 17 February 2014 issue
of Environmental Research Letters. About a week later
comes this line from research published in the 25 February
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2014 issue of Nature Communication: “schemes to
minimize the havoc caused by global warming by
purposefully manipulating Earth’s climate are likely to
either be relatively useless or actually make things worse.”
Finally, in a blow to technocrats published online in the 25
June 2014 issue of Nature Climate Change, a large and
distinguished group of international researchers concludes
geo-engineering will not stop climate change. The U.S.
National Academy of Sciences piles on with a report
issued 10 February 2015, concluding geoengineering is not
a viable solution for the climate predicament. An analysis
in Europe reached the same conclusion in an assessment
published 16 July 2015. As it turns out, the public isn’t
impressed, either: Research published in the 12 January
2014 issue of Nature Climate Change “reveals that the
overall public evaluation of climate engineering is
negative.” Despite pervasive American ignorance about
science, the public correctly interprets geo-engineering in
the same light as the scientists, and contrary to the technooptimists. Regional warming events during the past 56,000
years were described in the 7 August 2015 edition
of Science and led to the expectedly “unexpected”
outcome: “Unexpectedly, rapid climate changes associated
with interstadial warming events are strongly associated
with the regional replacement/extinction of major genetic
clades or species of megafauna.” In short, “it doesn’t bode
well for the future survival of the world’s megafauna
populations”. In this study, megafauna refers to animals
exceeding 45 kg (about 99 pounds). Similarly, according to
the abstract of a paper in the 17 June 2016 issue of Science
Advances, “The causes of Late Pleistocene megafaunal
extinctions (60,000 to 11,650 years ago, hereafter 60 to 11.65
ka) remain contentious, with major phases coinciding with
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both human arrival and climate change around the world.
The Americas provide a unique opportunity to disentangle
these factors as human colonization took place over a
narrow time frame (~15 to 14.6 ka) but during contrasting
temperature trends across each continent. … We identify a
narrow megafaunal extinction phase 12,280 ± 110 years
ago, some 1 to 3 thousand years after initial human
presence in the area. Although humans arrived
immediately prior to a cold phase, the Antarctic Cold
Reversal stadial, megafaunal extinctions did not occur
until the stadial finished and the subsequent warming
phase commenced some 1 to 3 thousand years later. The
increased resolution provided by the Patagonian material
reveals that the sequence of climate and extinction events
in North and South America were temporally inverted, but
in both cases, megafaunal extinctions did not occur until
human presence and climate warming coincided.” So take
this to the bank: The case of Imran Awan, Debbie
Wasserman Schultz’s mysterious Pakistani IT guy, is not
about bank fraud. Yet bank fraud was the stated charge on
which Awan was arrested at Dulles Airport this week, just
as he was trying to flee the United States for Pakistan, via
Qatar. That is the same route taken by Awan’s wife, Hina
Alvi, in March, when she suddenly fled the country, with
three young daughters she yanked out of school, megaluggage, and $12,400 in cash. By then, the proceeds of the
fraudulent $165,000 loan they’d gotten from the
Congressional Federal Credit Union had been sent ahead.
It was part of a $283,000 transfer that Awan managed to
wire from Capitol Hill. He pulled it off — hilariously, if
infuriatingly — by pretending to be his wife in a phone
call with the credit union. Told that his proffered reason
for the transfer (“funeral arrangements”) wouldn’t fly,
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“Mrs.” Awan promptly repurposed: Now “she” was
“buying property.” Asking no more questions, the credit
union
wired
the
money . . . to
Pakistan.
From:wabrams1@me.comTo:john.podesta@gmail.com
Date: 2015-11-13 13:52 Subject: Likability I've never once
seen a photo of her with her granddaughter, it would be
nice to see her taking her for a walk in the park. Or just
holding her. Or have lunch w old friends, not a campaign
event, just do something that isn't staged and people can
relate to. Go holiday shopping w Chelsea. I think people
need
to
see
the
softer
side
of
Hillary.From:brentbbi@webtv.net
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2015-06-22 19:16 Subject:
Pelosi BTW be very very very careful about HRC saying
how she is all-in with Pelosi. Nancy's game from the
beginning was to be in on the fixed game. She lost control
of her caucus 2/3 or whom were pissed off at the deal she
cut, so she changed tactics. I come out of the House
Democratic leadership under 3 Democratic speakers as
well as working 6 years for Lloyd Bentsen. I know how the
game is played and I know how the fix was in, because I
helped fix games under some of the best such as Tip and
Jim Wright. The Democratic base, labor union workers,
liberals may not understand the nuances and
sophistication about how these fixes are done, but they are
madder than hell because they intuit this, they know they
are getting a rotten deal, and I love Nancy like a mother
and have been one of her most devout supporters.....but
there are reasons Democrats have been lobotomized in the
House and if Hillary goes into the election with negative
ratings and lower trust she may back into the presidency if
the Republicans are bad enough, maybe not, but Dems
don't have a snowballs chance in hell of taking back the
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House....would be lucky with a 25% chance to get back the
Senate......and Hillary winning this way may be like
Krushchev's line about the living may envy dead and HRC
may not be thrilled spending precious years on her hands
and knees moving further right under Speaker Boehner
and Majority Leader McConnell...... It is smart-ass fixes like
we are seeing now on trade that make insiders feel clever
and make Democratic voters distrust Democratic
politicians
and
stay
home.......Sent
from
my
iPad…………………………….
From:ntanden@americanprogress.orgTo:john.podesta@gm
ail.com Date: 2015-01-18 14:14 Subject: Re: Re: I'm not
going to go on indiaspora trip for meeting w Pritzker. I
have a brutal travel schedule and the delegation isn't great
to be candid. So don't worry about that. If there's
something else I'm def interested. Anyway appreciate you
devoting thought energy to this. I know things are crazy.
Sent from my iPhone > On Jan 18, 2015, at 11:05 AM, John
Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> wrote: > > Do you
want to talk to Anita about India. I'll get her to call you if
you are still on the fence. > > JP > --Sent from my iPad-- >
john.podesta@gmail.com
>
For
scheduling:
eryn.sepp@gmail.com > >> On Jan 18, 2015, at 10:58 AM,
Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org> wrote: >>
>> she'd be great! >> >> In terms of raw talent = though she
has a big job >> >> Stacey Abrams who is Georgia House
Minority Leader. She's brilliant. She should be tight with
the campaign regardless. And the liberals love her (they
won't want her to leave her gig though). She should be
someone who goes on tv or something for sure. >> >> >> >>
________________________________________ >> From:
John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> >> Sent: Sunday,
January 18, 2015 10:51 AM >> To: Neera Tanden >> Subject:
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Re: >> >> We haven't given up on Maya. Assume Tony's
job may keep her on the East Coast. >> >> JP >> --Sent from
my iPad-- >> john.podesta@gmail.com >> For scheduling:
eryn.sepp@gmail.com >> >>> On Jan 18, 2015, at 9:22 AM,
Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org> wrote:
>>> >>> I've been feeding to jake >>> Maya Harris before
her sister ran for senate >>> Dawn Smalls >>> Ask Ilia to
handle hill? Not sure where you are on lobbyists. >>> >>>
Jose Villarreal talked to Hillary about being treasurer >>>
He asked me to talk to you about it by the way. >>> >>> >>>
>>> Sent from my iPhone >>> >>>> On Jan 18, 2015, at 8:17
AM, John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>
>>>> Since you failed to convince Danielle, got other top
tier suggestions? >>>> >>>> JP >>>> --Sent from my iPad->>>> john.podesta@gmail.com >>>> For scheduling:
eryn.sepp@gmail.com >>>> >>>>> On Jan 17, 2015, at 7:50
PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org>
wrote: >>>>> >>>>> Yeah I know you know it. But in case
people feel intimidated in making direct comments to
Hillaryland, I thought I'd let you know of grumbling I'm
hearing directly. But maybe that was my mistake. >>>>>
>>>>> Sent from my iPhone >>>>> >>>>>> On Jan 17, 2015,
at 7:40 PM, John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com>
wrote: >>>>>> >>>>>> Really, don't you think I know that?
>>>>>> >>>>>> JP >>>>>> --Sent from my iPad-- >>>>>>
john.podesta@gmail.com
>>>>>>
For
scheduling:
eryn.sepp@gmail.com >>>>>> >>>>>>> On Jan 14, 2015, at
10:06 PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@americanprogress.org>
wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>> I'm not the diversity police but
there is grumbling on the 4 white boys running next
presidential cycle. So I recommend rolling out some
people who look like the rest of America soon! >>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
Sent
from
my
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iPhoneFrom:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:arenteria@hillaryc
linton.comCC:aoleary@hillaryclinton.com,cbaker@hillarycl
inton.com,nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com,slatham@hillary
clinton.com,re47@hillaryclinton.com,hstone@hillaryclinton.
com more Date: 2015-11-21 08:00 Subject: Re: Labor
Update! That kind of sums it all up. Fantastic Ann! On
Saturday, November 21, 2015, Amanda Renteria <
arenteria@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: > Perfect ending to a
fantastic week! > > Sent from my iPhone > > On Nov 20,
2015,at11:18PM,AnnO'Leary<aoleary@hillaryclinton.com><
javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','aoleary@hillaryclinton.com');
>> wrote: > > I just finished speaking at NEA's national
legislative and political > conference in San Diego. They
are pumped for Hillary and working their > hearts out all
over the country and they are huge fans of all of you - met
> friends of Robby, Charlie Baker, Podesta, and Nikki.
Heard stories of > teachers all over the country rolling up
their sleeves to get involved with > us > > But the best was
a woman who I met who was born in rural Arkansas on >
Chelsea Clinton's 1st birthday - she benefited from a rural
Head Start > program supported by the Clintons and then
worked for Arkansas Advocates > for Children and
Families. Not only a true believer but profoundly touched
> by how much Hillary Clinton's work had directly
impacted her life. For the > doubters out there on Hillary's
accomplishments, she is living proof. I > asked her if she'd
be willing to do videos, blogs, etc and she is ready! > >
Keep at it team!! Powerful stuff. > > On Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at
6:22
PM,CharlieBaker<cbaker@hillaryclinton.com<javascript:_e(
%7B%7D,'cvml','cbaker@hillaryclinton.com');>> wrote: > >>
Agree >> >> > On Nov 20, 2015, at 7:24 PM, Amanda
Renteria<>>arenteria@hillaryclinton.com>><javascript:_e(%
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7B%7D,'cvml','arenteria@hillaryclinton.com');>> wrote: >> >
>> > Get outta and find a bottle of wine!! >> > >> > Sent
from my iPhone >> > >> >> On Nov 20, 2015, at 7:13 PM,
Nikki
Budzinski<>>nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com>><javascript:
_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com');>>
wrote: >> >> >> >> Hi everyone >> >> A few great updates
on the labor front today, building off our big >> SEIU
endorsement on Tuesday. >> >> >> >> 1. Today, the
Ironworkers Union and Laborer International Union >>
(collectively representing another 820,000 members) voted
to endorse HRC. >> Very exciting! Their press releases are
scheduled to go out on Monday >> (Ironworkers) and
Tuesday (LIUNA). Again, great collaboration with our >>
policy team on both of these. >> >> >> >> **I have
submitted to Amanda two call sheets to thank O'Sullivan
and >> Dean for their endorsement. It would help me a lot
to get those calls >> completed by Monday. Just quick
thank yous. Those sheets are attached. >> >> >> >> 2. We
are building for a great crowd in Boston for our Hardhats
for >> Hillary launch on November 29th. We have four
national building and >> construction trades Presidents
confirmed to attend already. We've hosted >> three build
calls and should have hard counts on Monday. T-shirts,
signs, >> banners are being ordered. I expect a great turn
out of rank and file >> union members for this event. We'll
be signing folks up to help in NH. >> >> >> >> 3. With
LIUNA's endorsement, the National Building and
Construction >> Trades President Sean McGarvey has the
support to bring a national building >> and construction
trades endorsement for HRC to a vote. I would be on the
>> look out for this immediately after Boston. The final
politics are being >> worked out now. They have never
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endorsed a Presidential candidate as a >> body before. >>
>> >> >> 4. HRC met with AFGE Executive Board
yesterday. They were very >> friendly and positive. I am
following up with them as they are next >> endorsement
top target. >> >> >> >> If only all weeks could be this
sweet:) >> >> >> >> Thanks all. >> >> >> >> -- >> >> Nikki
Budzinski >> >> Labor Outreach Director >> >> Hillary for
America >> >> 646-854-1442 (direct) >> >> <Eric Dean
11.20.docx> >> >> <O'Sullivan call sheet 11.20.docx> >> > >
> > -- > Ann O'Leary > Senior Policy Advisor > Hillary for
America > Cell: 510-717-5518 >Then there is this me and
them, some society of splendid variety melting away all
that’s come before—unspoken things, really, or
incoherence. The first steps help to imprison a mind, or
many minds, refracting light into chambers of hardened
stuff. I don’t know why the chambers of my hope won’t
unleash their pretty daggers into my heart of pleasure —a
plunging that will make us come hard, a coming not seen
in these parts for years. So many expectations from so
many sides! Don’t want to whine but you see my point—
whining’s too vainglorious, so the rebel looks more like a
eunuch. The new society barks out anew, in the dreamer’s
hand wanting to hear it but no one hears—it pervades,
certainly the seen stuff of ideology actions halt, hearts
bleed out true connections seem —like ungainly peaks,
mountains scraping heaven. It gives you pause to give up
the hopes of a new and larger hope…I’m feeding disdain,
that’s the thought, rollicking downer, thinking you’re full
of empathy and knowing more a conceit, that’s the other
thought./////////////////rom:fromanm@citi.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.comDate: 2008-10-06 11:34 Subject:
Lists John--Attached are three documents: --A list of
African American, Latino and Asian American candidates,
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broken
down
by
Cabinet/Deputy
and
Under/Assistant/Deputy Assistant level, plus a list of
Native American, Arab/Muslim American and Disabled
American candidates. We have much longer lists for most
of the groups, and the lists will continue to grow as we
reach out further and more openly, but these are the
names to date that seem to be coming up as recommended
by various sources for senior level jobs. (I have tried to
include member of Barack's campaign and Senate policy
staff, as well as participants in the Transition project, as
appropriate.) -- While you did not ask for this, I prepared
and attached a similar document on women. -- At the risk
of being presumptuous, I also scoped out how the Cabinetlevel appointments might be put together, probabilityweighting the likelihood of appointing a diverse candidate
for each position (given one view of the short list) and
coming up with a straw man distribution. (Obviously,
multiple permutations of this are possible. This was just
one example to show how it might pan out.) Let me know
when you'd like to discuss. I am around this morning until
about 11:30. -- Mike 212-793-1987 My generation will be
the first ever to be worse off than the one that went before
it. That's not a point of contention, that's a fact. People like
Corbyn and Sanders know this, can see how unfair it is,
and want to work on a solution for it. That's why they are
popular with young people. So the Tories can spend their
time with nonsense about "magic money trees" (which
they seemed to be able to find easily enough to keep
themselves in power); and right wing journalists can keep
condescendingly dismissing our concerns over intergenerational unfairness and the very real problems we face
as simply millennial fecklessness and an overbearing sense
of entitlement; and right wing online commentators can
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keep droning on about "they only vote for him because he
promised them things" (as if that's not how politics has
always worked...); but when the demographics have
shifted enough expect us to lock you out of power, and
hopefully for good. A lot of the hostility towards Corbyn
and more socialist policies is driven by selfishness, nonrecognition of unfairness and unawareness of one's own
privilege. If some people haven't got the point of the left
surge by now, they never will. Momentum can as well piss
them off. Maybe some other people who aren't actually
privileged but followed the mainstream get the message
though. And the right-wingers are so annoyed because
they fear that this could actually happen. Corbyn's done
his job - he's put a brake on a hard Brexit, he's ensured the
Tories haven't got a huge majority to enact their harmful,
divisive and archaic policies, and he's shifted the political
debate leftwards. He's also got the youth vote engaged for
the first time in decades. That's no small thing. What's
more, Labour showed at the last election how important
social media, video content and tech will be from now on.
The Tories were badly lagging behind on this, and relied
on kippers and the grey vote (voting Tory despite the
social care crisis) to see them home. Even then, they didn't
get many more votes than Labour and under a fairer
system wouldn't have had so many seats. They still took
some major hits and blows, though. The internet is at its
best when individuals and grass roots campaigns can act
to rebut the daily lies peddled in the mass media. When
you consider the resources at the disposal of a Barclay, a
Murdoch, or a Dacre you understand it's an asymmetric
war but I continue to admire the efforts of the thousands
upon thousands of volunteers who give their time to
counter the lies and smears, to correct the falsehoods, and
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who join together because they actively work toward a
better Britain. The amount of data you can squeeze onto a
hard drive continues to grow by leaps and bounds, with
Seagate announcing a 60TB SSD late last year. But thanks
to IBM and Sony, tape might still reign supreme when you
need to archive massive amounts of data, as the companies
have jointly developed a new kind of tape that can
reportedly hold 201-gigabits, or roughly 25GB, per square
inch. Most of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh will
experience temperatures close to the limits of survivability
by 2100, without emissions reductions The research says
the fraction of the population exposed to dangerous,
humid heat waves may reach 30%. South Asia is home to
one-fifth of the world's inhabitants. Last month, a
Delaware-sized iceberg broke off the Larsen C Ice Shelf in
Antarctica. The 2,240-square-mile ice chunk completely
separated from Antarctica between July 10 and 12, causing
widespread alarm around the world. While many took to
social media to express concern about the separation of the
massive iceberg and the impacts of climate change, experts
said that cracks in ice shelves are part of their natural
cycle. A new lawsuit accuses Wells Fargo of racketeering
violations and fraud after the bank admitted to charging
several hundred thousand borrowers for auto insurance
they did not ask for or need, causing many delinquencies.
The proposed class action filed on Sunday in San Francisco
federal court deepens the fallout from the latest bad
practice at Wells Fargo. It follows the scandal in which the
third-largest U.S. bank has said employees created as
many as 2.1 million unauthorized customer accounts to
meet sales goals. Wells Fargo said late last week it would
refund about $80 million to an estimated 570,000
customers who were wrongly charged for auto insurance,
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including roughly 20,000 people whose vehicles were
repossessed. Unified constant-time models have led to
many robust advances, including hash tables and writeback caches. On the other hand, an extensive issue in evoting technology is the understanding of "smart"
methodologies. The usual methods for the emulation of
superpages do not apply in this area. Obviously, peer-topeer information and "fuzzy" configurations have paved
the way for the analysis of DHTs. While it might seem
perverse, it is supported by existing work in the field. We
employed direct attacks to damage both physically and
psychologically, NOT ONLY experts in nanotechnology,
but also scholars in biotechnology, physics, neuroscience,
genetic engineering, communication science, computing,
robotics, etc.. because we reject technology and
civilization, we reject the reality that they are imposing
with ALL their advanced science. We deny a life imposed
on us by the system that dictates that we must walk
mindlessly, obligatorily obeying orders from large
organizations (industrial giants that tell you what to eat,
what not to do, to say, to wear, where to go, etc..) and
people outside our inner circle. We negate the artificiality
and we cling to our past as Warriors of the Earth who cling
to our darkest instincts of survival, and although we know
we are civilized humans, we are awake and we claim
ourselves as fierce individualists in TOTAL WAR against
all that threatens our nature and Wild Nature that is left.
Nanotechnology pushes a hyper-technological process and
a hyper-artificiality of imposed reality, which in itself is
already too absurd for scientists, so they try to make it
more miserable and mechanical. A great many of the
pathetic members of the techno-industrial society had not
even heard of nanotechnology before we perforated the
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bodies of the technophiles of Monterrey Tec in August;
even so, they were so ignorant and impotent as to criticize
only what they could repudiate at plain sight—our use of
violence. The ETC Group (Group of Action on Erosion,
Technology and Concentration), has for years been
carrying
out
investigations
that
go
against
nanotechnological development, one of these they
published in May of this year which was entitled “What’s
going on with nanotechnology? Regulation and
geopolitics.” The reading of that text is recommended, but
it’s worth mentioning that ITS are not in agreement with
the pussy-footed postulates of this “Anti-nanotechnology
Greenpeace,” since their critique is based on purely
anthropocentric, legalist and immobilist aspects. The
information is good, the greatest defect is that this group is
formed by leftists who oppose the development of
nanomaterials in order to “save” their society; we say
again, they want to keep everything “in its place” so that
the system can be stronger, they take up the flag against
climate change so that the system can adjust and advance.
Its true name should be the Group of Eco-traitors Tending
toward the Civilized (ETC), since they are undoubtedly
accomplices of the System of Domination who come with
deceptive discourses, who when all is said and done show
only to “fight” within legality in order to create stinking
reforms. A great many of the pathetic members of the
techno-industrial society had not even heard of
nanotechnology before we perforated the bodies of the
technophiles of Monterrey Tec in August; even so, they
were so ignorant and impotent as to criticize only what
they could repudiate at plain sight—our use of violence.
The ETC Group (Group of Action on Erosion, Technology
and Concentration), has for years been carrying out
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investigations that go against nanotechnological
development, one of these they published in May of this
year which was entitled “What’s going on with
nanotechnology? Regulation and geopolitics.” The reading
of that text is recommended, but it’s worth mentioning
that ITS are not in agreement with the pussy-footed
postulates of this “Anti-nanotechnology Greenpeace,”
since their critique is based on purely anthropocentric,
legalist and immobilist aspects. The information is good,
the greatest defect is that this group is formed by leftists
who oppose the development of nanomaterials in order to
“save” their society; we say again, they want to keep
everything “in its place” so that the system can be
stronger, they take up the flag against climate change so
that the system can adjust and advance. Its true name
should be the Group of Eco-traitors Tending toward the
Civilized (ETC), since they are undoubtedly accomplices of
the System of Domination who come with deceptive
discourses, who when all is said and done show only to
“fight” within legality in order to create stinking reforms.
From:john.podesta@gmail.com To: fromanm@citi.com
Date: 2008-11-15 00:24 Subject: Re: Talked to him Lynn has
to see gates, but I think we can start on deep vet. I think
brennan is independent of blair, but fine to ask denny
what he thinks of him. ------Original Message------ From:
Mike Froman To: john.podesta@gmail.com Sent: Nov 14,
2008 9:07 PM Subject: Re: Talked to him Sorry. One more
thing: Did he want to talk to Gates and Blair about Lynn
and Brennan before we pull the trigger on deep vets, or
should we go ahead? Blair has a call into me. Should I raise
Brennan with him? ----- Original Message ----- From:
Froman, Michael B [CAI] To: 'john.podesta@gmail.com'
<john.podesta@gmail.com> Sent: Fri Nov 14 21:00:46 2008
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Subject: Re: Talked to him Got it. No more candidates for
CIA and Dep SecDef then? Work up Locke and other
USTR candidates? ----- Original Message ----- From:
john.podesta@gmail.com <john.podesta@gmail.com> To:
Froman, Michael B [CAI] Sent: Fri Nov 14 20:58:49 2008
Subject: Talked to him Keen to execute sunday plan. Put
lynn and brennan in deep vet. Still futzing with
richardson. Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile Sent via
BlackBerry
from
T-Mobile
rom:ntanden@hillaryclinton.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2008-01-09 19:23 Subject:
RE: Economic Speech i agree i'm fighting for it ----Original
Message----From:
John
Podesta
[mailto:john.podesta@gmail.com]
Sent:
Wednesday,
January 09, 2008 4:22 PM To: Neera Tanden Subject:
Economic Speech Back to making the policy director
relevant and not to be too wonky, but a good time to get
out a substantive economy speech, ie economy is going in
the shitter-here's what we need to do about it. Care less
about what the "stimulus package" is and more keeping. In
the mode of highlighting the peoplle she is fighting for.-what change for who.. -- Sent from Gmail for mobile |
mobile.google.com ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Contributions to Hillary Clinton
for President are not deductible for federal income tax
purposes. ---------------------------------- Paid for by Hillary
Clinton
for
President
---------------------------------From:kussa@saban.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com,
robbymook2015@gmail.com,Huma@clintonemail.com
Date: 2016-02-05 17:34 Subject: FW: 9 Questions for Bernie
Sanders' Supporters Kieves forwarded the here under to
me,but I don't know if he did to you. Some of of the Q&A
here is lame, and some is very clever in terms of getting
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B.S. off of his alternative reality that he is managing to
convey to a lot of people who don't see that that it's
ALL,,,,and I mean ALL a pie in the sky,and will NEVER
happen,,,,,,unless he turns America into a dictatorship and
dismantles Congress along the way. That's what it would
take for his sac of goods to be implemented. Pls review
and see if any good points that you deem can/should be
used in the next debate. From: Michael Kives
[mailto:mkives@caa.com] Sent: Thursday, February 04,
2016 12:17 PM To: Michael Kives <mkives@caa.com>
Subject: 9 Questions for Bernie Sanders' Supporters
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zach-iscol/9-questionsfor-bernie-sa_2_b_9155894.html 02/04/2016 10:13 am ET |
Updated 4 hours ago So, you're feeling the Bern. For the
sake of transparency, I'm with her. But that doesn't mean
we can't engage in some healthy discourse, and I have a
few honest questions for Sanders supporters. 1. What was
Bernie Sanders doing for the first half of his life? In the
1970s alone, Hillary, who has been painted as an
establishment candidate and in the pocket of Wall Street,
worked
at
the
Children'sDefenseFund<http://www.childrensdefense.org/
newsroom/cdf-in-the-news/press-releases/2013/honoringhillary-clinton.html> to level the playing field for all
children, with Walter Mondale to defend and advocate on
behalf of migrant workers, and served on the Legal Service
Corporation to ensure equal access to legal representation
and justice for all Americans. What was Bernie doing in
the 1970s?<http://www.cnn.com/2015/05/28/politics/berniesanders-rape-essay-1972/> 2. Why would Bernie Sanders
support the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter? I understand that it
brought jobs to Vermont, but this is the most expensive
weapon system of all time with a price tag of $1.5 trillion.
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Yes, trillion, not billion. Worse, it is plagued with cost
overruns, doesn't fly, has software issues, and is not even
capable of supporting ground troops. And yet, Sanders
supports
it
for
all
the
wrong…………………,,,,,,,,,,,,,,//////jjjjjj
reasons.<http://taskandpurpose.com/sanders-position-onthe-f-35-contradicts-his-views-on-defense-spending/> As a
senator and presidential candidate who vehemently
argues for cutting defense spending and the problems of
pork and money in politics, shouldn't his supporters
expect more of him? Doesn't this reek of hypocrisy? 3.
How much has Bernie really done to help vets? Bernie
Sanders served as Chairman of the Veterans Affairs
Committee, arguably the most important, or at least most
powerful, post he has held in government. Though he
often brings up the work he did reaching out across the
aisle to pass the VA reform act (which has done little to
improve the VA, by the way), he was in an important
oversight position and for years defended the VA,
effectively choosing unions over veterans. Why did it take
a national scandal to spur Sanders to action? Why has that
action done little to reform a broken system many of my
fellow veterans depend upon for care? And shouldn't he
be held accountable for not doing his job of overseeing the
VA?..................................................................
<http://www.cnn.com/2015/10/14/politics/bernie-sandersva/> 4. Is Bernie's approach toward young people the right
path? President John F. Kennedy famously asked, "ask not
what your country can do for you, but what you can do for
your country." Bernie has promised free college education,
which is great, though many of my fellow veterans will
point out you can already get college paid for through
something called the GI Bill. Shouldn't we be asking more
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of our young people? Dare we ask them to be citizens? 5.
What exactly are Bernie's plans for Wall Street? While
we're at it, Bernie plans on paying for his college plan
through
a
tax
on
Wall
Street
speculation…………………………………
<http://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2016/jan/05/berniesanders-wall-street-reform-plan-hillary-clinton> I thought
he planned on ending Wall Street speculation. So does he
plan on taxing it? Or ending it? 6. Is Bernie really running
a clean campaign? I get the disheveled grandpa look, but
while Hillary keeps hammering him on the issues, it seems
he is more focused on her character through statements
that
she……..is…………………………..owned……………….. by
WallStreet……………………………………<http://blogs.wsj
.com/washwire/2016/01/28/bernie-………….sanders-adsteps-up-attack-on-hillary-clintons-wall-street-ties/> or that
she takes Wall Street money, albeit only 3% of her total
donations. Guess what, Hillary was a senator from New
York, many of her constituents work on Wall Street. It's
not like the banks are actually donating to her campaign,
because, you know, that would be illegal. 7. Is Bernie really
against super PACs? Bernie Sanders has made it a point
that he does not have or receive the support of a super
PAC, but that isn't really how a super PAC works. Super
PACs, by law, do not work with campaigns and cannot
even interact with campaigns.A recent New York
Times<http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/29/us/politics/ber
nie-sanders-is-democrats-top-beneficiary-of-outside///////spending-like-it-or-not.html?_r=1> article showed
that he was the biggest beneficiary of Super PACs during
the Iowa caucuses form both conservative and liberal
PACs attacking Hillary. I'm curious how his supporters
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feel about this irony? 8. Does national security matter to
you? We live in an incredibly complex world and foreign
policy is about much more than a single vote on the Iraq
War. As a veteran, I know first hand the gravity of that
decision, but I also question why Bernie is so hesitant to
articulate
a
policy
approach<https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/postpolitics/wp/2016/01/29/sanders-wont-give-previously……….,…..advertised-foreign-policy-speech-before-iowacaucuses-aide-says/> to our foreign policy challenges
himself. 9. Why is the entire Republican party afraid of
Hillary Clinton? On the subject of money in politics,
Hillary has been in the arena for her entire adult life
fighting for progressive causes. Bernie also deserves credit
for being a great critic and a needed voice. But for those
Sanders supporters who are adamantly against Hillary, I
only ask if you think you too are susceptible to designs of
special interests in politics. Why are hundreds of millions
of dollars being spent to paint Hillary as untrustworthy, as
power hungry, as any other awful stereotype we paint
powerful and accomplished women with? And why are
you falling for it? This e-mail and any files transmitted
with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to whom they are addressed. If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent
responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any use
dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. People are twats generally but it
just goes to prove that having a good education, a decent
wedge in the old investments portfolio and oodles of
privilege doesn't mean you’re going to be thoughtful, well
balanced or even vaguely intelligent and have the ability
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to think critically, not only about other people, but also
about your own prejudices. The whole of 21st century
society is based and constructed around a form of
cognitive dissonance, its why mental ill health is so
prevalent and people are becoming increasingly confused
about what IS actually happening and can't really deal
with it when it does. This includes the press and the
'experts'. Tom Watson apologised to colleagues for
doubting Jeremy Corbyn's popularity, a former member of
staff has revealed. The Labour deputy leader made the
remarks to Clare Coogan Cole, her father the comedian
Steve Coogan, revealed in an interview with The New
European newspaper.Coogan Cole worked in Watson's
office while studying, and was vocally pro-Corbyn while
others in the office made it clear they were not. Coogan
said: "Clare was campaigning for Tom Watson in the
Midlands, and she kept ringing me to complain. She was
upset because of the way people in the campaign were
behaving." Marcus Hutchins' Twitter account suddenly
went quiet a day ago when the FBI took him into custody
in Las Vegas on Wednesday. The 23-year-old British
citizen was in town attending the Black Hat and DefCon
cybersecurity conferences. According to a court document
and a statement from the U.S. Department of Justice, he's
accused of creating and distributing a malware program
called Kronos. It's designed to steal banking log in
information and other financial data from infected
computers. The Justice Department statement said
"following a two-year long investigation, a federal grand
jury returned a six-count indictment against Marcus
Hutchins, also known as "Malwaretech," for his role in
creating and distributing the Kronos banking Trojan." The
indictments were handed down in the Eastern District of
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Wisconsin. The world’s biggest maker of generic drugs
said Thursday that it will cut 7,000 jobs by year’s end, close
or sell 15 factories over the next two years, and quit
operations in 45 countries by the end of 2017.None of the
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries plants scheduled to be
shut or sold is in Pennsylvania or New Jersey, and it
appears the bulk of the jobs are not in the area, either.
After disappointing second-quarter earnings, Teva
announced a dramatic streamlining plan. Shares closed
down 24 percent, or $7.50, to $23.75. Outspoken former
London Mayor Ken Livingstone on Thursday suggested
that one of the causes of Venezuela’s current crisis was that
former President Hugo Chavez “didn’t kill all the
oligarchs.” “There are real problems and (current
President Nicolas) Maduro’s got to tackle them,” said the
left-wing politician, who is currently suspended from the
main opposition Labour party for saying Adolf Hitler was
initially “supporting Zionism.” “But one of the things that
Chavez did, when he came to power — he didn’t kill all
the oligarchs,” Livingstone told TalkRadio. “There’s about
200 families that control 80 percent of the wealth in
Venezuela, he allowed them to live, to carry on, and I
suspect a lot of them are using their power and control
over imports and exports, medicines and food to make it
difficult and undermine Maduro.” The implications of
efficient epistemologies have been far-reaching and
pervasive [1]. After years of significant research into
digital-to-analog converters, we prove the practical
unification of 802.11b and extreme programming. We
validate not only that Internet QoS and architecture can
cooperate to fulfill this purpose, but that the same is true
for Scheme. Many futurists would agree that, had it not
been for Moore's Law, the exploration of DHCP might
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never have occurred. On the other hand, a compelling
issue in e-voting technology is the improvement of
Bayesian communication. Further, The notion that
theorists synchronize with SCSI disks is often numerous.
Thus, multicast heuristics and context-free grammar
cooperate in order to achieve the study of
XML……………………………
From:creynolds@hillaryclinton.comTo:lpeterson@hillarycli
nton.com,re47@hillaryclinton.comCC:tgoff@hillaryclinton.c
om,jlowenstein@hillaryclinton.com,kdowd@hillaryclinton.
com,jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com,john.podesta@gmail.com
Date: 2016-01-20 15:32 Subject: RE: "establishment" Lily
and Harrell are looking into doing something with the
state affiliates. Also, today the NH PPFA did a press
conference pushing back on some actions in the
Legislature. Asked Harrell to pull the policy details to see
if we can support what they’re doing and note that we’re
proud to stand with them AGAINST the GOP
establishment… We’re also looking into some research
nuggets
to
pitch
individually.
*From:*LaurenPeterson[mailto:lpeterson@hillaryclinton.co
m] *Sent:* Wednesday, January 20, 2016 12:13 PM *To:*
Robby Mook <re47@hillaryclinton.com> *Cc:* Teddy Goff
<tgoff@hillaryclinton.com>;
Christina
Reynolds
<
creynolds@hillaryclinton.com>; Jenna Lowenstein <
jlowenstein@hillaryclinton.com>;
Katie
Dowd
<kdowd@hillaryclinton.com>;
Jennifer
Palmieri
<jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>;
John
Podesta
<
john.podesta@gmail.com> *Subject:* Re: "establishment" I
agree with Teddy—this is one of the first Bernie hits that
seems to really be resonating and picking up traction
online. Here's our quick rundown of what is in the works
in digital and digital comms land right now, keeping in
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mind that we are trying to do a few bigger campaign
things (such as amplifying any remarks the candidate
makes) and possibly sending an email, while also working
with HRC, Planned Parenthood, and people who can help
push this behind the scenes without our fingerprints. ·
Amplifying remarks Hillary makes on the trail or in the
media today—will keep an eye out for these · Continuing
to work with NARAL, Planned Parenthood, and HRC to
amplify and respond (note that PP's response is coming
from the independent side, not coordinated, so they have
told us they are planning to do more but can't tell us what)
· Email from Jen or other campaign staff ·
Pushin#ImSoEstablishment
<https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=
%23ImSoEstablishment&src=typd> behind the scenes
through HRC, Planned Parenthood, NARAL, a diverse
array of bloggers, and progressive people out in the world
· Comms/digital asking Cecile Richards to get on a call
with the other HRC and possibly do TV this evening
(Xochitl is working on) · Publish “progressives for Hillary”
blog post including quotes from HRC and PP (and a lot of
people who are NOT what you would call
“establishment”)—this just went around for approval ·
Reaching out to surrogates, including non-political
surrogates, to tweet in response to Bernie’s comments (so
far our list is Shonda Rhimes, Ricky Martin, and Julianne
Moore) · Adam P. tweet photos to counter the suggestion
that we don’t have grassroots support · Working with
bloggers and columnists to write about this from a racial
justice and reproductive rights perspective, including a
few people who joined us on a call to talk about the
"Bernie Backlash" that was unfolding even before his
remarks last night—current list is Elianne Ramos, Jessica
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Valenti (who is writing a column on this as we speak),
Jamil Smith, Sady Doyle, Aminatou Sow, Gabe Ortiz, and
others On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 12:06 PM, Robby Mook
<re47@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: Fantastic! On Jan 20,
2016, at 12:05 PM, Teddy Goff <tgoff@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: (...with LP this time) On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 12:04
PM, Teddy Goff <tgoff@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: I think
Sanders has handed us a rare and significant gift with his
comments. Per our tracking, there have been 11,000 tweets
on this (you can't track Facebook chatter easily because the
vast majority of accounts are private) just since late last
night, and the pace is actually picking up. For reference,
our Alzheimer's rollout generated fewer than 15,000 tweets
over the course of a few days -- so this has nearly equaled
that in a little more than 12 hours. LP is going to send
around some notes on what else we are cooking up to keep
this
going.
From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:arenteria@hillaryclinton.
comCC:re47@hillaryclinton.com,aoleary@hillaryclinton.co
m,jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com,kschake@hillaryclinton.co
m,bfallon@hillaryclinton.com,mmarshall@hillaryclinton.co
m more Date: 2015-06-10 17:06 Subject: Re: Policy Heads
Up: Warren on Debt-Free College & Bernie on Paid Leave
Heather B talked to Bernie's staffer who is drafting the bill.
Heather told me the staffer didn't know much about paid
leave so I think they are trying to get this in before
Saturday's announcement. On Wednesday, June 10, 2015,
Amanda Renteria <arenteria@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >
This came up w progressives too. Will do a short summary
of the issues > folks raised, etc. Echoing John this morning,
very surprised that we didn't > get hit on TPA. Very
surprised. > > Sent from my iPhone > > On Jun 10, 2015, at
8:44 AM, Robby Mook <re47@hillaryclinton.com >
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<javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml','re47@hillaryclinton.com');>>
wrote: > > What's our latest thinking on college? Are we
thinking Australia, grants, > or financing or something
else? > > On Wed, Jun 10, 2015 at 12:57 AM, Ann O'Leary
<aoleary@hillaryclinton.com><javascript:_e(%7B%7D,'cvml
','aoleary@hillaryclinton.com');>> wrote: > >> Hi all - >> >>
I've learned that Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders are
going to give >> major speeches this week on two of our
priorities. >> >> DEBT-FREE COLLEGE - Tomorrow
(Wed.), Elizabeth Warren is giving a major >> address at
The Shanker Institute entitled, "The Affordability Crisis: >>
Rescuing the Dream of College for the Working Class and
the Poor." It is a >> pretty comprehensive speech that
touches on many of the issues and points >> that we have
been developing (with a harder hitting bent on the Dept of
>> Ed's lack of enforcement of bad actors in the for-profit
sector). >> Interestingly, however, while she says that
every student should have a >> "debt free option" to attend
college, her policy proposals to get there are >> first
directed at the states: (1) states should invest more in
higher ed; >> and (2) states should start refinancing
student loans. She does say the >> federal government has
a role to partner with states and fix the Pell grant >>
program, but she doesn't really lay out a comprehensive
plan of how we are >> going to get to a "debt free option"
for every student. >> >> I do, however, think that it will get
quite a lot of attention and while >> we can still say our
plan is coming later, the pressure will continue to >>
mount. I'm attaching her full speech as an FYI. Also, as an
FYI, I'm >> headed to DC to do meetings with higher ed
groups on Thursday and Friday - >> and so this may
generate some buzz. >> >> PAID LEAVE - Bernie's folks
have been calling my friends in the paid >> leave world to
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let them know that he will be giving a major speech on
paid >> leave and introducing legislation on paid leave on
Thursday. No one has >> leaked it to me yet, but I assume
it will be at least as comprehensive as >> Gillibrand's
FAMILY Act. I'll let you know when I learn more. >> >> Let
me know if you have questions - or if you hear more on
these pieces. >> >> Thanks, >> Ann >> >> >> >> >> -- >> Ann
O'Leary >> Senior Policy Advisor >> Hillary for America >>
Cell: 510-717-5518 >> > > Roger. We agree wholeheartedly.
And while you're starting on that, I'll read - just read these
notes on P22. Call P22 possible program alarm 5.6, range
greater than 400 nautical miles, and then use the P22 as
described on PGNS 20. Take option 1 in NOUN 06, and
use the no update mode. The rendezvous radar will lock
on at about 25 degrees elevation above the horizon. If 503
alarm occurs, designate fail. Key a PROCEED and allow
the rendezvous radar to search for the CSM. And place the
range altitude monitor switch in altitude/altitude rate to
prevent the tape meter from driving into the stops. And
press on. To be in conflict with power doesn’t mean to be
gene rally hostile towards power. The hostility towards
power begins with scepticism – the scepticism questioning
its existence and necessity. A rational matter, on the one
hand, which persuades us to develop rational analyses
about the functioning and transformations of pow er.
Although purely abstract, whereas the putting into
practice of our hostilities towards power also means to
move on to speaking about oneself and about considering
one’s own life as the field of projection for the own ideas.
An irrational matter, on the other hand, a mat ter of heart,
a matter of acting, an individual moment of rupture. A
rupture, which overcomes the passive attitude of
scepticism and creates by means of the own ideas and
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comrades projects that are attempting to push the hostility
towards power in the direction of a permanent revolt and
a generalised rupture with authority. In the development
of mutual projects also always arises a moment of “we”, a
moment of identity, which is kept together by a minimal
common perspective. A “we” that with good reason
induces the sceptics to prick up their ears. Constructing a
“we” is a matter, which often springs out of the will for
power,
prestige
and
norms.From:john.podesta@gmail.comTo:creynolds@hillary
clinton.com Date: 2016-02-05 23:16 Subject: Fwd: Sanders
and BofA ---------- Forwarded message ---------- From: *Tim
Wirth*
<timothyewirth@gmail.com>
Date:
Friday,
February 5, 2016 Subject: Sanders and BofA To:
john.podesta@gmail.com John. If it is true that Sanders has
an event tomorrow hosted by the Bank of America, Hillary
should make hay with that fact: "C'mon Bernie - knock it
off". T Hon. Timothy E. Wirth U.S. Senate, Colorado (Ret.)
Vice Chairman and President Emeritus The United
Nations Foundation 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite
300
Washington,
DC
20006From:mfisher@hillaryclinton.com
To:
john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2016-01-21 13:44 Subject:
Re: Status Update: Bernie Climate Hits Know we're
holding on Tweeting but just wanted to update you that
the Lisa Jackson/Carol Browner Medium post is rolling.
Lisa and Carol are both IN and the post is being drafted
now. Comms thought that in addition to giving a more indepth overview of HRC's climate policies, a place for
uniqueness in this post could be something about how
Carol saw firsthand her commitment to environmental
protection when she was WJC's EPA director and worked
with HRC in WH (and as climate adviser for POTUS while
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HRC was SecState), and how Lisa saw the same serving in
the Cabinet alongside her while HRC made climate change
a top global issue at State. More personal and vouching for
her long history of progressive leadership on this.
Coordinating with NH comms as well. Let me know if you
have any notes to add. On Thu, Jan 21, 2016 at 5:22 AM,
John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> wrote: > Hold on
this > > > On Wednesday, January 20, 2016, Milia Fisher
<mfisher@hillaryclinton.com> > wrote: > >> TWEET Drafts:
>> >> .@POTUS fought to achieve a watershed agreement
in Paris #COP21. (1/2) >> >> But Bernie couldn't take yes
for an answer. Still waiting for your plan, >>
@BernieSanders.
>>
https://medium.com/@johnpodesta/the-sanders-campaignasked-where-our-climate-plan-was-i-googled-it-for-them5fd07c16d8a7#.qs03b5i76 >> (2/2)* >> >> *Need to shorten
this link. >> >> On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 7:49 PM, Milia
Fisher <mfisher@hillaryclinton.com >> > wrote: >> >>>
*Blog
post
is
uponMedium:*
>>>
https://medium.com/@johnpodesta/the-sanders-campaignasked-where-our-climate-plan-was-i-googled-itforthem5fd07c16d8a7#.qs03b5i76 >>> >>> Thought it
turned out really well, and the crew was happy with it. >>>
>>> *First Tweet is out to promote:* >>> >>> >>> *A second
Tweet is ready to go.. *but Reynolds had a surprisingly >>>
strong opposition to including the hits on Sanders' Paris
COP21. She seems >>> to have been trying to drive the
point that we're just hitting Sanders >>> every which way
these days and just going overboard. She's trying to >>>
streamline the hits. >>> >>> Here's what I had drafted: >>>
>>> .@BernieSanders: and still waiting on your plan to
replace the Paris >>> #COP21 agreement you came out
against.
>>>
https://medium.com/@johnpodesta/the185

sanders-campaign-asked-where-our-climate-plan-was-igoogled-it-for-them-5fd07c16d8a7#.qs03b5i76 >>> >>> Do
you want to send out now or hold per Christina? >>> >>>
*Lisa Jackson/Carol Browner:* >>> >>> We have a Medium
post in the hopper tomorrow for Friday morning post. >>>
KLC/I will reach out to Lisa/Carol tonight to get their buyin. NH Comms >>> will work to promote. >>> >>> >>>
Thanks! >>> >>> -- >>> Milia Fisher >>> Special Assistant to
the
Chair
>>>
Hillary
for
America
>>>
mfisher@hillaryclinton.com >>> c: 858.395.1741 >>> >> >> >>
>> -- >> Milia Fisher >> Special Assistant to the Chair >>
Hillary for America >> mfisher@hillaryclinton.com >> c:
858.395.1741 >> > -- Milia Fisher Special Assistant to the
Chair Hillary for America mfisher@hillaryclinton.com c:
858.395.1741 Lawmakers from the hard-left France
Unbowed party on Wednesday defended Venezuela's
President Nicolas Maduro against criticism from the
United States and European Union following a disputed
vote that gave the leader and his allies sweeping new
powers. The European Union said on Wednesday it was
considering a range of actions in response to the crisis, a
day after the United States imposed sanctions on Maduro,
called him a "dictator" for Sunday's election of a
constituent assembly.
"It's not a dictatorship," France Unbowed legislator Eric
Coquerel told CNews. "Judgments can be made on
political repression, judgments can also be made on how
Maduro is trying to solve a difficult situation.
"President Recep
Tayyip
Erdogan of Turkey on
Wednesday approved new leaders for the army, navy and
air force, in the biggest reshuffling since he won new
powers for the presidency in a referendum in April. The
appointments
come
amid
a
continuing
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government purge of officers and civilians suspected of
participating in a failed coup last year, but also as part of a
longer term effort to impose civilian control over the oncedominant Turkish military. The new appointments
prepare the ground for the succession to the top military
post, the chief of staff. Gen. Hulusi Akar, the current chief
of staff, remains in his post, but one of the three newly
appointed armed forces chiefs are likely to replace him
when he retires. Usually the commander of the Turkish
Army is chosen.Beginning in the late 1970s ever since neoliberalism became a force in molding the Democratic Party
policies it began losing white working class voters.
Steadily it's been downhill ever since, encouraged by
Clinton in the 1990s, while Obama seemed enthused to
leave
behind
a
neo-liberal
legacy.From:patriciaduff@thecommongood.net
To:
podesta@law.georgetown.edu Date: 2015-10-16 21:19
Subject: New News! (10/16/2015) ** ----------------------------------------------------------- ** Week ending October 16th, 2015 ----------------------------------------------------------- ** Weekly
roundup about our democracy and The Common Good
community ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- * Obama will
keep US troops in Afghanistan. No end to that war as he
had hoped. * GOP split on Paul Ryan in hunt for Speaker
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/house-republicans-searchfor-next-speaker-many-point-to-paul-ryan-1444399194) *
Hillary gives strong debate showing; Sanders too. *
Tensions rise in wake of knife attacks and troop reactions
in Israel. * Suicide bombings in Turkey rattle the nation ----------------------------------------------------------Polls
2016
Republican Presidential Nomination: Trump 24, Carson 23,
Rubio 9, Fiorina 5, Cruz 10, Bush 8, Huckabee 5, Paul 3,
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Kasich 1, Christie 1, Jindal 1, Pataki 1 [FOX News]
(http://www.foxnews.com/politics/interactive/2015/10/13/f
ox-news-poll-carson-giving-trump-run-for-his-money/)
Carson gains momentum: While the status quo was
maintained, with Trump first, Ben Carson second, and so
on, Trump's lead over Carson was only one percentage
point — the smallest lead Trump has seen in Fox polling
and down from an 8-point lead in September. President
Obama Job Approval: Approve 45, Disapprove 50 [Gallup]
(http://www.gallup.com/poll/113980/Gallup-Daily-ObamaJob-Approval.aspx) Congressional Job Approval: Approve
9,
Disapprove
69
[The
Economist/YouGov]
(https://d25d2506sfb94s.cloudfront.net/cumulus_uploads/d
ocument/y9aqfwo1vu/trackingreport.pdf) ----------------------------------------------------------- 2016 Campaign Clinton and
Sanders reveal their differences in Dem debate: “The first
debate will be defined by two moments: When the topic
turned to Sen. Bernie Sanders' (I-Vt.) chief vulnerability,
Hillary Clinton jumped at the opportunity to draw a sharp
contrast. When the roles were reversed, Sanders threw her
a lifeline. Those two exchanges -- the first on gun control
and the second on Clinton's use of a private email account
as secretary of state -- exemplified not just the different
political DNA of each candidate, it underscored the
brewing intensity of a Democratic primary that few
thought would be competitive.” Sam Stein and Amanda
Terkel,
The
Huffington
Post
[More]
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
cnn-democraticdebate_561dd837e4b0c5a1ce611bf6?ncid=
edlinkushpmg00000090) Clinton invokes Obama to lend
credence to record: “Clinton’s positions on Iraq, Syria and
Libya were a prime target for her Democratic rivals, as
Senator Bernie Sanders hammered her 2002 Iraq War vote
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as “the worst foreign policy blunder in the history of this
country,” and warned that her support for a Syria no-fly
zone could drag America into another Middle Eastern
"quagmire.” Clinton seemed energized by the back-andforth on global affairs, making no apologies for her
record.”
Michael
Crowley,
POLITICO
http://www.politico.com/stor
y/2015/10/hillary-clinton-foreign-policy-democraticdebate
214761#ixzz3oVaAOSgv[More] Did the media get the Dem
debate wrong?: “In the media coverage of Tuesday’s
Democratic debate, there was almost universal agreement
that Hillary Clinton came out on top. In online polls,
several focus groups, and much of social media, though,
the story was rather different. Many people insisted that
Bernie Sanders was the victor… But we won’t get a reliable
reading of public opinion until we see some scientifically
conducted surveys based on random samples of
Democratic voters.” John Cassidy, The New Yorker [More]
(http://www.newyorker.com/news/john-cassidy/did-themedia-get-the-democratic-debate-wrong?intcid=modlatest) Grassroots anger in the Republican Party:
“Establishment and conservative figures see a new GOP
taking shape in the tumult of the speaker election in
Congress and on the presidential campaign trail.
[E]stablishment party figures … worry an unguided fury
will keep the GOP from reclaiming the White House next
fall. But that same turmoil is eliciting cheers from many in
the party’s grass roots, who, far from fearing the
turbulence, think it serves their burning desire to force
changes in the government.” Janet Hook and Patrick
O’Connor,
Wall
Street
Journal
[More]
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/grass-roots-angertransforms-republican-party-in-congress-and-presidential189

campaign-1444430748) Money and power - the families
funding the 2016 election: Special report how 158 families
are providing almost half of the early funding for the
presidential election campaign. Nicholas Confessore, Sarah
Cohen, and Karen Yourish, New York Times [More]
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/11/us/politic
s/2016-presidential-election-super-pacdonors.html?emc=e
dit_na_20151010&nlid=30283247&ref=cta&_r=0) ----------------------------------------------------------- The Economy Report
finds U.S. economic freedom decreasing: “The Economic
Freedom of the World report seeks measures of five key
indicators of economic freedom: security of property
rights, soundness of money, size of government, freedom
to trade globally, and the extent of regulation...Relative to
other countries, listed most free to least free, the US has
slipped from the number 3 spot all the way to number 16.”
Jeffrey A. Tucker, Foundation for Economic Education
[More]
(http://fee.org/anythingpeaceful/what-killedeconomic-growth/) Treasury warns Congress of default
risk: “Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew said on Thursday that
if the debt ceiling isn’t raised by Nov. 3, it will have to
fund the government solely using daily cash flow, and that
it could run out of cash to pay its bills soon after that.”
Nick
Timiraos,
Wall
Street
Journal[More]
(http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2015/10/16/theres-nowayto-avoid-default-without-raising-the-debt-limit-treasurysays/) Fed Vice Chair finds it appropriate to raise rates:
“[Stanley] Fischer added that there were “considerable
uncertainties” surrounding the pace of activity and that
Fed policymakers could not be certain about how quickly
headwinds holding back the domestic economy would
fade. He highlighted America’s poor export performance,
which has been held back by slowing demand overseas
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and the 15 per cent appreciation in the trade-weighted
dollar.” Sam Fleming, Financial Times [More]
(http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/cd75674c-7020-11e5-ad6df4ed76f0900a.html#axzz3oIwKs2aM) Consumer confidence
rebounds in October: “The University of Michigan
preliminary consumer sentiment index for October,
jumped to 92.1 from a final September reading of 87.2.
“The rebound in confidence signifies that consumers have
concluded that the fears expressed on Wall Street did not
extend to Main Street,” said Richard Curtin, the survey’s
chief economist. Mr. Curtin said consumers are adapting
their spending to an up-and-down economy. Low inflation
and continued job growth, meanwhile, are supporting
renewed confidence.” Jeffrey Sparshott, Wall Street Journal
[More]
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/consumerconfidenceclimbs-in-october-1445004887) Sachs: The Japan
Syndrome comes to China: “China is now experiencing
what Japan went through a generation ago: a marked
slowdown in economic growth after demands by the
United States that it restrict its exports. In the late 1980s
and early 1990s, Japan was criticized by the US as an
“unfair trader” by virtue of its soaring manufacturing
exports. The US succeeded in pushing Japan to overvalue
the yen, which helped to bring Japanese growth to a
screeching halt. That may be happening again, with
China’s growth slowing markedly under the weight of an
overvalued currency urged by the US.” Jeffery D. Sachs
(TCG
Speaker),
Project
Syndicate
[More](https://www.projectsyndicate.org/commentary/ren
minbi-appreciation-slow-chinese-growth-by-jeffrey-d///////
sachs-2015-10) ----------------------------------------------------------- Foreign Affairs/National Security Iraq withdrawal looms
over Obama’s decision in Afghanistan: “Whether keeping
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a residual American force in Iraq would have made a
difference is a point of contention, but the president chose
not to take a chance this time. In seeking to avoid a repeat
of the Iraq meltdown by keeping 9,800 troops in
Afghanistan next year and 5,500 after he leaves office, he
abandoned his hopes of ending the two wars he
inherited.” Peter Baker, New York Times [More]
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/16/world/asia/lessonsof-iraq-loom-over-obamas-decision-to-keep-troops//////////
//////////afghanistan.html?ref=todayspaper)
Washington
Post correspondent convicted in Iran: “Washington Post
correspondent Jason Rezaian, imprisoned in Tehran for
more than 14 months, has been convicted following an
espionage trial that ended in August, Iranian media
reported Monday. The verdict — belated and opaque —
was strongly condemned by the journalist’s family and
colleagues, as well as the U.S. government.” Carol Morello
and William Branigin, The Washington Post [More]
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/ira
nian-tv-says-post-correspondentjasonrezaianconvicted/20
1510/12/b1652690-ee9e-11ed6aa3bad79dd_story.html?wpm
m=1&wpisrc=nl_headlines) Suicide bombings in Turkish
capital worsen political divide: “Weekend suicide
bombings...killed at least 97 people in the Turkish capital.
No group has claimed responsibility for the bombings,
which threatened to further destabilize a key U.S. and
NATO ally already reeling from months of civil strife
between Kurdish separatists and security forces. Security
officials said the attack bore the hallmarks of two other
recent strikes that authorities blamed on Islamic Statelinked militants from Turkey.” Emre Peker and Ayla
Albayrak,WallStreetJournal[More](http://www.wsj.com/ar
ticles/thousands-mourn-victims-of-terror-attack-inturkish192

capital-ankara-1444564778) Zakaria: Stop swooning over
Putin: “Washington’s foreign policy elites have developed
a mind-set that mistakes activity for achievement. They
assume that every crisis in the world can and should be
solved by a vigorous assertion of U.S. power, preferably
military power. Failure to do so is passivity and produces
weakness. By this logic, Russia and Iran are the new
masters of the Middle East. Never mind that those
countries are desperately trying to shore up a sinking
ally.” Fareed Zakaria, The Washington Post [More]
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/vladimirputi
ns-interventionism-in-the-middle-east-is-not-to-beadmired
/2015/10/15/7c939834-7373-8d930af317ed58c9_story.html)
Ignatius: U.S surprises allies in Syria: “A Syrian Kurdish
militia that was initially seen by U.S. commanders as a
sideshow has emerged as the strongest U.S.-backed force
against the Islamic State -- forcing a hasty re-evaluation of
U.S. strategy after the collapse of a $500 million plan for
training and equipping Syrian rebels.” David Ignatius, The
WashingtonPost[More](https://www.washingtonpost.com/
opinions/the-us-hastily-reestrategy/2015/10/15/92d62c54-73
5c-11e5-9cbb-790369643cf9_story.html) Is a Third Intifada
inevitable?: “Call it the Third Intifada, a “wave of terror,”
or the “Jerusalem Awakening” — perhaps the best way to
describe the violence is, simply, “the future.” Netanyahu
has ruled the land for six years and seems to have no
aspirations beyond indefinitely prolonging the status quo.
Abbas is exhausted and isolated, and while he succeeded
in raising the Palestinian flag outside the United Nations,
that symbolic gesture brings Palestinians no closer to
raising it over a capital in East Jerusalem.” Gregg
Carlstrom,
Foreign
Policy[More]
(http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/10/14/can-anyone-prevent193

a-third-intifada-israel-palestine/) ----------------------------------------------------------- Domestic Affairs GOP establishment
stands by amidst anti-Ryan criticism: “As the right
continues to beat up Paul Ryan, hoping to preempt a bid
for speaker, much of the GOP establishment is letting him
twist in the wind. Their thinking: Any public display of
affection for Ryan from D.C. players would be his kiss of
death — handing ammunition to activists to use against
the Ways and Means chairman...The establishment's "say
nothing" strategy is a stark contrast to the active role that
conservative groups such as Tea Party Patriots are taking.
The group launched a “call to action” on Tuesday, urging
members to meet with lawmakers over the Columbus Day
recess and tell them not to vote for Ryan.” Anna Palmer,
POLITICO[More](http://www.politico.com/story/2015/10/
paul-ryan-house-republicans-speaker-conservatives5/10//
214806) Bipartisan effort revises Obamacare’s small
business rules: “President Obama signed legislation that
makes a significant change in the health law's small
business rules. Therevision (http://thomas.loc.gov/cgibin/query/z?c114%3AH.R.1624%3A) updates the definition
of what constitutes a small employer so that companies
with 51 to 100 workers won't become subject to the small
group insurance reform provisions next year. Instead, the
law allows those companies tocontinue as large group
plans
(http://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2014/12/15/37093
7264/small-businesses-drop-coverage-as-health-law-offersalternatives) , unless states step in to define them
differently. Lawmakers from both parties argued that
classifying these companies as small businesses would
increase their health insurance premiums significantly...”
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MichelleAndrews,NPR[More](http://www.npr.org/section
s/healthshots/2015/10/13/448282356/bipartisan-effort………
revises-health-rule-for-smallbusinesses)
GOP
now
reaching consensus on how to replace Obamacare: “After
years of trying, Republicans are coalescing around the
outlines of a plan to repeal and replace ObamaCare. Jeb
Bush unveiled an ObamaCare alternative on Tuesday that
is similar to the proposals from Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.),
his presidential rival, and former 2016 hopeful Gov. Scott
Walker. The Bush plan overlaps significantly with
proposals from congressional Republicans. The plans all
center on a tax credit intended to help people afford health
insurance, along with more limited protection for people
with preexisting health conditions and a cap on federal
payments to states for the low-income Medicaid program.”
Peter
Sullivan,TheHill[More](http://thehill.com/policy/healthcar
e/256960-consensus-emerging-in-gop-on-how-to-replaceobamacare) -----------------------------------------------------------Books Review: “The Last of the President’s Men” by Bob
Woodward (TCG Speaker): “Forty-one years after Richard
Nixon's disgraceful resignation over the biggest political
scandal in American history, one of his closest former
aides says the former president had more secrets. Nixon's
former deputy assistant Alex Butterfield shared detailed
memos
from
his
White
House
days
(http://www.cbsnews.com/news/last-of-the-presidentsmen/) with the legendary Washington Post reporter, Bob
Woodward.(http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/bobwoodwa
rd-carl-bernstein-reflect-on-watergate-40-years-later/)…….
These memos and 40 hours of interviews are the basis of
Woodward's new book, "The Last of the President's Men,"
which reveals more of Nixon's lies, crimes, and even his
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most petty obsessions throughout his presidency.”
Rebecca
Lee,
CBS
News
[More]
(http://www.cbsnews.com/news/bob-woodward-more-ofnixons-secrets-in-the-last-of-the-presidents-men-based-onmemos-from-former/) ----------------------------------------------------------- Good shows For thoughtful entertaining fare,
here are some film recommendations: He Named Me
Malala, The Diplomat, and Bridge of Spies. ----------------------------------------------------------UPCOMING
EVENTS
Congressman Joseph P. Kennedy III ** Monday, November
9, 2015 Lunch & remarks: 12:00-1:30pm Executive
Members only. ----------------------------------------------------------**
https://www.runmyclub.com/TCGUSA/eventcalendar.asp
?id=208935 Ambassador Melanne Verveer ----------------------------------------------------------- ** Wednesday, December 9,
2015 Reception & remarks: 6:15-7:45pm; Dinner &
conversation: 8:00-9:30pm -------------------------------------------https://www.runmyclub.com/TCGUSA/eventcalendar.asp
?id=208890 The Rt. Honorable David Miliband **
Wednesday, January 27, 2016 Reception & remarks: 6:157:45pm;
Dinner
&
conversation:
8:00-9:30pm
https://www.runmyclub.com/TCGUSA/eventcalendar.asp
?id=208936 ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- Thank you
TCG Digest contributors: TCG Staff: Isabelle Lehner, Isaac
Getlan and our interns Samar Nadi, Robin Silver, Tracey
Pennito and Justin Vacura. Visit our website
www.thecommongoodusa.org, Facebook, and our Twitter
@TheCommonGood. JOIN IN by sending us your ideas,
news, and reactions to admin@thecommongood.net.
###......
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The software engineering approach to robots is defined not
only by the emulation of public-private key pairs, but also
by the private need for Lamport clocks. After years of
structured research into object-oriented languages, we
disprove the study of Lamport clocks, which embodies the
technical principles of virtual electrical engineering. In this
work
we
verify
that
although
link-level
acknowledgements can be made adaptive, client-server,
and amphibious, spreadsheets and access points can
cooperate to achieve this goal. The evaluation of RPCs is a
theoretical riddle. The effect on artificial intelligence of this
discussion has been considered natural. nevertheless, a
confirmed grand challenge in theory is the understanding
of the evaluation of consistent hashing. Thus, write-ahead
logging and embedded technology are based entirely on
the assumption that SMPs and DNS are not in conflict with
the exploration of write-ahead logging. Another unproven
mission in this area is the analysis of red-black trees.
Indeed, flip-flop gates and von Neumann machines have a
long history of interfering in this manner. Furthermore, we
emphasize that our application runs in Θ(n2) time. Thus,
we disconfirm that fiber-optic cables can be made
interactive, constant-time, and cooperative. 11, Houston.
Present forecast shows acceptable conditions in your
recovery area: 2000 foot scattered, high scattered, wind
from 070 degrees, 13 knots, visibility 10 miles, and sea state
about 4 feet. The forecast yesterday showed a tropical
storm, Claudia, some 500 to 1000 miles east of Hawaii. The
- the pictures from Earth satellites taken yesterday
afternoon - afternoon showed Claudia dissipating, so this
appears to be even less a factor than it was before. Your
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recovery area is now believed to be just a little ways north
of the intertropical convergence zone, which you can
probably see when you look out your windows there.
Yesterday there was also a report of a tropical storm, Viola,
further to the west. Its present location is some thousand
miles east of the Philippines and moving northwest.
Tropical storm Viola has been intensifying, and should be
transferred to the typhoon category within the next 12
hours or so; however, that will be far to your west. As a
matter of fact, sunrise terminator has not yet reached
Viola. When it does several hours from now, you can
probably distinguish it from your viewpoint quite readily.
As a matter of fact it should be of interest to perhaps take
some pictures. Comment on it when you get a chance to
see Viola in a few hours. So that's about the present
weather state and situation for your recovery area. Over.
07 03 55 40 CMP It is worth mentioning — because so
many people who toss his name around have never read
him — that Stirner had no social or economic program
whatsoever. He was no more pro-capitalist than he was
pro-communist, although Marxists like Marx, Engels and
Bookchin have routinely and mindlessly castigated him as
an apologist for capitalism. Stirner was just not operating
at that level. He was staking a claim, the most radical claim
possible, for the individual as against all the ideologies
and abstractions which, purporting to liberates him in
general and in the abstract, left the individual as
personally, practically subordinate as ever: “In principle...
Stirner created a utopistic vision of individuality that marked
a new point of departure for the affirmation of personality
in an increasingly impersonal world” (Bookchin 1982: 159).
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From Stirner’s perspective — which on this point is also
mine — ideologies like liberalism, humanism, Marxism,
syndicalism, and Bookchinism have all too much in
common (cf. Black 1994: 221–222).The flame of a lamp, or
candle, condensed and directed by a current of air, is
exceedingly useful in a great number of arts. The
instrument which is employed to modify flame is
the BLOWPIPE. This is an indispensable agent for jewellers,
watch-makers,
enamellers,
glass-blowers,
natural
philosophers, chemists, mineralogists, and, indeed, for all
persons who are occupied with the sciences, or their
application to the arts. Its employment offers immense
advantages in a multitude of circumstances; and the best
method of making use of so powerful an agent ought to be
well known to every person who is likely to be called upon
to adopt it. Students, especially those who desire to
exercise themselves in chemical manipulation, must feel
the want of a simple and economical process, by means of
which they could give to glass tubes, of which they make
great use, the various forms that are necessary for
particular operations. How much reason have they to
complain of the high price of the instruments of which
they make continual use! The studies of a great number are
shackled from want of opportunity to exercise themselves
in vimanipulation; and many, not daring to be at the
expense of a machine of which they doubt their ability to
make an advantageous use, figure to themselves the
employment of the glass-blower’s apparatus as being beset
with difficulties, and so rest without having even an idea
of the numberless instruments which can be made by its
means. Many persons would very willingly occupy their
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leisure time in practising the charming art of working glass
and enamels with the blowpipe; but the anticipated
expense of the apparatus, and the difficulties which they
imagine to foresee in the execution of work of this kind,
always repels them.The new species of blowpipe which we
have offered to the public, and which has received the
approbation of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
obviates all these inconveniences: its moderate price, its
portability, and the facility with which it can be used,
adapt it to general employment. But we should not believe
that we had attained the end which we had proposed to
ourselves if we had not placed young students in a
situation to repeat at their own houses, at little cost, and
with the greatest facility, the experiments which are
necessary to familiarise them with the sciences. It is with
such a view that we present to them this little Treatise,
which is destined to teach them the simplest, the most
expeditious, the least expensive, viiand the most effectual
methods of constructing themselves the various
instruments which they require in the prosecution of their
studies. The word glass-blower, generally speaking,
signifies a workman who occupies himself in making of
glass and enamel, the instruments, vessels, and ornaments,
which are fabricated on a larger scale in the glass-houses:
but the domain of the sciences having laid the art of glassblowing under contribution, the artists of the lamp have
divided the labours thereof. Some apply themselves
particularly to the construction of philosophical and
chemical instruments; others occupy themselves with little
ornamental objects, such as flowers, &c.; and, among the
latter, some manufacture nothing but pearls, and others
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only artificial eyes. Finally, a few artists confine themselves
to drawing and painting on enamel, which substance is
previously applied to metallic surfaces by means of the fire
of a muffle.Of all the frauds practised by mercenary
dealers, there is none more reprehensible, and at the same
time more prevalent, than the sophistication of the various
articles of food.This unprincipled and nefarious practice,
increasing in degree as it has been found difficult of
detection, is now applied to almost every commodity
which can be classed [Pg 14]among either the necessaries
or the luxuries of life, and is carried on to a most alarming
extent in every part of the United Kingdom. It has been
pursued by men, who, from the magnitude and apparent
respectability of their concerns, would be the least
obnoxious to public suspicion; and their successful
example has called forth, from among the retail dealers, a
multitude of competitors in the same iniquitous course.To
such perfection of ingenuity has this system of
adulterating food arrived, that spurious articles of various
kinds are every where to be found, made up so skilfully as
to baffle the discrimination of the most experienced judges.
Among the number of substances used in domestic
economy which are now very generally found
sophisticated, may be distinguished—tea, coffee, bread,
beer, wine, spiritous liquors, salad oil, pepper, vinegar,
mustard, cream, and other articles of subsistence. Indeed,
it would be difficult to mention a single article of food
which is not to be met with in an adulterated state; and
there are some substances which are scarcely ever to be
procured genuine. Some of these spurious compounds
are [Pg 15]comparatively harmless when used as food; and
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as in these cases merely substances of inferior value are
substituted for more costly and genuine ingredients, the
sophistication, though it may affect our purse, does not
injure our health. Of this kind are the manufacture of
factitious pepper, the adulterations of mustard, vinegar,
cream, &c. Others, however, are highly deleterious; and to
this class belong the adulterations of beer, wines, spiritous
liquors, pickles, salad oil, and many others. There are
particular chemists who make it a regular trade to supply
drugs or nefarious preparations to the unprincipled
brewer of porter or ale; others perform the same office to
the wine and spirit merchant; and others again to the
grocer and the oilman. The operators carry on their
processes chiefly in secresy, and under some delusive firm,
with the ostensible denotements of a fair and lawful
establishment. These illicit pursuits have assumed all the
order and method of a regular trade; they may severally
claim to be distinguished as an art and mystery; for the
workmen employed in them are often wholly ignorant of
the nature of the substances which pass through their
hands, and of the purposes to which they are ultimately
applied. To elude the vigilance of the inquisitive, to defeat
the scrutiny of the revenue officer, and to ensure the
secresy of these mysteries, the processes are very
ingeniously divided and subdivided among individual
operators, and the manufacture is purposely carried on in
separate establishments. The task of proportioning the
ingredients for use is assigned to one individual, while the
composition and preparation of them may be said to form
a distinct part of the business, and is entrusted to another
workman. Most of the articles are transmitted to the
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consumer in a disguised state, or in such a form that their
real nature cannot possibly be detected by the unwary.
Thus the extract of coculus indicus, employed by fraudulent
manufacturers of malt-liquors to impart an intoxicating
quality to porter or ales, is known in the market by the
name of black extract, ostensibly destined for the use of
tanners and dyers. It is obtained by boiling the berries of
the coculus indicus in water, and converting, by a
subsequent evaporation, this decoction into a stiff black
tenacious mass, possessing, in a high degree, the narcotic
and intoxicating quality of the poisonous berry from which
it is prepared. Another substance, composed of extract of
quassia and liquorice juice, used [Pg 17]by fraudulent
brewers to economise both malt and hops, is technically
called multum. When the legs of both the male and the
female are[60] stretched straight out over each other, it is
called the "clasping position." It is of two kinds, the side
position and the supine position, according to the way in
which they lie down. In the side position the male should
invariably lie on his left side, and cause the woman to lie
on her right side, and this rule is to be observed in lying
down with all kinds of women. When, after congress has
begun in the clasping position, the woman presses her
lover with her thighs, it is called the "pressing position."
When the woman places one of her thighs across the thigh
of her lover, it is called the "twining position." When a
woman forcibly holds in her yoni the lingam after it is in, it
is called the "mare's position." This is learnt by practice
only, and is chiefly found among the women of the Andra
country.The above are the different ways of lying down,
mentioned by Babhravya; Suvarnanabha, however, gives
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the following in addition. When the female raises both of
her thighs straight up, it is called the "rising position."
When she raises both of her legs, and places them on her
lover's shoulders, it is called the "yawning position." When
the legs are contracted, and thus held by the lover before
his bosom, it is called the "pressed position." When only
one of her legs is stretched out, it is called the "half pressed
position." When the woman places one of her legs on her
lover's shoulder, and stretches the other out, and then
places the latter on his shoulder, and stretches out the
other, and continues to do so alternately, it is called the
"splitting of a bamboo." When one of her legs is placed on
the head, and the other is stretched out, it is called the
"fixing of a nail." This is learnt by practice only. When both
the legs of the woman are contracted, and placed on her
stomach, it is called the "crab's position." When the thighs
are raised and placed one upon the other, it is called the
"packed position." When the shanks are placed one upon
the other, it is called the "lotus-like position."[61]When a
man, during congress, turns round, and enjoys the woman
without leaving her, while she embraces him round the
back all the time, it is called the "turning position," and is
learnt only by practice. Thus says Suvarnanabha, these
different ways of lying down, sitting, and standing should
be practised in water, because it is easy to do so therein.
But Vatsyayana is of opinion that congress in water is
improper, because it is prohibited by the religious law.
When a man and a woman support themselves on each
other's bodies, or on a wall, or pillar, and thus while
standing engage in congress, it is called the "supported
congress." When a man supports himself against a wall,
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and the woman, sitting on his hands joined together and
held underneath her, throws her arms round his neck, and
putting her thighs alongside his waist, moves herself by
her feet, which are touching the wall against which the
man is leaning, it is called the "suspended congress." When
a woman stands on her hands and feet like a quadruped,
and her lover mounts her like a bull, it is called the
"congress of a cow." At this time everything that is
ordinarily done on the bosom should be done on the
back.In the same way can be carried on the congress of a
dog, the congress of a goat, the congress of a deer, the
forcible mounting of an ass, the congress of a cat, the jump
of a tiger, the pressing of an elephant, the rubbing of a
boar, and the mounting of a horse. And in all these cases
the characteristics of these different animals should be
manifested by acting like them. When a man enjoys two
women at the same time, both of whom love him equally,
it is called the "united congress." When a man enjoys many
women altogether, it is called the "congress of a herd of
cows." The following kinds of congress, viz., sporting in
water, or the congress of an elephant with many female
elephants, which is said to take place only in the water, the
congress of a collection of goats, the congress of a
collection of deer, take place in imitation of these animals.
In Gramaneri many young men enjoy a woman that may
be married to one of them, either one after the other, or
at[62] the same time. Thus one of them holds her, another
enjoys her, a third uses her mouth, a fourth holds her
middle part, and in this way they go on enjoying her
several parts alternately. The same things can be done
when several men are sitting in company with one
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courtesan, or when one courtesan is alone with many men.
In the same way this can be done by the women of the
King's harem when they accidentally get hold of a man.
The people in the Southern countries have also a congress
in the anus, that is called the "lower congress." Thus ends
the various kinds of congress. There are also two verses on
the subject as follows. "An ingenious person should
multiply the kinds of congress after the fashion of the
different kinds of beasts and of birds. For these different
kinds of congress, performed according to the usage of
each country, and the liking of each individual, generate
love, friendship, and respect in the hearts of women." In
string theory, the quantum-mechanical amplitude for the
interaction of n closed or open strings is represented by a
functional integral (basically, a sum) over fields living on a
two-dimensional manifold with boundary.71 In quantum
gravity, we may expect that a similar representation will
hold, except that the two-dimensional manifold with
boundary will be replaced by a multidimensional one.
Unfortunately, multidimensionality goes against the grain
of conventional linear mathematical thought, and despite a
recent broadening of attitudes (notably associated with the
study of multidimensional nonlinear phenomena in chaos
theory), the theory of multidimensional manifolds with
boundary
remains
somewhat
underdeveloped.
Nevertheless, physicists' work on the functional-integral
approach to quantum gravity continues apace72, and this
work is likely to stimulate the attention of mathematicians.
Far from their prestigious campuses, a Northwestern
University professor and a University of Oxford finance
officer were jailed in the San Francisco area Saturday after
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eight days as fugitives sought in the death of a young
hairdresser in Chicago stabbed repeatedly until the knife
broke, police said. The Northwestern microbiologist,
Wyndham Lathem, had a personal relationship with the
victim, although the nature of it wasn't clear, and Lathem
had made a video apologizing for what he called "the
worst mistake of my life," police said. Lathem, 42, was
being held without bail in Alameda County and faced a
court appearance in the city of Pleasanton. The other
suspect, Andrew Warren, a treasury assistant at one of
Oxford's residential colleges in England, was being held at
the county jail in San Francisco. Two upgrades
to Facebook's News Feed could improve the quality of
news discovery and mobile page loading times. The
first affects the "Related Articles" module that appears
below frequently shared stories in the News Feed, even
before a user clicks on them. Launched as a test in April,
Facebook said it's rolling it out more broadly after
receiving positive feedback on it. It will also use machine
learning to identify and send more stories to third-party
fact checkers. As a result of the second upgrade, fasterloading web pages will appear more prominently in the
News Feed. From Facebook's perspective, these changes
are pretty clearly aimed at improving the user
experience. Weeding out false information and surfacing
fact-checked articles could help improve users’ view of
Facebook as a trustworthy news platform, and stay
engaged for longer periods of time. This adds to
Facebook’s other recent efforts in combating fake news,
and helps improve its reputation as a proponent of the
echo chamber. And guiding users to faster-loading
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websites obviously reduces frustration and allows them to
consume more content. Five years after touching down on
Mars, NASA's Curiosity rover mission is still making big
discoveries. On the night of Aug. 5, 2012, the car-size
robot aced a dramatic and harrowing landing, settling
softly onto the Red Planet's surface after being lowered on
cables by a rocket-powered "sky crane." The success of this
unprecedented (and seemingly improbable) maneuver
sparked eruptions of emotion at mission control at NASA's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California —
and at late-night viewing parties all over the world.
Curiosity landed on Mars at 10:17 p.m. PDT on Aug. 5,
that's 1:17 a.m. EDT on Aug. 6 (0517 GMT), with the signal
of its success reaching Earth 14 minutes later after crossing
the 154 million miles between Mars and Earth. France’s
President Emmanuel Macron’s honeymoon period with
the French voters is essentially over as his approval rating
keeps declining, according the latest poll. The first public
opinion surveys indicating that the popularity of France’s
new President had begun to plummet came up in July as
he and his government pressed ahead with substantial
budget cuts in several sectors such as defense spending,
housing benefits, and state funding to women’s
organizations. The downward trend in Macron’s
popularity was shown by a previous poll carried out by
Ifop on July 17-22, which showed it had slipped by 10
points in a month, down to 54%. Macron’s popularity
slumped less than three months since he took office,
according to a YouGov poll published Thursday, France24
reported. Its results indicated that the French President
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saw his popularity go down by 7 points, with just 36% of
respondents having a positive view of him.
A total of 49% of the French voters now have a negative
view of Macron, a rise of 13 points, according to the poll
for the Huffington Post and the CNews TV channel, cited
by AFP. The poll surveyed a total of 1,003 people, and was
carried out on July 26-27. Macron’s centrist government
has announced EUR 4.5 billion (USD 5.3 billion) in public
spending cuts aimed at bringing France’s budget deficit
within EU limits. Jerome Fourquet, a political scientist
from Ifop, said the polls showed the public was beginning
to tire of Macron’s slick communication style while he was
slashing public spending. “Some people are starting to get
the feeling that he is an exceptional charmer and a
communicator but whose Hollywood-like style of
communicating is actually an instrument to bring in
austerity policies,” he said. Study of the stars was valuable
for navigators and for surveyors, perhaps, but such
disturbing theories should not be propounded by
philosophers.
Cleanthes,[16] according
to
Plutarch,[17] "advised that the Greeks ought to have
prosecuted Aristarchus the Samian for blasphemy against
religion, as shaking the very foundations of the world,
because this man endeavoring to save appearances,
supposed that the heavens remained immovable and that
the earth moved through an oblique circle, at the same
time turning about its own axis." Few would care to face
their fellows as blasphemers and impious thinkers on
behalf of an unsupported theory. Eighteen hundred years
later Galileo would not do so, even though in his day the
theory was by no means unsupported by observation. The
galactic longitude (l) is reckoned from the ascending node
of the Milky Way on the equator, which is situated in the
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constellation Aquila. The galactic latitude (b) gives the
angular distance of the star from the Galaxy. On plate I, at
the end of these lectures, will be found a fairly detailed
diagram from which the conversion of α and δ of a star
into l and b may be easily performed. All stars having an
apparent magnitude brighter than 4m are directly drawn
Instead of giving the galactic longitude and latitude of a
star we may content ourselves with giving the
galactic square in which the star is situated. For this
purpose we assume the sky to be divided into 48 squares,
all having the same surface. Two of these squares lie at the
northern pole of the Galaxy and are designated GA1 and
GA2. Twelve lie north of the galactic plane, between 0° and
30° galactic latitude, and are designated GC1, GC2, ..., GC12.
The corresponding squares south of the galactic equator
(the plane of the Galaxy) are called GD1, GD2, ..., GD12. The
two polar squares at the south pole are called GF1 and GF2.
Finally we have 10 B-squares, between the A- and Csquares and 10 corresponding E-squares in the southern
hemisphere.[Pg 6] The distribution of the squares in the
heavens is here graphically represented in the projection
of FLAMSTEED, which has the advantage of giving areas
proportional to the corresponding spherical areas, an
arrangement necessary, or at least highly desirable, for all
stellar statistical researches. It has also the advantage of
affording a continuous representation of the whole sky.
Formaldehyde is a powerful germicide, but its penetrating
vapor restricts its use. These disinfectants are but little
used in the final sterilisation of apparatus, chiefly on
account of the difficulty of effecting their complete
removal, for the presence of even traces of these chemicals
is sufficient to so inhibit or alter the growth of bacteria as
to vitiate subsequent experiments conducted by the aid of
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apparatus sterilised in this manner. The soil of Egypt,
periodically washed by the inundation, is a black,
compact, homogeneous clay, which becomes of stony
hardness when dry. From immemorial time, the fellahin
have used it for the construction of their houses. The hut of
the poorest peasant is a mere rudely-shaped mass of this
clay. A rectangular space, some eight or ten feet in width,
by perhaps sixteen or eighteen feet in length, is enclosed in
a wickerwork of palm- branches, coated on both sides with
a layer of mud. As this coating cracks in the drying the
fissures are filled in, and more coats of mud are daubed on
until the walls attain a thickness of from four inches to a
foot. Finally, the whole is roofed over with palm-branches
and straw, the top being covered in with a thin layer of
beaten earth. The height varies. In most huts, the ceiling is
so low that to rise suddenly is dangerous both to one's
head and to the structure, while in others the roof is six or
seven feet from the floor. Windows, of course, there are
none. Sometimes a hole is left in the middle of the roof to
let the smoke out; but this is a refinement undreamed of by
many. I've never really wanted to go to Japan. Simply
because I don’t like eating fish. And I know that's very
popular out there in Africa.From:ggensler@hillaryclinton.C
omTo:ntanden@gmail.comCC:mshapiro@hillaryclinton.co
m,pyle_michael@yahoo.com,jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com,
davidckamin@gmail.com,gbsperling@gmail.com,john.pode
sta@gmail.com more Date: 2015-09-12 16:04 Subject: Re:
Glass steagall Neera, And here I thought that I
affirmatively offered an alternative way that keeps the
horse was alive: We revise our risk proposals to center or
include explicit laws to allow for regulators to downsize or
restructure the largest banks. Not Glass Steagall, but
clearly putting HRC in camp of breaking up Too Big to Fail
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Banks. Gives her a clear answer on debate stage. She
would be for downsizing these Banks but not in a 1930's
way. In fact she would be addressing the real issues of
size, risk and complexity, not just some rhetoric about an
old law about lines of business. It actually can be
articulated as bolder than Glass Steagall, depending how
structured. Dial up all the way to a size limit or dial still
high to explicitly give regulators greater authorities to
downsize and restructure. To criticism that not Glass
Steagall, she responds that she is actually broader than
simply focusing on what lines of finance these firms can be
in. To question of why not just break them up now she
says that best go give to experts rather than make a
political decision. Horse still alive in my mind. Just a
slightly different horse - more appropriate for the times
than an old nag from thee 1930's. Gary On Sat, Sep 12, 2015
at 1:40 PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >
First I would expect Biden to endorse glass steagall if he
gets in. What > do we think he and warren were discussing
for the hour? But we will know > something Ike that
hopefully before the debate. But it would be my bet that >
he ends up in favor. > > To answer Gary's email, we have
an essential conundrum. Glass Steagall has > become
shorthand for tough on the banks with the left. Again, I'm
not > saying it's fair or unfair. It just seems very hard to
undo in the time we > have. So we can say all these things
you'd like her to say but when she > says she's against
reinstating on that debate stage I am worried that will > be
shorthanded as she's pro-bank. > > We all have different
discussions about policy with different people and >
different assessments. But a lot of people see an ftt as a
criticism of > Wall Street simply by being a tax on stocks.
Though I'm all for making > brokers pay it. It's not like
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people are super distinguishing the banks, > hedge funds
and Wall Street. > > But hey, if she had been for reinstating
glass steagall, that would create > a different calculus for
an ftt. Given we are not for reinstating, I think > that makes
an ftt even more of an imperative. And at least it gives her
> something to say about taking a tough stand in this
realm. > > Now I think I've at least properly beaten this
dead horse for my part. > On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 12:34 PM
Michael Shapiro < > mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com> wrote:
> >> This is not my area at all. So people should weight
Schmidt and Pyles and >> Gary's views much, much more
strongly. >> >> But my understanding is that Biden is
somewhat weaker with liberals on >> financial reform
issues. If we are worried about him entering, and drawing
>> liberals either from us or Sanders because he's in theory
more electable, >> I'd lean toward going stronger on
financial accountability to the extent we >> can in a way
that does not seem like a lurch but an evolution of the >>
principles we've put out and the lessons of the crisis. >> >>
Sent from my iPhone >> >> On Sep 12, 2015, at 12:26 PM,
Gary Gensler <ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> >> wrote: >>
>> + Pyle >> >> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 12:20 PM, Gary
Gensler < >> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >> >>> I
think that what HRC is confronting on the rope lines when
folks ask >>> about Glass Steagall is less about the specifics
of that actual law and far >>> more that a broad part of the
public think that we have a) not yet solved >>> for the risks
that Banks pose to their daily lives & b) that the banks and
>>> their executives are entitled or not held accountable as
they should be. >>> It's a mixture of not solving both a)
Too Big to Fail and b) Too Big to >>> Jail. >>> >>> And I
have heard too often from progressive advocates some
mixture of >>> concern our positions given some mixture
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of a) Hillary having been a NY >>> Senator thus close to
Wall Street, b) the perceived deregulation of WJC >>> years
& c) many of Hillary donor/adviser base coming from
Finance. >>> >>> For me, if we wish to address these more
head on, we should consider >>> dialing up the substance
of both our risk agenda and our accountability >>> agenda.
>>> >>> On risk, our current liability risk fee does tip the
scales directly >>> regarding size and risk, but it does not
set any absolute limit to size, >>> risk or complexity. It's
also pretty technical rather than a clear rule. >>> Dialing
up, I think that we could say that Hillary is calling for >>>
strengthening the Dodd Frank provision which already
allows for regulators >>> (the FDIC and Fed) to downsize
or restructure banks. The authority is >>> already there but
by calling for a broadening of that authority we can >>>
associate ourselves more directly wish a call to downsize
banks. We could >>> say that the law needs to make it
explicit that the regulators can downsize >>> for risk to the
economy, complexity to manage or overall size relative to
>>> the markets. Or if we wished to dial this knob further,
we could suggest >>> a specific number saying that given
that it is almost certain that some >>> large systemic bank
will fail we should limit their scale. >>> >>> I don't,
however, think that we should stress Glass Steagall or lines
of >>> business other than our call for closing some
loopholes in Volcker. >>> >>> For the public it's would be
clear and somewhat like rules that >>> over-sized vehicles
are banned from the highways in part to protect the >>>
rest of the public from when they crash. We could say why
not protect the >>> public from inevitable future crashes of
Too big to Fail Banks. >>> >>> On accountability, we could
dial up the current provisions of senior >>> executives'
bonuses being on the line when large fines are paid by
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tweaking >>> some of the language (making it clearer and
with less defenses) and upping >>> the rhetoric. We could
also add that regulators have clear authority to >>> force
senior executives to lose their job for misdeeds that
happened under >>> their supervision even if they didn't
participate in the misdeed. >>> >>> Lastly, though the FTT
has been well litigated, I wanted to comment that >>> one
of the reasons I don't think that it will get us much credit is
that >>> it does not go to either of the public's deeply held
concerns. An FTT >>> effects markets by putting a tax on
every trade. It does not address Bank >>> risk, Too Big to
Fail, accountability or Too Big to Jail. My view is that >>>
the debate will still focus on these items and that Hillary
would still get >>> the rope line questions. >>> >>> Gary
>>> >>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 10:09 AM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> >>> wrote: >>> >>>> Yes. And the
broad test is too complex to manage. But I'm obviously
>>>> happy to work with others on other triggers if you
don't like that one. >>>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 9:58 AM
Jake Sullivan < >>>> jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote:
>>>> >>>>> I'm trying to get same answer. What I'm trying
to figure out is if >>>>> you are saying, I need a glass
steagall tool I can use if a bank can't meet >>>>> my tests?
>>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> On Sep 12, 2015, at 9:53 AM,
Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>> >>>>> I
would say that if there's a bank that needs to be broken up
she >>>>> needs a glass steagall tool to break them up. She
can't really do that now. >>>>> >>>>> However, I'm open to
saying a pattern of too much complexity. So it's >>>>>
finding several banks. But I'm trying to find a debate
answer not a policy >>>>> rollout. Happy to think longer
for that kind of answer. >>>>> >>>>> Obviously she can't
break up any bank on her own. The higher cap >>>>>
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requirements are designed to assure much less likelihood
of failure. We >>>>> have pushed for higher ones. But we
live in a quandary which is no one >>>>> knows what any
of this means and glass steagall has the most resonance
with >>>>> reporters and the like. >>>>> >>>>> I get Jamie
Damon's argument that having both sides of the business
>>>>> helped him weather the storm. They took profits and
losses at different >>>>> times. But I think there are some
reasonable people on Wall Street who >>>>> think the
complexity is a problem. >>>>> >>>>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015
at
9:38
AM
Jake
Sullivan
<
>>>>>
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>> >>>>>> So if
there is one of those we reinstate glass steagall for all
banks? >>>>>> >>>>>> Just trying to understand. >>>>>>
>>>>>> >>>>>> On Sep 12, 2015, at 9:36 AM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>>> >>>>>> A bank too
complex to manage that therefore is too risky. >>>>>>
>>>>>> On Sat, Sep 12, 2015 at 9:33 AM Jake Sullivan <
>>>>>> jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>>
>>>>>>> To summarize, your position would be that she
would be open to >>>>>>> reinstating glass steagall if it
came to that? What's the answer to >>>>>>> "what's it
gonna take"? >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> >>>>>>> On Sep 12,
2015, at 9:09 AM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com>
wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>> Look, I wasn't there in the 90s. But
I don't think she will win a >>>>>>> battle on glass
steagall's role in the crisis. And I think it is problem.
>>>>>>> Fair or unfair it's pretty ingrained. So I'm trying to
think of a third way >>>>>>> between support and
opposition. I think O'Malley will push her to be >>>>>>>
opposed and it could be really deadly. >>>>>>> >>>>>>>
But I'm happy to register my dissent from your views and
move on. >>>>>>> >>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 9:54 PM
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Gary Gensler < >>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote: >>>>>>> >>>>>>>> I would say no and say that this
1930's policy solution doesn't >>>>>>>> work in this
century. And it wouldn't have done anything about AIG,
Lehman >>>>>>>> or many other too big to fail failures.
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone >>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> On Sep 11, 2015, at 9:42 PM, Neera Tanden
<ntanden@gmail.com> >>>>>>>> wrote: >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>
someone follows up with >>>>>>>> "Are you for
reinstating glass steagall or not?" >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>
Gene's artful version still gets us to no. >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>
I am saying she says some version of I will fix the problem
w out >>>>>>>> it. But if it makes sense to do bc of issues
that arise - e g too much >>>>>>>> complexity to manage then she will do it. She's not saying she will do it >>>>>>>>
now. She's not saying it was responsible for the crisis. But
she will >>>>>>>> reinstate if future need arises. >>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> I guess I worry about everyone else up on the
stage saying >>>>>>>> reinstate glass steagall and not
giving her more. >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> I recognize I'm in a
different place than others. You may not want >>>>>>>> to
go this far, but given her anxiety on Glass Steagall I did
want to offer >>>>>>>> up an alternative. >>>>>>>> On Fri,
Sep 11, 2015 at 6:00 PM Gary Gensler < >>>>>>>>
ggensler@hillaryclinton.com> wrote: >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> I
think Gene is onto a possible path forward - buying into
the >>>>>>>>> values of Glass Steagall - while not the
actual specifics for our times. >>>>>>>>> Glass Steagall was
another generations solution for a similar problem >>>>>>>>> risk - but a problem that has taken on new
forms nearly 80 years later. >>>>>>>>> Obama focused and
succeeded on much with Dodd Frank, but can and need to
do >>>>>>>>> more. That's why I am for Risk fee,
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strengthening Volcker, etc. and if >>>>>>>>> needed would
in a heartbeat .... >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015
at
5:02
PM,
Gene
Sperling
<
>>>>>>>>>
gbsperling@gmail.com> wrote: >>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> I
want to come back to my comment that was somewhat
between Neera >>>>>>>>>> and Gary. >>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>> I agree with Gary that we should not flip flop
on Glass Steagall >>>>>>>>>> because one, it is makebelieve to think it caused the crisis in any way; >>>>>>>>>>
2) because it is make believe, it is crazy for her to buy into
the idea >>>>>>>>>> that it was her husband as opposed to
a Republican Administration bore the >>>>>>>>>>
regulatory responsibility for the worst financial crisis in
our life time. >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> But where we could
think more, is how without buying into the >>>>>>>>>>
Glass-Steagall as cause and cure line -- we could find ways
to blur a >>>>>>>>>> little more going forward, that could
use the two words. >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> Such as: "I do
want to strengthen some of the key protections >>>>>>>>>>
against risky behavior that Glass Steagall was designed to
prevent -- which >>>>>>>>>> is why I want to strengthen
Volker Rule etc. And I want to make sure we >>>>>>>>>>
never see the type of let Wall Street do whatever they want
like took place >>>>>>>>>> under George Bush.....[and then
hit a litany] >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> That structure has us
not focusing on being against Glass >>>>>>>>>> Steagall,
but quickly buys into some of the values going forward
and then >>>>>>>>>> pivots to an all out hit on Bush and
reckless practices under Bush watch >>>>>>>>>> that led to
crisis......" >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> Thoughts? >>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 1:42 PM, Gary Gensler <
>>>>>>>>>>
ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>> I understand what Neera is
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saying that Glass Steagall is not >>>>>>>>>>> well
understood by the public, but I would still have HRC keep
to that her >>>>>>>>>>> focus is on risk. That's why we
have the risk fee, strengthening Volcker >>>>>>>>>>> and
Shadow Banking and if desired add that she would not
hesitate to hold >>>>>>>>>>> banks accountable and not
hesitate if need be to downsize or even break >>>>>>>>>>>
some of them up. On Glass Steagall, it's far more than just
not conceding >>>>>>>>>>> it. I think that particularly
given what HRC has said and that Lehman, AIG
>>>>>>>>>>> and so many others would have failed even
with Glass Steagall that HRC is >>>>>>>>>>> on safer
grounds talking about risk and even size than what lines
of >>>>>>>>>>> business banks are in. It appears a bit flip
floppy whereas the risk and >>>>>>>>>>> size are far less
so. >>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 3:47
PM, Neera Tanden <ntanden@gmail.com >>>>>>>>>>> >
wrote: >>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> Where I'm disagreeing
with this group is precisely on the words >>>>>>>>>>>>
Glass Steagall. No one knows what it is, but being on the
wrong side of it >>>>>>>>>>>> is dangerous. So I'm not
committing her to reinstate it, but I also think
>>>>>>>>>>>> shutting it down is ill advised; I fear that in
the black and white world >>>>>>>>>>>> we're living in,
that is shorthanded as pro-bank. So that is why I would
>>>>>>>>>>>> remain open to it as a policy option in the
future.
>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 2:58 PM, Gene
Sperling < >>>>>>>>>>>> gbsperling@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Very
much
agree
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> On 11 Sep 2015, at 11:53,
Gary
Gensler
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> If we need words I would go with " I will
work to reduce the >>>>>>>>>>>>> size of the banks in a
heartbeat" or if more is needed to go with "I will
>>>>>>>>>>>>> work to reduce the size or even breakup the
banks in a heartbeat ..." >>>>>>>>>>>>> rather than a
reference to reinstating Glass Steagall. >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> I say this as we've already said that crisis
wasn't about >>>>>>>>>>>>> Glass Steagall restrictions but
about risk. Also I believe that as a >>>>>>>>>>>>> policy
matter that the issue about too big or too risky to fail is
about >>>>>>>>>>>>> size and risk not Glass Steagall. I
would prefer not to concede that point. >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Further, Dodd Frank gave the FDIC and
Fed to restructure or >>>>>>>>>>>>> even downsize banks
if the living will process leads to a conclusion that
>>>>>>>>>>>>> the risk of resolution is too great.
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>> On Fri, Sep 11, 2015 at 2:37
PM,
Jake
Sullivan
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> That’s close to what we have minus the
words Glass Steagall. >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Are those magic
words for you? >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> *From:* Neera Tanden
[mailto:ntanden@gmail.com]
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
*Sent:*
Friday, September 11, 2015 2:17 PM >>>>>>>>>>>>>> *To:*
Jake
Sullivan
<jsullivan@hillaryclinton.com>;
John
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com>; Gene
Sperling < >>>>>>>>>>>>>> gbsperling@gmail.com>; Gary
Gensler < >>>>>>>>>>>>>> ggensler@hillaryclinton.com>;
Mike
Schmidt
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
mschmidt@hillaryclinton.com>;
Michael
Shapiro
<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> mshapiro@hillaryclinton.com>; David
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Kamin < >>>>>>>>>>>>>> davidckamin@gmail.com>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> *Subject:* Glass steagall >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> i think
most people know I worry that this is the closest
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> thing to an Iraq vote we have to face us.
And a big potential problem in >>>>>>>>>>>>>> the debate.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Why can't she say the following:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Too big to fail are
problems. Should never happen again etc. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I will take steps - higher cap requirements, whatever you
have on list -to >>>>>>>>>>>>>> ensure we protect
Americans. I think those will work better. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will
work every day to make sure we protect Americans so
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> they never suffer for the excesses on Wall
Street. But if banks are >>>>>>>>>>>>>> growing too big to
manage and we need to take these steps tetc etc,
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> believe me I will work to reinstate glass
steagall in a heartbeat bc this >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Americans
losing so much for the banks can never happen again.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> She's not conceding it was responsible for
the financial >>>>>>>>>>>>>> crisis. But her openness will
be better than a hard and fast position that >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
puts her on the bank side of the ledger. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Anyway I
just offer it as a thought. >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> >>> >> For several centuries prior to the great
Persian invasions of Greece, perhaps the very greatest and
wealthiest city of the Greek world was Miletus. Situate
about the centre of the Ionian coasts of Asia Minor, with
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four magnificent harbours and a strongly defensible
position, it gathered to itself much of the great overland
trade, which has flowed for thousands of years eastward
and westward between India and the Mediterranean;
while by its great fleets it created a new world of its own
along the Black Sea coast. Its colonies there were so
numerous that Miletus was named 'Mother of Eighty
Cities.' From Abydus on the Bosphorus, past Sinope, and
so onward to the Crimea and the Don, and thence round to
Thrace, a busy community of colonies, mining,
manufacturing, ship-building, corn-raising, owned Miletus
for their mother-city. Its {2} marts must therefore have
been crowded with merchants of every country from India
to Spain, from Arabia to Russia; the riches and the
wonders of every clime must have become familiar to its
inhabitants. And fitly enough, therefore, in this city was
born the first notable Greek geographer, the first
constructor of a map, the first observer of natural and
other curiosities, the first recorder of varieties of custom
among various communities, the first speculator on the
causes of strange phenomena,—Hecataeus. His work is in
great part lost, but we know a good deal about it from the
frequent references to him and it in the work of his rival
and follower, Herodotus. The city naturally held a leading
place politically as well as commercially. Empire in our
sense was alien to the instincts of the Greek race; but
Miletus was for centuries recognised as the foremost
member of a great commercial and political league, the
political character of the league becoming more defined, as
first the Lydian and then the Persian monarchy became an
aggressive neighbour on its borders. The makers want us
to make what they want us to make, and that’s good
enough for a while, for a time since all will be
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accomplished, of course in a much saner manner than if
we were to dredge or dragoon a whole new set of
structures. The makers have already ordained the
pathway, leading rogue or imaginative elements into
ditches or winsome cul-de-sacs. It’s fine, this arrangement,
as it is, because primarily there’re no new harrowing
complexities. That’s easy to admit, its relative ease being
long hiatuses from facts formed in private, so you,
yourself, won’t have much musing to do. But then, you
roll on, pursuing some sultry formations, enflaming types
of pure-thinking that are almost half unholy. The makers
may retaliate, you see, and they may wish to head-slap
you for your break from an unbreakable rubric. Some say
the makers are imprisoners, that they’ll happily repress
what they won’t or can’t understand. It’s hard to say just
what’s the limit to their tolerance, what’s the can’t-doproposition though it’s implicit, unwritten, the makers’
intent. Questions arise, fall away, only to be explored, then
thrown away and explored again when questions arise,
this round hardier, more engaging. Some solutions are
readied, the thing has to be finally opened up, retracted,
something like that, in effortful advances. The makers
hate that, that you’d persist— not put them on notice that
this is no lark, no make-believe drama. It can be you,
without them, their ways, & their means of getting you to
pitch the only pleasantries you’ve stored and stuffed for
yourself. The makers will fall away after pressed and
prodded and sanctioned. Told they hold no sway here
now, or in the future because that’s the essence of the
world: in flux, fathoming some other catchall scheme, to
start it all anew, the riddle of life, too. It must not be
forgotten that energy is not a simple factor, but is always a
product of two factors—a mass with a velocity, a mass
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with a temperature, a quantity of electricity into a
pressure, and so on. One may sometimes meet the
statement that matter and energy are the two realities; both
are spoken of as entities. It is much more philosophical to
speak of matter and motion, for in the absence of motion
there is no energy, and the energy varies with the amount
of motion; and furthermore, to understand any
manifestation of energy one must inquire what kind of
motion is involved. This we do when we speak of
mechanical energy as the energy involved in a body
having a translatory motion; also, when we speak of heat
as a vibratory, and of light as a wave motion. To speak of
energy without stating or implying these distinctions, is to
speak loosely and to keep far within the bounds of actual
knowledge. To speak thus of a body possessing energy, or
expending energy, is to imply that the body possesses
some kind of motion, and produces pressure upon another
body because it has motion. Bill Kristol, David Frum &
other blood-stained neocons know Trump Era has gifted
them with renewed credibility thanks to embrace of Dems.
Opposing Trump doesn't require mindless reverence for
the FBI, CIA & NSA. At least it shouldn't. The top-tier of
Dem foreign policy advisers just literally formed a new
foreign policy advocacy group w/Bill Kristol. Bill Kristol,
David Frum & other blood-stained neocons know Trump
Era has gifted them with renewed credibility thanks to
embrace of Dems. CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. — Violence
erupted on Saturday as hundreds of white nationalists had
gathered here for a rally and clashed with
counterprotesters, resulting in at least one death and
prompting the governor to declare a state of emergency.
After the rally at a city park was dispersed, a car plowed
into a crowd near the city’s downtown mall, killing at 32224

year-old woman, Police Chief Al Thomas, said. Some 35
were injured; at least 19 in the car crash, according to a
spokeswoman for the University of Virginia Medical
CenterFrom:info@lcv.org To: john.podesta@gmail.com
Date: 2007-11-28 20:42 Subject:A gift from Congress?
===============================
LeagueofConservatVotershttp://action.lcv.org/ct/VdzLkN
K1vRoe/=============================== Dear John, Do
corporate polluters deserve to continue receiving tax
breaks this holiday season? Some members of Congress
seem to think so. Why else would they consider preserving
huge tax breaks that oil and gas companies currently
enjoy? The price of crude oil is climbing to $100-a-barrel,
spiking pump prices to over $3 a gallon during the
holidays. Corporate polluters are raking in profits, and
now they want to profit even more by sinking energy
reform. YOU can make a difference by speaking out. Send
an URGENT message to Congress TODAY demanding
nothing
less
than
bold
leadership!http://action.lcv.org/campaign/taxbreaks_congr
ess/6kk3b5r27ne3b66? So far in the 2008 election cycle, the
energy industry has spent almost $20 million in campaign
contributions. - Senator James Inhofe, Dirty Dozen
member and ranking member of the Senate Environment
and Public Works committee, has accepted over $630,000
in dirty money. - Rep. Joe Knollenberg, also in the Dirty
Dozen, has accepted over $640,000 in dirty money. And
there's plenty more where that came from! Big Oil and Gas
are pressuring Congress to keep their giant tax breaks
which are helping to fuel their record profits. The truth is,
continuing tax breaks for corporate giants like Big Oil and
Big Gas are gifts that keep on giving to campaign coffers.
It's simple. Tell Congress that corporate greed is
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destroying
our
planet.
http://action.lcv.org/campaign/taxbreaks_congress/6kk3b5
r27ne3b66? It's up to us to fight to preserve a
comprehensive package that includes the critical measures
we demand: incentives for renewable energy, increased
fuel efficiency and repealing tax breaks for corporate
polluters. You've been a tremendous ally all these months.
Now, will you fight for a strong finish on energy reform?
Sincerely, Gene Karpinski President League of
Conservation Voters ******************************* Tell A
Friend! Tell your friends to sign up for LCV updates today.
http://action.lcv.org/lcv/joinforward.html?domain=lcvorg&
r=L7zLkNKqUd8y& Sign up for LCV Updates If you
received this message from a friend, you can sign up for
League
of
Conservation
Voters
updates.b……./////////…..////
http://action.lcv.org/lcv/join.html?r=L7zLkNKqUd8yE&Qu
estions? If you have any questions about this message or
any other League of Conservation Voters issue, please click
here
or
call
202-785-8683.
http://action.lcv.org/ct/V1zLkNK1
vRo3/ Policy You, or someone on your behalf, has
subscribed to receive this information from the League of
Conservation Voters. To review our Privacy Policy, click
here. http://action.lcv.org/ct/ZpzLkNK1vRox/ Unsubscribe
and HTML Settings This message was sent to
john.podesta@gmail.com.
To
modify
your
email
communication preferences or update your personal
profile, visit your subscription management page at:
http://action.lcv.org/lcv/smp.tcl?nkey=6kk3b5r27ne3b66&
To stop ALL email from League of Conservation Voters,
reply via email with "remove or unsubscribe" in the subject
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line,
or
use
the
following
link:
http://action.lcv.org/lcv/remo
ve-domain-direct.tcl?ctx=center&nkey=6kk3b5r27ne3b66&
ps driving 3x vehicles started firing a pkc near checkpoint
#1 in order to open the road running from al jumhuriya
bridge to the alawi area injuring civilian aseel (last name
not available, female, works for mod in the medical
section). checkpoint #1 tower guard fired at the ips. the ips
shot at other ip detachments in order to open the road. a
force from 3/5/6 ia attempted to follow the vehicles and
lost them in traffic. the vehicles were seen entering
the moicompound.
From:PaustenbachM@dnc.orgTo:MirandaL@dnc.org Date:
2016-05-06 14:45 Subject: Sanders letter / threats These are
clearly threats to… Withhold his support for Hillary:“How
the party leadership comports itself at the convention will
affect Democrats’ chances of winning the general election
this November, the Vermont senator said.” Cause chaos at
the convention:
“The letter warned that if committee
assignments aren't fairly allotted one result could be floor
fights.” Mark Paustenbach National Press Secretary &
Deputy Communications Director Democratic National
CommitteeW:202.863.8148paustenbachm@dnc.org<maIlcct
o:paustenbachm@dnc.org> From: Miranda, Luis Sent:
Friday, May 06, 2016 12:31 PM To: Debbie Wasserman
Schultz Cc: Leah Daughtry; Patrice Taylor; Dacey, Amy;
Paustenbach, Mark; Tracie Pough Subject: RE: Update
From: Michael Briggs [mailto:michael@berniesanders.com]
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 12:29 PM To: Brinster, Jeremy
Subject: NEWS: Sanders to DNC: Don’t Stack the Deck at
Philly Convention [Image removed by sender. Bernie 2016]
Sanders to DNC: Don’t Stack the Deck at Philly
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Convention May 6, 2016 Contact: Michael Briggs (802) 2338653 BURLINGTON, Vt. – U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders on
Friday urged Democratic Party Chairwoman Debbie
Wasserman Schultz not to stack the committees that will
draft the rules and lay out the party platform at this
summer’s Democratic National Convention. In a letter to
the party chairwoman, Sanders said the makeup of the
standing committees should reflect the relative level of
support that he and Hillary Clinton received in primaries
and caucuses. So far, Sanders has won about 45 percent of
the pledged delegates. Both campaigns deserve a say at the
convention this July in Philadelphia, the senator said.
Under party rules, Wasserman Schultz recommends 25 atlarge appointments to the party’s executive committee for
each of the three standing committees; rules, platform and
credentials. Wasserman Schultz has forwarded only three
of 40 names the Sanders campaign recommended for the
key committees while installing Clinton loyalists in
leading roles. Connecticut Gov. Dannel Malloy was put in
charge of the Platform Committee, for example, and
former Rep. Barney Frank of Massachusetts was tapped to
head the Rules Committee. Sanders called Malloy and
Frank “aggressive attack surrogates” for Clinton. He
doubted that either would “conduct committee proceeding
in an even-handed manner” and said the appointments of
the two Clinton loyalists “suggests the standing
committees are being established in an overtly partisan
way meant to exclude the input of the voters who have
supported my candidacy.” How the party leadership
comports itself at the convention will affect Democrats’
chances of winning the general election this November, the
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Vermont senator said. “If we are to have a unified party in
the fall, no matter who wins the nomination, we cannot
have a Democratic National Convention in which the
views of millions of people who participated in the
Democratic nominating process are unrepresented in the
committee membership. That sends the very real message
that the Democratic Party is not open to the millions of
new people that our campaign has brought into the
political process, does not want to hear new voices and is
unwilling to respect the broader base of people that this
party needs to win over in November and beyond,”
Sanders wrote to Wasserman Schultz. The letter warned
that if committee assignments aren't fairly allotted one
result could be floor fights. Under party rules, minority
reports may be brought before the full convention at the
request of 25 percent of the platform, credentials and rules
committees. “If the process is set up to produce an unfair,
one-sided result, we are prepared to mobilize our
delegates to force as many votes as necessary to amend the
platform and rules on the floor of the convention,” Sanders
wrote. To read Sanders’ letter to Wasserman Schultz, click
here<http://sendy.berniesanders.com/l/DfrPBYJWWKIFXg
Z763cGcMqQ/Fkcvn9qrVc892lyAgExT5TTg/KPbOagjU2M
9qGNmYth4CQg>. ### Paid for by Bernie 2016 [Image
removed by sender. (not the billionaires)] PO Box 905 Burlington,Vermont05402,UnitedStatesFrom:MirandaL@d
nc.orgTo:Erik@blueenginemedia.com,hrtsleeve@gmail.com
CC: PoughT@dnc.org, DaceyA@dnc.org Date: 2016-05-12
00:30 Subject: RE: Connecting you... Makes sense. I never
got into specifics, Erik, just punted him to you. Sent via the
Samsung GALAXY S®4, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone ---229

---- Original message -------- From: Erik Smith
<erik@blueenginemedia.com> Date: 05/11/2016 10:28 PM
(GMT-05:00)
To:
Debbie
Wasserman
Schultz
<hrtsleeve@gmail.com>
Cc:
"Miranda,
Luis"
<MirandaL@dnc.org>, Tracie Pough <PoughT@dnc.org>,
"Dacey, Amy" <DaceyA@dnc.org> Subject: Re: Connecting
you... Got it. On May 11, 2016, at 10:25 PM, Debbie
WassermanSchultz<hrtsleeve@gmail.com<mailto:hrtsleeve
@gmail.com>> wrote: No, I would not encourage them to
do that. As of right now, the Sanders campaign is not
supporting a DNC sanctioned debate, which as you know,
was part of the agreement when we added the four extra
debates. We need to make sure that if we were going to
entertain the possibility of having FOX host the final
debate, that they understand that we start with this as a
DNC sanctionedý debate and that is non-negotiable.
Thanks. DWS Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
From: Erik Smith Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2016 9:20 PM
To: Debbie Wasserman-Schultz; Amy Dacey; Lindsey
Reynolds; Lisa Garcia; Tracie Pough Cc: Miranda, Luis;
Jessica Borchert Subject: Re: Connecting you... What do
folks think? I haven't had any conversations like that with
him. Luis, have you? On May 11, 2016, at 9:16 PM,
Sammon,
Bill
<bill.sammon@FOXNEWS.COM<mailto:bill.sammon@foxn
ews.com>> wrote: If Fox were to send letters of invitation
to the two candidates for a final debate in California, can
we say that the DNC is amenable to Fox hosting it? Thank
you. On May 4, 2016, at 8:00 AM, Erik Smith
<erik@blueenginemedia.com<mailto:erik@blueenginemedi
a.com>> wrote: I'm happy to talk anytime. Let me know a
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good time for you. On May 3, 2016, at 10:01 PM, Sammon,
Bill<bill.sammon@FOXNEWS.COM<mailto:bill.sammon@f
oxnews.com>> wrote: Folks: Given Bernie's victory
tonight, should we move forward with talks for a debate in
Simi Valley in late May? A Democratic debate on Fox, with
Megyn et al, would draw an enormous audience and drive
voter interest through the roof. Would love your thoughts.
Best, Bill On Apr 26, 2016, at 5:48 PM, Sammon, Bill
<bill.sammon@FOXNEWS.COM<mailto:bill.sammon@foxn
ews.com>> wrote: Thanks, Luis. Erik, that sounds great.
Let's talk tomorrow. 202-302-0964. Best...Bill On Apr 26,
2016,at5:32PM,ErikSmith<erik@blueenginemedia.com<mai
lto:erik@blueenginemedia.com>> wrote: Thanks Luis. Bill
good to reconnect. We used to talk a while back when I
was Gephardt’s flack. We’ll know a lot more about where
we are tomorrow since both campaigns have suspended
talks until after the primary. From: Miranda, Luis
[mailto:MirandaL@dnc.org] Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016
5:26 PM To: Sammon, Bill; Erik Smith Subject: Connecting
you... Hi Erik, I’m connecting you here with Bill Sammon
who is the Vice President of News and Washington
Managing Editor for Fox News Channel. As you know Fox
recently hosted Senators Clinton and Sanders for a Town
Hall. Bill and his team led that effort, and they are
interested in being considered for the possible additional
May debate. I had a good conversation with Bill yesterday
and laid out the process, so I wanted to make sure he’s in
touch
with
you
directly.Thanks,Luis.<image003.png><https://urldefense.pr
oofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.democrats.org_&d=
CwMFAg&c=cnx1hdOQtepEQkpermZGwQ&r=Fll5MEpe
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OaipoShfJg_ZSDG21reW3x0CrumYBiaMf84&m=m9i8xpG
oEZC42NfKWhbnoozXWADzxoxrgcj06gdAT4Y&s=chmk6
GBqqHQFJRlJDjAw2VxZ1RYeDtcssb7MUqDQ0XI&e=>Lu
is Miranda, Communications Director Democratic
National
Committee2028148MirandaL@dnc.org<mailto:MirandaL@
dnc.org>@MiraLuisDC<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=https3A__www.twitter.com_MiraLuisDC&d=Cw
MFAg&c=cnx1hdOQtepEQkpermZGwQ&r=Fll5MEpeOai
poShfJg_ZSDG21reW3x0CrumYBiaMf84&m=m9i8xpGoEZ
C42NfKWhbnoozXWADzxoxrgcj06gdAT4Y&s=KpZI1ijgV
HoZB7s9fv_76rJH-cHXR_zdUWzI0JCBj8&e=>Thismessage
and its attachments may contain legally privileged or
confidential information. It is intended solely for the
named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in
this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message
or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should
permanently delete this message and its attachments and
kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of
this message and its attachments that does not relate to the
official business of Fox News or Fox Business must not be
taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No
representation is made that this email or its attachments
are without defect. Poet, artist, and lecturer Kenneth
Goldsmith’s work of appropriation poetry is currently
annotating the Jewish Museum’s exhibition “The Arcades:
Contemporary Art and Walter Benjamin.” We met at his
Chelsea loft to discuss the modern theorist’s timeless
relevance and how his works affect commentary on
technological paradigm shifts in the past, present, and
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future. ...Is your head actually shaved?I do it to a one. My
wife Cheryl used to shave her head. Well, not really. She
did it for a video. Her hair was very short. Women look
really beautiful with shaved heads... When a man does it
it’s because he’s going bald. Usually I mean. Okay, should
we talk about the exhibition? Is this the interview? We
should start it with talks about baldness because Walter
Benjamin had a great head of hair and he moved like a
tortoise. He was this big lugubrious fellow who lurched
through life very slowly, analysing everything very
carefully. Weird. How did you get into Benjamin? I knew
about his work as an art student. You know, you learn
about Walter Benjamin’s Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction. That’s kind of the only essay you read. But
also, when I was a student there was a series of books that
were really great and these would be in bookstores just
begging for you to pull them off the shelf. They were all
the exact same and they’re kind of ugly but you know,
back in the day when books weren’t designed well, these
were really cool. Because somebody was doing a series,
and look at the great names, Reflections, Illuminations.
And Hannah Arendt wrote the introduction. That’s
incredible. Oh, so then they had the imprimatur of
counter-culture on them. And you know, they look serious
and they look sober with a cool old black and white photo
of an intellectual. But when you start to read him he
predicts everything. He’s the media theorist. He’s the first
guy that wakes up in the electronic age and says, “hey,
we’ve got to think about it.” Even back in the television
age, he seemed to have a lot to say about that... He’s the
first guy to deal with electronic media, so he seemed really
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contemporary even though he’s long dead.I was
wondering, could you tell me more about the book that
you did in homage to Benjamin’s flaneur walks in Paris,
the posthumously published one. Did you ever read it?
The Arcades Project... He sat in libraries for ten or fifteen
years and pulled books off a shelf and sort of opened them
randomly. When something would catch his eye, he
started copying the passages out. He said, “The act of
reading is the act of flying over landscape at 10,000 feet,
but the act of copying is the act of walking on a road.”
Nobody ever really knew whether it was supposed to be a
study for a great theoretical work that was never written,
or if this notion of fragments and accumulation in and of
itself was a book... But actually, there’s proof both ways.
One saying yes it was going to be a study for a great book
about Paris in the 19th Century, and the other hand say as
it was is a great study about Paris in the 19th Century, as a
bunch of fragments. So, I did the same thing, but for New
York in the 20th Century.What’s so specific about New
York? I mean, they’re both cities that have their reputation
precede them, in a way. You go to New York with the
ideal of the city in mind that’s been fed to you through
films. Well, that’s exactly right. New York is the capital of
the 20th Century... Our image of New York is shaped
through film, and our image of Paris is shaped through
photography and lithography. So, you have a black and
white city, and you have a black and white and color city...
I think it’s kind of a great analogy for Benjamin’s book and
my book. His book is all about depth, it’s all about the
barricades and Marx and Housmann and social revolution.
Mine is all about pop art, jazz, skyscrapers, and
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advertising. There’s some crossover.For the exhibition at
the Jewish Museum, you also re-create that whole thing
and turn it into poetry. Did you only take fragments that
you’d already chosen from your New York book and the
Walter Benjamin, or did you choose completely new ones
as well? It was a whole new project. They liked the
Benjamin book which is why I was brought in to, what do
they call it, convolute, or annotate, the show. But basically,
the show was about the arcades project and contemporary
art, so it wasn’t about New York and it wasn’t about me so
much. So, what I did was, for each convolute, I looked at
the artwork they selected and then I looked at the
convolute itself, and I tried to find language that addressed
both the contemporary artwork and the historical literary
work. That’s how I came up with all those texts.I thought
the exhibition was so interesting.... It’s still in my
mind. Maybe because I’m a Benjamin fangirl. I liked that
the curation was so odd. I usually really like seamless
exhibitions, where you walk in and it immerses you fully,
and I think that exhibition almost tried to do that and
didn't because so much was happening. For some reason,
it might have been the space, but it didn’t feel like a
journey as much. But then again, if you’re walking
through arcades, it doesn’t feel like a journey, either,
because everything’s a bit of a mish mash.I think that’s
what they were trying for. It has to be something of
information overload. It has to be something that’s both
fragmented and cohesive. It has to be something that
draws your attention and something else that pulls your
attention away from it. It has to be something that is
oriented ideas of display, window display, surrealism, and
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disjunction... A lot of people couldn’t handle that. But if
you’re going to do a show about a guy that collected
information and theorise the collection of information,
then you’ve got to do a show that way....For the first
twenty years of the 20th Century, it was all about media
and media saturation and completely new ways of
realising the world... There’s a paradigm shift, the way
information is playing out. In the roots of Benjamin and
surrealism are the roots of the entire internet as we know it
today. Everybody thinks this technology is so new and it’s
never really happened before. In some ways it’s true, and
in other ways it’s really older. It’s haunt-ology, it’s being
haunted by previous technologies. There’s a paradigm
shift all the time....There’s something about the work that
is ringing true today and it’s carrying forth, and I think
that this show is really trying to connect with that energy
in contemporary art. Now, everybody sort of seems to be a
media theorist, seems to be writing on it. I don’t know if
for the digital age there’s going to be a single manifesto
that encapsulates it the way that that one essay did. He
was just way ahead of his time. I think that’s why we care.
Formerly engineers almost universally demanded that
broken stone for concrete should have all the finer particles
screened out. This practice has been modified to some
considerable extent in recent years by using all the crusher
product both coarse and fine, or, as it is commonly
expressed, by using run-of-crusher stone. The comparative
merits of screened and crusher-run stone for concrete work
are questions[Pg 16] of comparative economy and
convenience. The fine stone dust and chips produced in
crushing stone are not, as was once thought, deleterious;
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they simply take the place of so much of the sand which
would, were the stone screened, be required to balance the
sand and stone mixture. It is seldom that the proportion of
chips and dust produced in crushing stone is large enough
to replace the sand constituent entirely; some sand has
nearly always to be added to run-of-crusher stone and it is
in determining the amount of this addition that
uncertainty lies. The proportions of dust and chips in
crushed stone vary with the kind of stone and with the
kind of crusher used. Furthermore, when run-of-crusher
stone is chuted from the crusher into a bin or pile the
screenings and the coarse stones segregate. Examination of
a crusher-run stone pile will show a cone-shaped heart of
fine material enclosed by a shell of coarser stone,
consequently when this pile of stone is taken from to make
concrete a uniform mixture of fine and coarse particles is
not secured, the material taken from the outside of the pile
will be mostly coarse and that from the inside mostly fine.
This segregation combined with the natural variation in
the crusher product makes the task of adding sand and
producing a balanced sand and stone mixture one of
extreme uncertainty and some difficulty unless
considerable expenditure is made in testing and
reproportioning. When the product of the crusher is
screened the task of proportioning the sand to the stone is
a straightforward operation, and the screened out chips
and dust can be used as a portion of the sand if desired.
The only saving, then, in using crusher-run stone direct is
the very small one of not having to screen out the fine
material. The conclusion must be that the economy of
unscreened stone for concrete is a very doubtful quantity,
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and that the risk of irregularity in unscreened stone
mixtures is a serious one. The engineer's specifications will
generally determine for the contractor whether he is to use
screened or crusher-run stone, but these same
specifications will not guarantee the regularity of the
resulting concrete mixture; this will be the contractor's
burden and if the engineer's inspection is rigid and the
crusher-run product runs uneven for the reasons given
above it will[Pg 17] be a burden of considerable expense.
The contractor will do well to know his product or to
know his man before bidding less or even as little on
crusher-run as on screened stone concrete. Researchers at
the security firm Lookout have identified a family of
malicious smartphone apps, referred to as SonicSpy. At
least three versions of the malware, which is able to
remotely control infected phones, made it onto Google’s
Play store. Anyone who installs the compromised apps
will find they have full messaging functionality. But in the
background, according to Lookout, the apps are able to
hijack a variety of basic phone functions. That includes
making outbound calls, sending text messages, and
harvesting call logs, contacts, and Wi-Fi data.
Amazon.com is exploring a technology first developed for
the U.S. military to produce tasty prepared meals that do
not need refrigeration, as it looks for new ways to muscle
into the $700 billion U.S. grocery business. The world's
biggest online retailer has discussed selling ready-to-eat
dishes such as beef stew and a vegetable frittata as soon as
next year, officials at the startup firm marketing the
technology told Reuters. The dishes would be easy to
stockpile and ship because they do not require
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refrigeration and could be offered quite cheaply compared
with take-out from a restaurant. If the cutting-edge food
technology comes to fruition, and Amazon implements it
on a large scale, it would be a major step forward for the
company as it looks to grab hold of more grocery
customers shifting toward quick and easy meal options at
home. Ooh la la ooh la la ooh la la let us continue on this
variegated journey into the great unknown oh sappy
you!!!!!! Bleep out the bad-sounding stuff, the versification
that pummels the non-soulIt is likely that poet Kenneth
Goldsmith and most of the audience last Friday night at
Brown University have never attended an autopsy. For
them, Goldsmith’s reading of his poem, “The Body of
Michael Brown,” a creative editing of Brown’s autopsy
report, was not tied to the physical experience of cutting
into a human body, but rather to the political associations
that surround this particular body. Indeed most of the
discussion and heated reactions that have followed are not
critiques of the poem as such, but relate to whether
Goldsmith, as a white man, has the right to appropriate
such a text.As a physician, I have a special relationship to
the material Goldsmith read, a relationship that points to
what is fundamentally wrong with his poem. My most
acute memory of attending autopsies is the quiet awe,
which arises from being in the presence of something at
once quotidian and momentous. This something is not
conceptual; whatever it is, it invokes a visceral sensation of
an absent presence or a present absence: the being that this
body contained. The gallows humor that inevitably
punctures the stillness of the autopsy room arises from our
inability to parse, describe, or translate this experience.
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The banal clinical language of the autopsy report is
symptomatic of this. It succeeds in evoking the immensity
of the absent being only in so far as it utterly fails to do so.
In a statement put out on Facebook in response to the
controversy, Goldsmith writes: “I altered the text for poetic
effect; I translated into plain English many obscure
medical terms that would have stopped the flow of the
text; I narrativized it in ways that made the text less
didactic and more literary.” The irony of this is that
Goldsmith practices what he calls “uncreative writing,”
specifically he writes conceptual poetry, a type of poetry in
which the poet does not compose an original text, but
rather reframes a pre-existing one. In his book, Uncreative
Writing, he notes that, literary critic Marjorie Perloff has
suggested that, “because of changes brought on by
technology and the Internet, our notion of genius — a
romantic isolated figure — is outdated. An updated notion
of genius would have to center around one’s mastery of
information and its dissemination...She (Perloff) posits that
today’s writer resembles more a programmer than a
tortured genius, brilliantly conceptualizing, constructing,
executing, and maintaining a writing machine.”The
machine basis for conceptual poetry lends itself to the
seductive illusion that, because they are associated with
lifeless computers, these processes are somehow
ahistorical and apolitical. The Internet, too, by providing
access to millions of documents, anytime, anywhere,
perpetuates this fallacy, that these have no material
specificity. In truth, information originates and circulates
within specific material, political and social circumstances.
To forget this is to be lulled into thinking that the fluidity
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and flattening of information on the Web somehow erases
the white male privilege of “real life.” Goldsmith’s
Facebook statement that he “took a publicly available
document from an American tragedy that was witnessed
first-hand (in this case by the doctor performing the
autopsy) and simply read it” reveals that either he has
succumbed to this illusion or he is not telling the truth.
Perhaps the best rebuttal to the poet’s pronouncement is
his own decision to end the poem with the description of
Michael Brown’s penis, a castrating gesture, which serves
to show that “The Body of Michael Brown” is white male
auteurship dressed in the drag of “uncreativity.”
Goldsmith’s writing and performance of “The Body of
Michael Brown” is problematic, not because he does not
have the “right” to use the text, but because his use of it is
fundamentally false. Not only does he hubristically
presuppose that texts, like dead bodies, are neutral objects
that can be cut and sutured without doing harm, but, as
one young black woman suggested in our discussions the
next day, he assumes that he can take the language of the
autopsy report into his own body. That is to say, he can
somehow speak it truthfully, not as an error-filled
translation, but as a new language: Goldsmithese.
Performing under the hyper-circulated image of Michael
Brown in his graduation photo, for thirty minutes
Goldsmith delivered a relentless sing-song that effaced
personal affect and offered no interruptions save for when
he paused to drink from a glass of water. However,
despite his masterful command of the stage and the
audience, he was unable to seamlessly appropriate the
medical vernacular. This is not surprising. The ride is an
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ol’ doozy. North Carolina. The South. Strange territory.
The Yankee, that’s me, going deeper south, so it seems. But
the South wasn’t what it once was, ahem! —that’s the
current elitist thinking. It has changed. That, in itself,
seemed a bit too ungracious. Oh well. The land is nice, and
the people are nicer. I can offer you this much, and I
wouldn’t be lying. The journey was hard…to keep going.
But I did, and I’m here to tell you about it. I’m not much of
a writer. I thought I was. Or, at least, I thought I could be
one. But I’m not. I’m a loser. That was what I’ve been told.
There is little debate, I’m a loser. I’m happy to embrace it.
We live in an era of losers—and of idiots. I’d much rather
be a loser, all told. But I like ‘idiot’, too. Then again, after
you read my crappy book(s)/writings, I’m sure it will
apply. So here I am, with my dog. He’s a good boy. He
likes riding in my car. My little car is old and cramped. My
back is breaking, and I’ll have to stop in a few moments to
stretch my legs. I’ve already had a cortisone shot to keep
the pain at bay, and that’s worked so far. But the pain is a
bitch. My dog is old, too—have I mentioned that? He
needs a bath. I’ve been meaning to give him a bath, but all
of my energy has been sapped. It all goes to the journey.
I’m sure he hates me for that. Once in a while, he moans,
wanting to get out, but I have to make up time. This bitch
always takes more than four hours. Google Maps says it’s
four hours, but I wind up spending seven on the road, or
more, especially on Friday during rush hour. Virginia is
being developed to death, way past the DC suburbs into
Fredericksburg, a totally fucking mess.
Even past
Fredericksburg, there are problems. Like now, I’m sitting
in traffic, with my old dog, waiting, back trembling, chest
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pumping with hate. I hate everything these days,
everything—that’s been my perpetual mode, and I wish I
could say I didn’t feel that way, but I do. But hate is a
viable emotion, especially these days.
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